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Are You In This Picture?
THIS IS A seene from the
latest mass meeting held last
Thursday night at Mt. Pisgah
CME church when upwards
of 400 people turned out to
hear the inspirational speak-
ers spur them on to victory
in the fight against Mem-
phis segregation. The tempo
was hot and heavy as speak-
er after speaker sought to
give words of encouragement
in the crowd of students
and adults participating in the
sit-ins and picketing assault
on downtown Memphis. An-
other mass meeting is ache-
duled for Thursday night,
Sept. 22 at Middle Baptist
church on Lane. All Memphis
is urged to attend. (Staff
photo by Billy Duncan)
Cancel More
'Accounts At
Main Stores
More than 30 Negro ladies
took another trip to town last
Saturday in duplication of their
trip the Saturday before last.
Marching briskly down Main
street, they paused only long
enough to inform some of the
largest stores lining the main
avenue that since they, being
Negroes, were shunted off to
a corner when it came meal-
time (or told to go someplace
elm) they would like to do no
w
ore business with the stores
til this situation was alleviat-
ed.
In short, they canceled
charge accounts at Goldsmith's
Levy's, Bry's, Lowenstein's and
Gerber's. Some of the young
ladies who made the trek re-
ported to the Tri-State Defen-
der that in some of the stores
a very discourteous attitude
was prevalent toward them.
"Only at Goldsmith's and
pry's were we treated with any
kind of courtesy," said one of
the young women.
At the other stores they did
not bother to give us courtesy
Wes (Mr. Miss, Mrs.) and
See CANCEL, Page 2
NAACP MEET
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP will hold its regular
Sonthly meeting, Sept. 25, 4m., Mt. Olive CME church,
Linden at Lauderdale at. All
members are urged to be pres-
ent business of importanco.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham,
pregident, Memphis Branch.
Cop Bumps' Negro
Picket Off Sidewalk
Some of the pickets report
they had "unsettling" experi-
ences when they walked in
front of Goldsmith's depart-
ment store last Saturday. De-
spite the complaints of several
whites in the area to their,
picketing the store, the Ne-,
MRS. VENIECE STARKS
: Memphis-This Week •
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ACCUSED
Louis Triggs, 22, of 368 Vance,
was picked up by police last
week and accused of robt;ag
and beating Charlie Jeu, 81-
year old Chinese chef. Triggs
denies the charge. Jeu worked
for the Chop Suey Cafe on
Beale. He claims he was at-
tacked and beaten and robbed
of $443 as he was walking home
et 250 Vance. He was foundalf conscious by police. Police
said when they apprehended
Triggs, he put up a fight. He
was captured at Fourth and
Vance.
VISITS MEMPHIS
Vice President Richard M.
Nixon will be in Memphis for
a talk with citizens Tuesday,
Sept. 27. The itinerary is not
complete but campaign head-
quarters state that Nixon is
planning on visiting West Mem-
phis also, all on the same day.
NEW PRINCIPALS
One Negro was appointed
principal last week in the Mem-
phis city school system. He is
Frank J. Lewis, teacher in the
junior division of Melrose high
school. Mr. Lewis was named
principal of Grant school. Two
other whites were appointed to
principalahips
"
NEED FOREMEN
The Memphis Public Works
Department announced recently
that it has openings for 10 fore-
men in the department. Corn-
trgasioner William Farris said
they were desirious in hiring
10 men to take charge in geo-
graphical locations. Starting
salaries will be $270 a month
As of press time several appli-
cants had been sent in but no
foremen had been announced.
KENNEDY HERE
Presidential nominee Sen.
John F. Kennedy will be in
Memphis at 5 p.m. for a speech
at the foot of Court on the
waterfront. A large crowd is
expected out to hear the young
senator when he speaks on
Wednesday (Sept. 21) afternoon.
WILL NOT APPEAR
Mort Sahl, the egghead comic,
said he figures he had better
not appear in Memphis at all
because some of his material
might not meet with approval
in the area. Mort has taken
potshots at several Southern
men in high places and has pro-
fessed a leaning toward inte-
gration in his quips.
JEB STAURT
Tonight with Jeb Stuart is
something new in the big city
of Memphis. This is an annual
affair to be held at the Fla-
mingo Room each Thuraday
night from 8 to 12 p.m. It. will
feature the world-famed Xey
Tones and the man himsele will
be on hand for the big FlOW.
The one and only magi. man
Tommy Parker and hi Star-
Tones Combo will provi• . mu-
sic fo*the affair.
groes kept at it and said they
would definitely be going back
on the picket line when their
turn came around again.
Mrs. Veniece Starks, one of
the pickets during the 10-12
a.m. slot sqid she had her pic-
ture taken by some sailors. But
another girl, a student in high
school here, didn't fare so well.
She was ignominiously "bump-
ed" off the sidewalk and into
the street. By an officer, yet!
Mrs. Starks said they got a
the store a little before 10 a.m.
and the young girl was in her
shift. Mrs. Starks walked on
:le front of Goldsmith's facing
Main St. and the young student
walked on the side facing Gayo-
so. Several other pickets were
marching with them.
COPS CAME
After a short while, she said,
two officers showed up and
started to walk beside them on
the sidewalk as if they were
walking a beat. She said one
of the officers called one of
the Negro male pickets a "black
s.o.b." and when they got to
her they just looked at her and
started humming.
Harry James, jr., another
active worker in the sit-ins and
picketing said he was the one
called the 'sob." by the po-
liceman. James is from New
York and he said "since I've
been here that title is haunting
me. When they arrested me
for sitting in they called me the
same thing."
James said he was elbowed
by one of the policemen as he
hurled the epithet at him.
Mrs. Starks said the officer
UP Opens
New Office
In Jackson
approached the young high
school student from the rear
and before the student knew'
See COP Page 2
Abe Scharff
Plans Big
Triple-Bill
You've had an evening of din-
ner and dancing; or an evening
of fashions and dancing; or
maybe an evening of dinner
and fashions. But ALL THREE?
Unbelievable! But true! When?
Sunday, Oct. 16, at 7 p.m. Mem-
phis' triple-billed, first - class,
quality entertainment feature
will be presented by the Abe
Scharff Branch of the YMCA
at Currie's Club Tropicana.
AND THAT'S NOT ALL! I 1
For the first time Memphis
will select a popular secretary
and acclaim her "Miss Secre-
tary of the Year." In addition
to enjoying a delicious dinner,
seeing the very latest and
swankiest in fashions, and dan-
cing to the music of a swing-
ing dance band, you will meet
Memphis' "Most Popular Sec-
retary" whom you will have
helped select by your presence.
Soon, you will meet the can-
didates for the title of "Most
Popular Secretary" and the
three top, enviable prizes be-
See ABE, Page
General officials of Union
Protective Life Insurance Com-
pany joined with members of
the Jackson, Tennessee District
Office personnel last Sunday,
Sept'. II, in an impressive open-
ing ceremony for the new,
commodious quarters of the
company in the Hub City. Prin-
cipal speakers were Lewis H.
Twigg, president of Union Pro-
tective Life; and Jackson's
Commissioner o f Education.
Honorable R. B. Patey.
Approximately 200 Jackson-
ians, representing a cross-sec-
tion of the community, were
present for the opening of the
new office, located at 212 Tan-
yard street, in the Joe Merry
Building.
Calling attention to his own
experiences as a former insur-
ance man, Commissioner Patey
told the audience that life in-
surance was one of the noblest
fields in which one could en-
gage, because of the value it
places on security and protec-
tion of the family; and the pro-
vision which can be made
through insurance for the edu-
cation of the youth. The young
city official commended Union
Protective for turning to Jack-
son to establish one of its dis-
trict offices.
_J1111111111_ '11111!:1111... 1111I1111
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Regardless Of Bus Mixing
STILL WON'T DISMISS FEDERAL
BUS CASE, SAYS COMPLAINANT
Campbell imp
Reports On
Baptists
Dr. A. E. Campbell, pastoi
of the Columbus MB church,
Decatur st., here in Memphis —
and vice president of the Na.
tional Baptist Convention, Inc.
was presiding at the confab I
when Dr. J. H. Jackson was
elected recently at the Conven-
tion in Philadelphia, Pa.
Dr. Campbell has his own
report on what happened at
the Convention and how the
subsequent tangle started that
resulted in two presidents to
the Convention. Dr. Jackson
and Rev Gardner Taylor of
New York.
"Dr. Jackson Is the rightful
president of the Convention."
reported Dr. Campbell to the
Tri-State Defender.
"I was presiding over the
Conventicn when the rules were
suspended and Dr. Jackson was
elected by acclamation. Be-
fore that the nominating com-
mittee, composed of members
of the convention had eliminat-
ed all prospective names for
the presidency. Rev. , Taylor's
name was on the lit but he
was ruled out."
JACKSON ELECTED
Dr. Campbell said Dr. Jack-
son was elected president and
the "?ssion was*,
adjc .sed.
that same after-
noon another
ggoup. a minor-
ity group, he
said, held an-
other election
after the formal
adjou rtiment
and Rev. Gard-
ner Taylor was
then elected.
"When Dr. Dr. Campbell
Jackson was elected, every-
thing was proper," said Dr.
Campbell On the report of the
nominating committee Dr.
Jackson's name was voted on
and carried: Revs. C. C. Cole-
man and T. S. Hardin made
the motions and they were car-
ried. Dr Jackson was then de-
clared the president of the Con-
vention by voice vote, said Dr.
Campbell.
"The Convention hes elected
its presidents by acclamation
and by suspending the rules
77 out of 80 times" said Dr.
Campbell. "Only three times
has there ever been a state-
See CAMPBELL, Page 2
Doing Their Bit
REVS. D. S. CUNNINGHAM,
left, and D. W. Browning re-
turned to the NAACP office
located at 2,36 S. Wellington
after putting in their two-
hour shift on the picket lines
downtown. These ministers,
so typical of several others
in the area, don't limit them-
selves to just talking about
what can be done to break
down segregation in Mem-
phis. They believe in practic-
ing what they preach. Rev.
Cunningham is president of
the Memphis Branch NAACP.
(Staff photo by Billy Duncan)
INTEGRATED buses come to
mempels despite rumblings
f o m white passengers.
Negroes for the first
time in a long, long
time sat on the front of the
buses in Memphis without
qualm, well, almost. Despite
the fact that Memphis Trans-
it Company ordered its pas-
sengers not to attempt to seat
passengers by race there have
been several Negroes arrest-
ed because they sat down in
the first seat available. One
driver who prosecuted a Ne-
gro passenger after the bus
company said it had informed
all its personnel of the change
said he never heard about
the new policy. Another was
arrested and fined $25, as was
the former, when a white
woman said she resented
the Negro sitting up front.
(Staff photo by Billy Duncan).
Reveal Boycott
Against Minister
Rev. J. Horace Germany, the
white minister of Mississippi
who wanted to build a College
of Religion for Negroes in Un-
ion, Miss., but was forced to
give up the idea is now in dan-
ger of having to give up his own
home there, so says a close
friend of the Reverend.
Dr. John A. Buehler, profes-
sor of chemistry at LeNloyne
college said on a visit to Rev.
Germany's home some time ago,
he found the minister is in dire'
need of help and supplies.
Dr. Buehler said Rev. Germ-
any informed him that the
whites in the area had put
pressure on the Reverend's
helpers on his farm, forcing
them to quit and several con-
cerns in the area had cancelled
his accounts and refused his
patronage.
"The situation is becoming
unbearable for Rev. Germany,"
said Dr. Buehler. He said that
insurance companies have can-
celled his policies on his farm
and equipment. Dr. Beuhler said
he met and became friends with
Rev. Germany when they both
attended Anderson College and
Theological Seminary in Ander-
son, Ind. The college is a mem-
ber of the Church of God faith.
WON'T BUY MILK
Dr. Buehler said that Rev.
Germany derived most of his in-
come from his milk-cows. He
has over 40. But this has been
dwindled to close to nothing be-
cause the firms refuse to buy
his milk. Other essentials such
as groceries, gas, etc., are re-
fused him even on a cash-buy
basis Dr. Buehler said.
Reverend Germany had plan-
Editor Better
After Surgery
Chicago, Ill. —
L. Alex Wilson, editor-in-chief
of the Chicago Defender, under-
went surgery Monday at Mic-
hael Reese hos-
pital and is re-
ported recover-
ing satisfactori-
ly-
Wilson form-
erly served as
editor and gen-
eral manager
of Defender
Publicati o n
paper in Mem-
phis, Tenn.., the
Tri -State De-
fender. Mises
Evers To
Push For
Mandate
0. Z. Evers, plaintiff in the
Memphis bus suit now pending
in Federal court said he didn't
care what the bus co. said
about its new policy on integra-
tion, "I am not going to give
jup the fight for a positive man-
date from the federal court on
the matter."
ned to put the Negro college on
part of his land. He lives about
a mile from the proposed dtt
Dr. Buehler said. The popula-
tion of the area is about 60 per
cent white to 40 per cent col-
ored. He said Rev. Germany
had lived in Union for about 7
years.
Rev. Germany got the idea
for the college for Negroes when
he, working as a Missionary in
the area, saw the need for a
college to alleviate some of the
had conditions of the Negroes,
Dr. Buehler reported.
When the first plans were
definitely made for the school
immediate dissention arose
from the area. After disapprov-
al became so strong, Dr. Bueh-
ler said Rev. Germany agreed
to move the site. But this idea
also met with disfavor, said the
chemistry professor.
BEATEN
Physical violence finally pre-
vailed when Rev. Germany said
he was attacked by several of
the white residents and beaten
as he worked on the college. Dr.
Buehler said the Reverend's in-
ner body was "drastically dam-
aged." He is unable to work his
farm and even now the White
Citizens Council patrols his
place, Dr. Buehler said.
Dr. Buehler said Rev. Germ -
A Marine Corps veteran and
a former Defender Publications
war correspondent, Wilson won
wide acclaim for his courage-
ous coverage of the Little Rock
school controveisy.
See REVEAL, Page 2
Mr. Evers, former postal em-
ployee, said for all he knows
this might be a move to try and
get the bus case thrown out of
Federal court. "I'm not going
to let that happen," he said.
The outspoken fighter for Ne-
gro rights said he didn't even
care whether or not his attor-
neys approved of his action on
still fighting the suit. He said
his organization, the Binghamp-
ton Civic League of which he
is president, is financially able
to help him carry on his fight.
"T have worked too long and
sweated too hard on this
not to fight it right down to the
wire," said Mr. Evers. "I have
lost weight, sleep and my postal
job because of my stand and
nothing is going to stop me
now," he stated firmly.
Mr. Evers said the buses
won't be integrated clear and
proper until a written mandate
is handed down by the Federal
$heigt. "If the bus company can
Jump up and say today that
its policy on segregated seat-
ing is changed," said Mr. Ev-
ers, "what is to prevent them
from saying a year from now
that it didn't work and go back
to a segregated policy?"
Buy U.S. Bonds
Who's going to
Win the Prep
Football Title
This Year?
Read "The Coach's
View"
On Page 13
Call -Miss Results" — IA 6-8397
To Place Your Want Ad.
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INISS ESTHER ROBERTS of
:Itlashville, Tenn. became a
snember of the freshman class
at Fisk university this week.
She is a 1960 honor graduate of
Pearl high school. At Pearl
high, she was president of the
National Honor Society and also
president of the Student Coun-
cil. . . She received a full tui-
tion scholarship to Fisk and
was the recipient of the Delta
Sigma Theta (Pi Sigma chap-
ter) scholarship. . . College
campuses are no novel '•
ence for Esther—in 1959, she
was selected as me of the 40
high school students to study
under the National Science
Summer program at Bennett
college, and this summer was
again selected by the founda-
tion to study at Fisk. . . Esth-
er is the dauehter of Fisk psy-
chology department chairman
S. 0. Roberts and Marion Rob-
berts.
Honor New
LeMoyne
Professors
New faculty and staff mem-
bers of LeMoyne college and
their families were honored
guests Sunday at a reception in
the faculty lounge of Brownlee
Hall.
Honored were: Sterlin Adams,
a Memphian who has his mas-
ter's degree in mathematics
from Atlanta university; Dr.
John A. Buehler, formerly of
Anderson college, professor of
chemistry; Dr. Paul Haves.
from Pacific School of Religion;
Harrison Lee, who holds the
master's degree in social scienc-
es from Atlanta university; Dr.
Rains Sudershanam, of India,
visiting professor of education;
Mrs. Pearl Vaughn. who holds
the master's degree in health
and physical education from
Tennessee State university and
Mrs. Lillie Branscomb, a new
addition to the business office.
HANDICAPPED WORKERS
CAN PRODUCE
Corporate, labor and govern-
ment reports have conclusive-
ly revealed that handicapped
workers, when placed in jobs
that make the most of their
abilities, are as good or better
than the able-bodied in terms
of quality and quantity of pro-
duction. Further, hundreds of
thousands of disabled persons
now engaged in industry
throughout the nation are prov-
ing this point.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
"Everybody Likes 'Ern"
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 13 to 30 Pounds
Two Year Old Country HOMO 
 
etc per Lb
Sis Mont* Old Country Hams 
 SOc per Lb
One 'root Old Country Home 
 
!'Sc per Lb
Three Year Old Country Hems 
 $I 10 per Lb
Real Country Hickory Smoked sestempe te 4 Lb logy lit pet LbLeon Hickory Smoked Bacon ,4 to 10 Lb Slob+ .. SSe per LbSliced Country Horn II 3S end $I SS per Lb
,PLUS POST AG
WE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
JIMMIE SIDDENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152; Business Phonic VI 2-SI41
On Bypass 31-W Route, 231 lit St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Resioence Phones, VI 2-0132
MIXED TASTES?
Get MIXED CASES
AT CASE PRiC'EF.0'!
WINES • BRANDIES • GIN
SCOTCH • VODKA • CHAMPAGNE
EASY DRIVE-IN PARKING
ii BROWN JUG
LIQUORS
2539 Summer Ave. ErL 10601
BERT BATES BEN MILLER
I MIDWAY
LIQUOR STORE
40 YEARS AT FOURTH AND HALE
•
LIQUOR • GIN • WINE
BOURBON • BRANDY
VODKA
Buy by the Ca.e at a Saving
•
Aso Mixed Cases At Case Prices
QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE
•
Telephone JA. 6-9963
355 Beale Ave.
LADIES INVITED
Free
Wrecker
LOOKING AT fashion maga-
zines is one way this trio
of lovely Owen College fresh-
men spent their spare time
during the first week of clas-
ses. Miss Viands Stovall, left,
of itltowah, Tenn., and Miss
Bettye Williams, Chatta-
nooga, Tenn, chat with Miss
Story Roberta Jones of Mos-
cow, Tenn. In her attractive
room in the recently redeco-
rated women's dormitory of
Owen.
Abe
(Continued from page 1)
ing offered, but now—make a
date—to not be late—to Mem-
phis' first triple-treat—an eve-
ning of dinner, fashions and
dancing, benefit of the YMCA,
Sunday October 16 1960, Currie's
Club Tropicana. The YMCA
needs your support—won't you
be sure to give it?
Subscriptions will be available
from the candidates for the
Popular Secretary title. For
further information, call The
YMCA—JA 11-2523.
You will not want to miss
this entertainment treat, so
make reservations in your date
book NOW. The YMCA will be
expecting you.
Miss Aleta Gatewood is the
first to enter the secretary con-
test. She is secretary to John
Arnold of Arnold and Associ-
ates.
India Signs
Water Treaty
KARACHI, Pakistan — (UPI)
— President Mohammed Ayub
Khan and Indian Premier
Jawarharlal Nehru planned to
sign the Indus Waters treaty
Monday.
There was guarded optimism
that it might lead to settlement
of the Kashmir istise, the last
of the big disputes between the
two nations.
The signing promised to end
a 13-year-old dispute in which
both countries claimed the
right to use river.
HASTINGS
MOTOR EXCHANGE
No Money Down
11-24 Mouths To Tay
All
M ekes
Gad
Models
GUARANTFED Ite•Manufae-
lured Motor. Do not be con-
fused—we have no hidden or
fictitious charges — the price
M P ()OMR Is the erica ree
oar
321 So. Main
lhen• f•-0672
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
And Ask For
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
The Picture Editor
Campbell
(Continued from page 1)
by state vote," he said.
Dr. J. H. Jackson was also
elected president of the Board
of Directors at the confab.
Other members elected to
the Convention were Dr. A. E.
Campbell vice president; Rev.
E. W. Billups vice president at'
large; Rev. T. S Hardin sr. Rev
C. H. Hampton and Rev. J. A.
Finlacen. all vice presidents;
Rev. T S. Jemison. secretary;
and Rev. Leonard G. Carr,
treasurer.
Later the Board of Directors
met and approved all the elect-
ed boards and more than 40
board members voted their ap-
proval of Dr. Jackson as presi-
dent. Five dissented.
DR. BREWSTER REPORTS
Dr. W Herbert Brewster.
nastor of the East Trigg Bap-
tist church and one of Mem-
phis' lending ministers stated
that the Convention is operated
through the Board of Directors,
iust as any corporation. Dr.
Brewster further stated that
f.he election of Rey Taylor was
held by men who were not
even members of the Conven.
'ion. He said Rev. Taylor won
his presidency during a recess
peried.
"The nominetinr, ..„etee
had eliminated his name from
their lie." said Dr. Brewster.
Dr. Brewster said that he
remained several days after
the Convention to attend the
court case in Philadelohie. The
eroun that elected Dr. Taylor
sought to bring an injunction
against Dr. Jackson to prevent
him from taking the president's
seat.
"No court can tell the Con-
vertion composed of over
5.000.-000 members. how it
shonld run its organization,"
said Dr Brewster.
No JURISDICTION
This was proven in a similar
court case in Weqhineton. said
Dr. Brewster. The courts have
no jurisdiction.
Dr. Brewster said the Phila-
delphia court would have
Rev. Taylor serve as vice presi-
dent under Dr. Jackson's presi-
dency for a period until such
time as Dr. Jackson would
step down and give the seat
to Rev. Taylor. Another hear-
Inc last Monday.
Dr. Campbell said that fac-
tion that approved of Rev. Tay-
lor's holding the nresidency
brought drums to the Conven-
tion hall and be"an heating
them each time Dr. Jackson
was to speak.
"It WAS terrible," said Dr.
Campbell. "Even when Dr.
Jackson was getting ready to
nreach the gospel on that fol-
lowing Sunday they began beat-
ing drums and whistling and
eering. He delivered no an-
nual message and neither did
he preach," reported Dr. Camp-
bell.
Dr. Brewster said although
there was a great deal of dis-
turbance and revelry there was
no physical violence. "The
I Taylor faction was loud and[boisterous but they did it in
'an orderly manner." he said.
RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS!
USED
INSTRUMENTS
$
Per Week
Used
from
BOND MUSIC CO.
6 So. 2nd St. JA 6-2028
Or —
JACK MARSHALL °co.
, 3604 Pewit Ave. GL 2-0117
OPIN trININGS
MINIMUM RENTAL Pflt/00-40 WEIRS
sue PIL/RRIElf
Instruments Include Clarinets. flutes trumpets trombones—Saxophones slightly higher
ASK JACK MARSHALL obsostt his PIANO RENTAL PLAN!
1 NEWINSTRUMENTS
$9
L 
ell
Per Week
Dr. J. Gross
Speaks Al
Greensboro
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Dr.
John 0. Gross, of Nashville,
Tenn., will speak at the open-
ing formal vesper service at
Bennett college Sunday, Sept.
25, at 4 p. m. in Pfeiffer
Chapel.
D7. Gross is general secre-
tary of the division of educe-
tional institutions of the Board
of Education of the Methodist
church.
October vesper speakers in-
clude du following:
Oct. 9 — The Rev. Julius T.
Douglas pastor of St. James
Presbyterian church, Greens-
boro;
Oct. 16 — The Rev. John L.
Bryan, director of religious ac-
tivities of the college;
Oct. 23 — Dr. Evelyn Berry,
executive secretary of t h e
Woman's Division of Christian
Service, New York City;
Oct. 30 — Dr. Harry V.
Richardson, president of the In-
terdenominational Theological
Center, Atlanta, Ga.
Southern Bell
Aids In Ha.
Southern Bell last week dis-
patched 42 men and 27 vehicles
to help repair telephone dam-
age done by Hurricane Donna,
Florida's most unwelcome sum-
mer visitor. Telephone crews
from across the state are head-
ed for Miami, Cocoa and the
Florida Keys, where storm
damage was heaviest.
Hitting Florida the week end
of September 10 and 11, Hur-
ricane Donna knocked out over
107.000 telephones, damaged
799 long distance cables and
broke or downed 714 telephone
poles. Some telephone exchang-
es in tilt vicinity of the Keys
suffered from 50 to 100 percent
destruction of their outside tele-
phone plant.
Tennesse telephone men were
sent to Florida from Chatta-
nooga, Columbia, Jackson,
Knoxville and Memphis.
Southern Bell people estimat-
ed the cost of damage to tele-
phone facilities in Florida at
around one and one-half million
dollars.
Race Labeling
Ends Al Ohio U.
COLUMBUS, Ohio—Following
several years of protests by
the Ohio NAACP, the state
university here has announced
it will drop racial and religious
designations from all applica-
tion forms. The ruling includes
removal of the request for pho-
tographs.
In a letter to Dr. James E.
Levy, Ohio NAACP president,
University Examiner Lloyd
Sprouse said: "We are omitting
these requests from all appli-
cation forms as our supply be-
comes exhausted and it is nec-
essary for reprinting." How-
YOU CAN'T
ADMIRALczCk 21" *TELEVISION
First Payment November 1st
Let's Be Friends
2e
ci CALL: BOB FRAKES,1:E
COLLINS and FREEMAN
CI JA 5-6737 7 No. THIRD STREET
' alC
TV FOR TWO. All-new "com-
pact" TV receiver developed
by Zenith for small home
viewing and second set use
In larger homes. Provides
finest performance in 19-
inch television. Fine furn•
sit! I:fair*.
aerie
'01
'tt
iture-styled wood cabinet only
14" deep Genuine maple ve-
neers and solids with Early
American legs anti gallery.
Set is also available in Dan-
ish modern and contemporary
cabinets.
Cancel
(Continued from page 1)
they were short and abrupt in
their service, she said.
MASS MEETING
Mrs. Maxine Smith, one of
the leaders in this latest move
to break down segregated eat-
ing places downtown said that
after the next mass meeting
scheduled for Thursday, Sept.
22, at Middle Baptist church,
821 Lane, there will be a meet-
for the ladies.
"The mass meeting will be
very short," said Mrs. Smith,
-because we want to meet with
the women directly following
it. We plan to get the ladies
together for a more concen-
trated effort on this downtown
fight."
Mrs. Smith said the ladies
Meeting will not consume much
time. "We have already formu-
lated the plans and everything
will be taken care of when the
meeting begins," she said. "The
only thing left to do will be for
us to familiarize the women
with them."
Family Farmers
With Jobs Can
Get Loans Soon
Family-type farmers with
regular off-farm employment
may obtain farm operating and
development loans from the
Farmers Home Administration
after Oct 1, if they are other-
wise eligible, the U. S. Depart-
ent of Agriculture announced
last week
Previously, except to rural
development counties, a farm-
er ha:, had to spend most of
his time farming in order to
qualify for such loans. But ex-
perience gained in rural de-
velopment counties has shown,
say USDA officials, that many
farmers regularly employed off
the farm can profitably use
Farmers Home credit to in-
crease the farm portion of their
total income.
ever, Mr. Sprouse lamented the
change asserting that the in-
formation gathered had never
been used in "determining ad-
mission to this University."
BEAT THIS!
s
BEAT THIS!YOU CAN'T
••••
3Aanh SaYA:
"It's Cheaper
By The Dozen
BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICESl
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE OPEN 8 A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer
"We Don't anna Get Rich" Free Parking Space
Cop
(Continued from page 1)
what had happened she had to
scramble back to the sidewalk.
The officer had "bumped" her
off the sidewalk as he tramped
along the side (Gayoso st.) of
Goldsmith's.
All the while the Emergency
squad cruised up and down
Main st.
Pickets at the morning hour
were also bothered by "Mis-
sissippi peckerwoods," they
said who asked "who sent
you?" and "You'd better get off
Main st. if you know what's
good for you."
But when the "Peckerwoods"
were ignored they calmly left
and pursued the argument no
further.
One picket said "It's all in a
good day's work."
Yeggs Get $109,000
At U.S. Army Base
LA ROCHELLE, France —
(UPI) — Safecrackers got away
with $109,000 in cash from an
office in a U. S. army base
near this city in southwestern
France, American authorities
disclosed Sunday.
The burglary took place dur-
ing an exercise at Camp Fon-
tenet. The thieves broke through
a ceiling in the room contain-
ing the safe. They left a packet
of 30,000 -new French francs
with approximately $6.000.
Help, From
Chicago For
Fayette Co.
The first shipment of too
and clothing for the Fayed
County, Tennessee boycott
tims was dispatched f r
Greater Harvest Baptist churc
last week.
In excess of five tons of too
and clothing will comprise th
first shipment, which will b
followed by additional shit
merits from other churches s
coming weeks, asserted
spokesman for the committee.
This massive supply of too
and clothing, assembled afte
the first appeal for help to th,boycott victims sent out by tit
committee, was the result of
vigorous and quick respons
from Reverend Lewis Boddie o
Greater Harvest.
On the eve of the first ship
merit, the committee has it
flooded with heartening
sponses from individuals and
organizations.
The Emergency Relief Cony
mittee, formed by The Chicane
Committee of Racial Equality
(CORE) and co
-sponsored by
the League of Negro Voters and
The Chicago Youth Committee-
For Civil Rights, will upon re
quest, pick up food and clothing.
Reveal
(Continued from page 1)
any has three children: two
teenage daughters and a 16-year
old son.
Dr. Buehler said that when
the Reverend wanted to buil
the college in Farmhaven, Mi
the whites told him he coul
build it there because there
were too many Negroes. Ne-
groes outnumber whites seven
to one in the area.
Yet when he wanted to buil it
in Union he was told that there
were too few Negroes.
The chemistry professor said
that when he visited Reverend
Germany several weeks ago
help was so scarce that he vol-
unteered to help and did what
little he could for the time he
was able to stay.
"The situation is very bad for
him down there." said Dr.
Buehler and the public should
know what's going on, he con-
cluded.
SAVE UP TO
IL:Paint & Wallpaper
H.A. CARROLL & co.:
405 Monroe — JA 3-1626
HERBERT STREW • WALTER STREW] : ,
• •
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Auto Liability Now Availablel
REGARDLESS TO PAST ACCIDENT RECORD
I. If your Driving License has been revoked.
2. If your Insurance has been cancelled.
3. If your application has been rejected.
Call Adkins Insurance Agency
A Representative will call at your home with full details.
734 Vance Ave. IA 6-5385
WOOTEN'S
EDON SUPER MARKET
Negro Owned and Operated
Serving You Better
for Less
Spend Your Money Where
It Is Appreciated
WELL STOCKED — AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR SHOPPING COMFORT
OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF GOODS
COMPETITIVE PRICES
WOOTEN'S FOOD CENTER
2075 Nedra — Telephone BR 4-0213
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41,
others from Mt. Zion CME
C:iurch, Union City, Mt. Zion
Church, Rutherford, the .Pres-
byterian Church, Rutherford,
Mrs. Bessie Garret, Mrs. Ida
Belmont, Mrs. Mary Curry ol
Trenton, Airs. Carnes of Dres-
den and several others. At the
Presbyterian Church in Dyer at
four o'clock on the same day,
st.he Rev. G. D. Doaks and the
embers of the PresbyyrianWhurch, Rutherford worshipped
with the Presbyterian Church in
Dyer. The Rev. Wm. Fowlkes
is the pastor.
CHURCH NEWS
Hullum's Temple in Ruther-
ford was the scene of Woman's
Day, Sunday and the Fourth
Quarterly Conference also. To-
gether this made a large crowd
present to enjoy the wholesome
address given by the pastor's
wife, Mrs. W. C. Rogers, to par-
take of the delicious food pre-
pared by and served by the
women of the church, to hear
the final remarks for the year
bly the presiding Elder. The
ev. D. T Alcorn and to hear
•
ple are hard at work. Buses
and trucks are loaded as they
make their way to the cotton
fields near-by. Youngsters are
already planning their Fall
wardrobes from money they
themselves will earn. Merchants
have out beautiful and attrac-
tive Fall displays of everything
C.ere is to sell. Even Christmas,
toys are on display. The land.
owner has no worries save that
of the income tax division.
The harvest season has slip- were the members of the Acieped in on us already and peo- Moore American Legion Post,
Trenton.
Journeying to Milan for a
Youth Day Program at Phillips
Temple CME Church where the
Rev. C. N. Bagwell is pastor,
were Mrs. Ella Belle Raines,
Memphis, who is West Tennes-
see Conference Youth Director
and was weekend guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie J. Jamison,
Mrs. Jamison, Robert Vance
Williams, Jacqueline Wells Sal-
ly B. Burns, John Etta Jamison
The sharecropper is busy and DeLis Ann Wynn. The
figuring how he can "pay out,' young people appeared on the
pay the help and give his fami- program. The main speaker for
ly the necessities of life. How theday was Rev. Edward Mc-
ever, the one who rides theKelvy. The pulpit was graced
truck is worried only about how with the presence of the Rev.
many pounds he can get in that Gilbert, pastor of the Baptist
sack before nightfall. I Church in Milan.
Miss Barbara Hale is the
•
The more pounds he has the
more money he has to spend. newly: elected CY8- president and
was in charge of the program.Hard work, but the goal he is
.Mrs. Lula B. Robinson is theworking for makes the work
very capable Youth director.
Miss Hale is doing a very effi-
cient job in her new capacity.
She is the daughter of Prof. and
Mrs. Hale • They were pleasantly
surprised to have thhe Confer-
easy-real . easy. A hungry or
ragged person in this season
and area of plenty is only a
lazy person for almost any di-
rection you look there is "mon-
ey" to be gathered in the form
of one of Gibsen county's rich- ence Director with thhem. Miss
est products-cotton. Ethel Seets, Brownsville- Dis
trict CYF Adult Counsellor was
present with her sister, Mrs.
Gertrude Lewis of Gibson.
Women's Day is to be ob-
served at Dyer CME Clarttch
this Sunday and Men's Day on
the First Sunday in October,
The Woman's Day program is
a miscellaneous one. The Men
have not made their announce-
ment.
Miss Ethel Sects and Mrs.
Alberta Jamison are motoring
to Memphis, Friday to attend
the W. Tenn. Conference Board
those appearing on program of Christian Education, CME
for the afternoon. Such persons Church.
as Mrs. Carrie Harris, Mrs.
Lucy Overall and Mrs. Bobbie
Harris from Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs. U. Garret of
Humboldt, (Mr. Garret is Band
Instructor at Stigall) will pre-
The women from the Metho- ser` a Musical Recital at the
dist Church in Kenton along Dyer CME church, Sunday
with women from other church- night, Oct. 2. If you miss this
es; Mrs. Eula Slayton and Program you will miss a great
musical treat. This is being
sponsored by the Choir.
FAMILY REUNION
A reunion of the Ellington
families was held Sunday at the
spacious home. of Mr. and Mrs.
E. L. Nolan. The oldest aunt
to the group, Mrs. Nan Lou
Ellington-Wilkins came from St.
Louis and got the "children"
togeher. For once your scribe
wasn't kin to this group as a
whole, therefore I missed see-
ing it all. From St. Louis came
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Anderson
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
With the Rev. V. C. Smith in Howard Light. Now they called
the pulpit Sunday morning, up the Arthur Ellington's, the
Fairview Baptist Church carried Jerome Ellington's, all the
on their regular services. Guests children of Clifton Ellington,
Real
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SAVE NOW
AT
MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To $10,000
MEMPHIANS, . . . Opening
their Fall S.) ei al season,
members of Memphians Inc.
paused in the midst of the
fun of their party to feta
their wives and to show off
the new look of their club-
house to make this picture.
Held last Saturday night at
their clubhouse at Vance and
Orleals, the party was the
first of the series of social
events sponsored each year.
Dr. E. Frank White is the
organization's president, and
William Weathers is the
chairman of entertainment.
'the children and grandchildren,
etc., of "uncle" Ken Ellington,
the R. J. Dennis', the Marvin
Nolan's, the brother Tom Nolan
set, Andrew Nolan group, Mr.
Russell Wyatt of Jack-
son, Floyd Wyatt and family,
and all other 'nth cousins
around Dyer. Walter Nolan said
he counted out, but thinks there
were about 62.
After all babies were there
and if Walter miscounted, who
can blame his? all in all they
had a real good time eating,
singing and just plain remini-
scing old times.
TEACHERTRAINING
Region 1 of the State Depart-
ment of Education will start
their Planning Session this -
week. With Mr. T. R. Hartsfield
acting as chairman, The Plan-
ning Group meets to set the
pace for the general meeting.
Mr. W. E. Turner of the State
Department is scheduled to
meet with them. The Gibson
County Teacher's Association is
presenting a play entitled "New
Faces," this week.
The first performance Is in
Trenton and the finale one is
in Milan. Teachers will display
their talents and fashion along
with a few o; the children ap-
pearing. This is in an effort to
bring a special consultant to
the In-Service training pro-
gram. Please cooperate with
them in this for it is all being
done to make better teachers
for your children.
AMERICAN LEGION
West Tennessee Deputy Com-
mander, Nathaniel Penn is con-
ducting a series of membership
drives in W. Tennessee in an
effort to increase memb,rs and
wake up seemingly "dead"
posts. Accompanied by Com-
rades Arthur Floyd Barnett,
Johnnie Jamison and R. L. Rad-
ford, they worked in Lexington
last week as well as in Milan.
They plan to go to Sharon
this week for the Dresden Post.
This plan seems to be working
and Commander Penn is elated
over the results, however he
realizes that the battle will not
be won until he has one hundred
percent in all his Posts.
The Acie Moore Post has
reached its quota, but they ask
you to help them become one
of the State's Quota
-busters.
Join today.
Our young college set Is
moving off rapidly. One new
face among them is Miss Jerry
Alfreda Wynn, daughter of Prof.
and Mrs. E. L. Wwnn. There
might be others, but we know
about this one.
THIS AND THAT
The Brownsville District will
hold their final meeting of the
year in Dyer, Saturday, Septem-
ber 24, for all departments to
finish their reports. The Rev.
DeWitt Alcorn is the presiding
Elder.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Penn
have guests from Chicago
It is with much reseet that as
you read this you will be read-
ing our final issue for a while.
We have tried to serve you as
efficiently as possible We hope
we have not failed you too
much. Some of you have been
wonderfu: customers and we
are grateful to you for your
patronage. We believe all of you
meant to be just as good as the
other ones, but somehow we
have been let down so far that
we can't hold out.
Again, let us say, thank you
to all of you. If there is anyone
who thinks you would like to try
and improve over us, we will
be glad to help you all we can.
Call us at once forr this is our
last issue.
Lawyers Organize
Support To
Members of the profession
historically associated with po-
litical leadership — the law —
have formed a Lawyers for
Nixon - Lodge Committee, it
was announced by Ch a r les
S. Rhyne, national chairman of
Volunteers for Nixon-Lodge.
Rhyne, who is a prominent
attorney and former president
of the American Bar Associa-
tion said five distinguished
lawyers would serve as co-
chairman of the committee.
They are Eleanor Y. Guthrie,
John D. Randall. Bernard G.
Se g a 1, William Sylvester
Thompson and Loyd Wright.
"We lawyers believe Mr.
Nixon follows in the great tra-
dition of Jefferson, Madison,
and Lincoln," Rhyne said. He
has served with distinction as
a practicing lawyer, legislator
and administrator.
IS GOOD MAN
"Many lawyers from through-
out the nation have written and
spoken to me that they believe
his forward looking creative
leadership demonstrates both
his tremendous capacity to lead
our nation's world peace efforts
and his great international
statesmanship.
"His contributions on the
domestic scene to the improve-
ment of law in the field of civ-
il rights and in other fields for
the improvement of the ad-
ministration of justice have
been equally constructive."
Mrs. Guthrie, a member of
the Chicago and American Bar
Associations, is former president
To
Richard
of the Women's Bar Association
of Illinois and a member of the
National Association of Women
Lawyers.
Randall of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, is a member of the lowa
and Illinois Bar Associations
and immediate past president
of the American Bar Associa-
tion and a fellow in the Amer-
ican College of Trial Lawyers.
FORMER CHAIRMAN
Segal of Philadelphia is for-
mer chairman of the President's
Commission on Judicial and
Congressional Salaries, member
and an officer of the American
Law Institute, American Col-
lege of Trial Lawyers and the
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and
American Bar Associations.
Thompson of Washington, D.
C. is a member of the Bar As-
sociation for the District of
Columbia. former president of
the National Bar Association
and Washington Bar Associa-
tion and a member of the Com-
mittee on Government Con-
tracts.
Wright of Los Angeles is for-
mer president of the American
Bar Association, member of the
Los Angeles and Beverly Hills
Bar Associations and The State
Bar of California. former chair-
man of the California Aviation
Proiect Committee and the
California Horse Racing Board.
Lawyers for Nixon-Lodge will
work with local commtinity
groups and state Nixon-Lodge
organizations to gain Demo-
cratic, Republican and Inde-
pendent voter support for the
Factory Paychecks
Rise In L.A. Area
The average gross weekly
paycheck of factory workers in
the Los Angeles area was 1
percent higher this July than
a year ago, but it was worth
about 1 percent LESS in actual
buying power, John F. Henning,
California Director of Industrial
Relations, reported today.
Factory earnings before tax-
es averaged $103.86 this July,
an all-time record, and up by
S1.30 per week from the same
month last year.
The purchasing power of
these average earnings, how-
ever, was almost 60 cents less
per weel, than in July 1959, be-
cause of the boost in the cost
of living and in Federal and
State taxec over the year.
Compared with July 1959, the
Consumer Price Index for Los
Angeles (compiled by the U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics)
was up by 11/2 percent this
July.
Henning said gross factory
earnings were higher this July
than a year ago because in-
creases in hourly wage rates
have more than offset the effect
of a year-over-year reduction
in weekly hours.
Hourly earnings were at a
record average of $2.59 this
July, up by 7 cents, or 3 per-
cent, from a year ago.
On the other hand, the
average time worked is cur-
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rently about ki hour shorter
per week than in July 1959. In
each of the past 11 months,
factory work weeks have been
shorter than in the same month
of the previous year, reflecting
the recent downtrend in air-
craft and reduced activity in
other manufacturing industries.
Throw
Nixon
Vice President and Ambassa-
dor Henry Cabot Lodge, Rhyne
said.
The co-chairmen are part of
a 48-member organizing com-
mittee composed of prominent
lawyers from throughout the
country. Its initial membership,'
which Rhyne said would be ex-
panded. also includes;
OTHERS LISTED
R. Brooke Alloway, Colum-
bus, Ohio; Howard L. Barkdull,
Cleveland, Ohio; Harold H.
Bredell, Indianapolis, Ind.;
Bruce Bromley, New York, N.
Y.; Frank Cooper. Detroit.
Mich.; Glenn M. Coulter, De-
troit, Mich.; Robert B. Cros
by, Lincoln, Neb.; Frank V.
Dice, Peru, Ind.;
Also Robert H. Frazier,
Greensboro, N. C.; Richard E.
Galiher, Washington. D. C.:
Frederick F. Greenman, New
York, N. Y.; Murray I. Gut.-
fein, New York, N. Y.; Philip
H. Hill, Charleston, W. Va.:
Thomas B. Hill, Montgomery,
Ala.; Fred Irons, Hastings,
Neb.; Thomas B. Jackson,
Charleston, W. Va.; Albert E.
Jenner jr., Chicago, Ill.; Rich-
ard Kiefer, Baltimore, Aid.;
Armand 0. LeBlanc, Westbrook,
Maine; Philip H. Lewis, Tope-
ka, Kan.; David F. Maxwell.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Also Joseph H. McClain jr
Tampa, Fla.: Stanley Meyer-
son, Atlanta. Ga.; Earl F. Mor-
ris, Columbus, Ohio; Hale Mc-
Cown, Beatrice, Neb.; Edna
Covert Plummer, Los Angeles,
Calif.; Rufus G. Poole, Albu-
querque, N. M.; William Poole,
Wilmington, Del.; Joseph M.
Proskauer, New York, N. Y.;
Carl B. Rix, Milwaukee, Wis.;
Clarence R. Runals, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.; Aronhold Schap-
iro, Portsmouth, Ohio; Mendel
B. Silberberg, Los- Angeles,
Calif.; Alfred J. Schweppe, Se-
attle, Washington.
Also Henry Root Stern jr.,
Mineola, N. Y.; Thomas B.
Stoel, Portland, Ore.; Carolyn
K. Simon, New York, N. Y.;
Bethuel Webster, New York, N.
Y.; Paul H. White, Wichita,
Kan.; Henry L. Woolfenden,
Detroit, Mich.; and Paul W.
Williams, New York, N. Y.
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School Notes
By
MARKHUM STANSBURY
GREETINGS
Greetings sophisticated sen-
iors, dignified juniors, knowl-
edgeable sophmores, and in-
coming freshmen. Willie (the
unpredictable), a n d James
("E. J.") the wise one. are
‘ery happy to serve you as
BTW School Notes correspond-
ents.
We will try to bring to you
the latest happenings, and news
of interest. We will give all
clubs, and organizations the ing eyes at each other . Id
Do you think there's anything
to this? I see Dorthy Simms
has stopped going to BTW and
This week's spotlight turns to doubled back to Manassas,to
a 17 - year • old senior, namely a certain young man.
Bernard Bates. He resides at It has been said that M.A.C,
IS TRYING TO BOIL TO MANY
EGGS AT THE SAME TIME.
Is it true that a certain young
sophmore has eyes for Russel
Wilson? Beaver what are you
trying to prove on the campes.
with the girls. Sandra how tight
is the rope between you and
Kenneth Brown . . I wonder,
don't you?
SO THEY SAY
Willis Williams and Freddie
Collins WERE singing to eac
other. "YOU BETTER STO
DOGGING AROUND", are they
now? Ah! I see that Elrod has
been talking to Ricky Jean Ma
Grew (Ft. Bertrand) . . . I
wonder what will become of
this. Remember the big three
Francine Doyle, Sandra White;
and Barbara Boyland.
Well that's about all for this
week but don't miss next
week's column.
TOP GIRLS
Dorish Trueman, Rudy Wash-
ington, Betty Jefferson, Ada
Palmoore, Jo a n Hampton,
Canary Williams.
TOP BOYS
Bobby Collins, Ray Cheat-
ham, Johnny Hunt, Ed40
Jon e s, Charles Picker,
Marion Brown, Charles Boin
and David Porter.
same amount of coverage and
show no partiality.
SPOTLIGHT
the home of his mother Mrs.
M. J. Bates of 378 C. Lauder-
dale st. Ile is a member of Mt.
Nebo Baptist church.
Bernard plans to further his
education at the Howard uni-
versity in Washington D. C., to
be a chemical engineer. Ile is
majoring in mathematics and
science. Bernard is a member
of the Junior Elks where he is
financila secretary and state
president. Around the campus
he is the reporter of the Ameri-
can History Class. He is also a
member of the Young Republi-
cans. So hats off to this pro-
sperous, and versatile young
man.
WARRIORS ROMP
The Washington Warriors,
INVITES MEMBERS
All young ladies between the
age: of 15-18 desiring member-
ship in the Jacques Social club
are advised to address letters
to Vice-President Helen Cole-
man at 134E Kney st.
For further informatoin con-
tact Betty Shannon — JA.
7-7115 or Emma Townsel —
WH. 6-6814. Deadline for letters
is Sept 20. Ruby Chambers,
advisor.
and the spirit of Washin
tramped the Bertrand thuntief-
bolts Friday night in a suspen-
seful game. It could well have
been the most exciting game,of
this season. This entertainiWg
game ended with a score, ,cf
6-0. So beware the Warriors flit)
on theh path of war once mcara-
SO THEY SAY
As I move along slowly arel
eyeingly, I see Rose Mary
Jones, and Johnny Hunt m114-
MISS HIM!
Tern of
thousands of
'44 believers shouted
lie his praises!4
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PROTECTION SECURITY
After 27 Years Still the Basic Alm of
Union Protective Life Insurance Co.
27th Anniversary Programme
Sunday, September 25th — 3:30 P.M.
St. Paul Missionary Baptist Church
1144 East McLemore Ave.
Dr. C. L. Dinkins, President, Owen College,
Guest Speaker — Owen College Choir, Mrs.
Dorothy- Graham, Director, Will Sing
EIGHT
BASIC
TYPES OF
INSURANCE
POLICIES
1—The Burial Policy 2—Life
Income Policy 6—The Education
Anniversary Theme
"Consolidating Today's Gains
For an tver-Widening Scope
of Service"
PUBLIC INVITED
NO ADMISSION
Insurance Policy 3— Endowment Policy
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,
President, Owen College
4—The
STRONG
FINANCIAL RESERVES
TO UHDERGIRD EACH
UNION PROTECTIVE
POLICY IN FORCE
Term Policy 5—Retirement
Policy 7—The Disability Policy 11-14ospitelisotian Policy.
HOME OFFICE — 368 BEALE AVENUE, MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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C THOMAS PAIGE
"He was in the world, and
the world was made by Him,
and the world knew Him not.
Ile came unto His own, and
His own received Him not.
But as many as received
Him, to them gave He power
to become Sons of God, even
to them that believe on His
name." John 1:10-12.
In the previous verses of this
chapter a beautiful picture as
made of Jesus. His mission is
well presented. Then comes the
dark moment — He game unto
His own and His own received
Him not. But the story does not
end here. The story goes on to
say that as many as received
Him gave He them power to
become Sons of God. This is
one of the most beeutiful pic-
tures made of Jesus.
In spite of the fact the. many
did no, receive Jesus those who
fell under the spell of Hi.; influ-
ence were rewarded with Son-
ship of God. The personality of
Jesus was so dynamic that
those who lived near Him had
a change of life. It is at this
point that the life of Jesus be-
comes meaningful to each of
us.
We say that we are Christians
— this being true we should
have influence upon those with
whom we come in contact.
Not only should we be satis-
fied with merely having influ-
ence upon those with whom we
come in contact but we should
have an influence for the better
Jesus was in the world but not
of it. We should be of the same
nature. Life becomes a chal-
lenge only to the point that we
are able to live above our sur-
roundings. This is true daily.
Hardly a day passes that we do
not come in contact with people
who through some stretch of
fate are able to rise above their
surroundings.
Life is so designed
of us must rise above our sur-
roundings. Constantly f a ced
with temptations, trials, tribu. earth. Men may grow intellec-
lations and confusions we must tuallY, socially, merally, or
so conduct ourselves that we spiritually but when elements of
are able to rise above these love are brought into the play
things. Life takes on meaning the growth becomes much more
to us only to the extent that we valie• It is at this point that
are able to bring out the best life becomes meaningful for all
in us at all points. Jesus so lite of us regardless of our posses-
ed that all who came in contact "ns•
with Him had to admire Him Someone translated charity to
and be challenged to live a bet- mean love and has made the
that each
us that wherever we find our-
selves we should be a positive
influence on the lives ot all oi
our associates. This is what Je-
sus did — this is what each of
us should likewise do. Only to
the extent that we make people
better by having contact with
us will the world ever be bet-
ter. This in the final analysis is
our reason for being.
"Charity never Wall: but
whether there be prophecies,
they shall :ail; whether there
be tongues, they shall cease;
whether there be knowledge,
It shall vanish away."
1 Cor. 13:8
Today we live in a day when
men are constantly in quest of
that which shall last. Men spend
their all daily trying to get that
wh• .1 shall not pass away with
the passing ' of time. Daily we
see men trying to get those
things which down through the
ages have historically lost val-
ue. This is not something new.
There is something in men that
makes them want to get those
things which will bring them
lasting satisfacton.
Far removed from the deep-
seated urge on the part of man
to maintain a superiority in
some field. Paul lived in a day
wher men boasted of their abil-
ities to prohecy or be oratori-
cal, or possess knowledge. But
in this chapter we find Paul
telling men that there would be
a day when all of these will
pass away. As important as
these things are men must not
rely on them solely. We must
not ever underestimate the
powers of these things to make
a man a man but it will take
more than these to really
achieve this.
Whereas in the sight of mod-
ern man these things must be
ever so valuable there must be
something to supplant these.
There must be an element of
love which will greatly enhance
the true worthwhileness of this
ter life.
There is a human-element in
each of us that bids us to take
the easier way out. Unfortun-
ately for humanity many people
fall prey to seeking an easier,
way out of life. The men who
really make a contribution to
their day and time are men who
are able to withstand all which
confronts them
The strong point in the life
of Jesus was brought out in this
observation of John — He was
in the world but not of the
world. How tragic it is that
many people of our day and
time have much to offer but
their worldliness keeps them
from being as effective as they
might be. Nothing is more
heartrending than to think of
'what might have been'. Yet
there are countless numbers of
people who when an apprasial is
made we think only in terms of
'whe might have been'. This
could have been true of Jesus
but He chose rather to make
the sacrifice of righteousness
and thereby gain the respect of
a)I of those with whom He
came in contact.
.Whatever our status in life —
our lives will be worthwhile on-
ly to the extent that we rise
above the trifles of life. There
must be in each of our lives
something that has a meaning
for us personally and in a long
run will have meaning for all
with whom we have relations.
The lives of those who came
In contact with Jesu s were
greatly enrichened. So should it
be with each of us. Out of our
first part of this verse to read—
'love never fails'. World condi-
tions today make us to know
that all of our activity must be
tempered with love. In the ab-
sence of love we have prejudice,
hatred, selfishness, and all of
those forces that will make for
worldly conflict. If worldly con-
flict is ever minimized this will
be achieved only through the
giving-of love a new place in the
activity of man
One of the great tragedies of
our day and time is wrapped
up in the fact that whereas
more people are beins, exposed
to education daily and yearly'
:ewer of them are coming out
educated. The man who is real-
ly educated is that man who
has come to grips with the fact
that the higher one goes the
more of a servant he becomes 1
What a different world this
would be today if in the process
of getting many of the things
for which we are striving we
would be able to pour in an
flektighWo/
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sociations we should be in a po- 
used
sition to better the lives of oth-
ers. There should be s omuch
of the spirit of Jesus in each of
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Anniversary Fete
For Boy Wonder
A gala party is being planned
by the Free Will Spiritual
Church, 882 Randle, in honor
of their pastor, the Rev. J. L.
(Little Boy Wonder) Gardner.
The festivities will end Sept.
25. It began Sept. 19.
The Little Boy Wonder, as
he is affectionately called by all
who know of his amazing back-
ground, came into Memphis a
Attie over a year ago and im-
mediately had a flock of wor-
shippers coming to his church.
Possessol of a moving spiritual
REV. J. L. GARDNER
element of love. This and this
alone is the thing which eventu-
ally make our world what it
should be.
Fa. removed from the mere
acquisition of things in this
world must be a desire on the
part of people to enric1 the lives
of all of those with whom we
come in contact. This can only
be don2 when we have an ele-
ment of love in all of our activ-
ity. The teacher who teaches
out of love, the lawyer who
pleads cases for the love of
his fellowman, the doctor who
edministers to his fellowman out
of love, or the preacher who
preaches out of love have come
to grips with the basic things
of life. These are the people,
who will make our world a bet-
ter world. Others have and
will contribute to the chaes we
now know.
The basic reason behind all
of the confusion of our day is
wrapped up in the lack of love.
Those who have been blessed
with worldly goods should have
enough of love and care for
their fellowman to want to share
it to make the lives of these
fellowman far richer. Only to
the extent that the blessed are
blessed to the point that they
want to share a part of that
which they have to make their
lives worthwhile. This is what
we need in our world. In the
absence of love everything
moves to a realm of nothing-
ness. This is largely what ac-
counts for our worldly conditi-
ons today. Me must fortify our-
selves with love to make this
world what it should be.
personality, Rev. Gardner has
built his congregation to a
peak.
Taking part in the program
will be Rev. R. V. Williams,
Bishop Penny, Rev. R. W.
Cooper, Rev. L. H. Aldridge,
Rev. T. M Henderson, Rev. J.
T. Denthman, Rev. L. D. Jones,
Rev. Thomas Smith, Rev. H.
V. Johnson, Reverend Hill,
Rev. Gospel Joe, Rev. E. L.
Bowels. Reverend Crutcher,
Rev. W M Miller, Rev. B. T.
Dumas, Rev. J. W. Powell and
many others from all over the
country. where Rev. Gardner
is known for his healing min-
istry.
Vocal groups will include The
Little Boy Wonder Singers,
Christian Soldiers, Kings of
Harmony Thomas Ensemble,
Mister Singers, Spiritual Five,
Taylor Specials, Southern Jub-
ilees, Brewsteraires, Parker
Aires, Hamilton Airs, Hullett
Sisters, Johnson Aires, Brown
Sisters, Oakville Ensemble and
many others.
Prophet Jones will be on
hand from Detroit, ich., as
will Rev. L. E. Hoyle and Rev.
R J. Maberry.
Plan For More
Chapel Activity
Fcr LeMoynites
Students will have active roles
in chapel services at LeMoyne
college this year, it was an-
nounced by President Hollis F.
Price.
Students will be selected to
read scriptures, deliver pray-
ers and serve as ushers at chap-
el services held every Wednes-
day morning at 10:30 o'clock.
The first three chapel serv-
ices, which got underway Wed-
nesday morning of this week,
were held across the street from
the campus in Metropolitan
Baptist church. Future services
will be held in Second Congre-
gational Church, also across the
street from the campus.
Faculty members of the Relig-
CHOIR ROBES
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GREATER ST. LUKE
The Fellowship Day sched- I
tiled for Sunday, Oct. 2, at
the Greater St. Luke Baptist
church is claiming much at-
tention.
Plans are for the pastor, Rev.
T. R. Buckner, to address the
members and friends during
the morning worship at 11 a.m.
At 3 p.m., there will be a
special program. The guest
speaker will be Charles H. Ry-
ans, president of the Memphis
Sunday School an Baptist
Training Union Congress. Mus-
ic will be furnished by Antioch
Baptist church, C. Jones and
the Christian Voices. Dave Col-
lins of Beulah Baptist church
will be the master of cere-
monies.
Other ones to appear on the
program will be Judge Hayes
of Shilo Baptist church, J. Pay-
nes of Keel ave., and J. Smith
of St. Mary.
The Brotherhood of t h e
church is sponsoring it.
L. Hudson is the chairman
and Joseph McClore is the sec-
retary. I. Reed is the church
reporter.
BIBLE GUIDE
Evangelist V. S. Beckford
and Evangelist H. Clark from
Kingston, Jamaica are conduct-
bus Life Committee of the col-
lege are the Rev. John C. Mx-
hag Holy Ghost revival ser-
vices at the Bible Guide
Church of God. The services
began the past Sunday and cul-
minate Friday, Sept. 30.
The public is invited to at-
tend services at the sanctuary
located at 2402 Shasta ave.
FIRST BAPTIST
Annual Women Day will be
celebrated at the First Baptist
Magnolia church, Sunday, Sept.
23.
The morning speaker will be
Mrs. J. W. Wyms, wife of the
minister.
Mrs. Josephine Strickland
Dewey of the Union Valley
Baptist church will deliver the
:address at 3 p.m. Guest church-
es will be Oliyet and New Sa-
lem Baptist churches.
The theme for day is "A
Christian Woman Facing A
Challenging World." The theme
verse is "Every wise woman
buildeth her house but the fool-
ish woman plueketh it down
with her hand."
The general chairman is Mrs.
Lena Cohen. Assisting her is
co-chairman, Miss Corinne
Moore.
0 t her chairmen are Mrs.
Geraldine Blankenship, finance,
Mrs. Almanda Smith, program,
Mrs. Everlie Reed, decoration,
Mrs. Catherine Bryant, public-
kle, chairman; Dr. Paul Hayes, itY•
Dr. Edith Hadley, Dr. John
Buehler, Miss Addie Golden, Dr.
Ratna Sudershanam and Presi-
dent Price
Buy U.S. Bonds
Ten-Point Program
For Church-College
"The church-related college
usually recognizes among its
major purposes the obligation of
providing a climate for religious
thinking and maturation," stat-
ed Dr. J. A. Boyer, president
of St. ,Augustine's college, in
opening the annual Faculty-Staff
Orientation and Planning Con-
feece at the college today. Presi
dent Boyer was introduced by
Dr. P. R. Robinson, academic
dean and conference coordina-
tor.
Dr. Boyer stressed a Ten
Point Program For A College.
They are: (1) Resist tendency
to have too many activities.
Over activity frustrates efforts
to achieve aademic mattint.
(2) Serve entire nation and not
merely a section of community,
(3) Resist mediocrity; stress
excellence, (4) Emphasize great
teachings, (5) Produce a respon-
sible society, (6) Develop Pas-
sionate Devotion to the Ideal.
The important role of Religious
Education, (7) Equal, Coordin-
ate Education for Women and
Men, (8) Emphasize the resi-
detial Aspect as much as pos-
sible. Strive for closer relation-
ship between day students and
the college, (9) Adhere to quali-
tative requirements for gradu-
ation and (10) Espouse Voca-
tional Liberalism.
The secretaries are Mrs. Sal-
ly Kimball and Mrs. Doris
Bridegeforth.
Rev. J. W. Wyms is the min-
ister.
At 10 a. m. Dr. Paul I. Clif-
ford, professor of Psychology
and Registrar at Atlanta Uni-
versity, delivered an address in
"The Role of the Teacher in
Achieving Academic Excels
lence." He stated that, "If e
college teacher is dedicated
the pursuit of excellence, he
must ascertain the degree to
which he has approached h;s
goal, by determining from tine
to time the degree to which his
students have acquired the
kinds of behavior involved in
the objectives. This can only -.13
done through evaluation, assess-
ment, or appraisal. "Dr. Clif-
ford further states that "the
teacher must, in his professional
life, give evidence of emotional
stability by controlling his per.
sonal feelings when he is beset
with trying situations, especial-
ly when these concern students.
He must be able to adjust in
socially approved and mature
way to frustrations, disappoint-
ments and failures. The teacher
in his everyday life, must de
onstrate healthy confidence in
himself, in his abilities and in
his professional competencies.
He must constantly show en-
thusiasm for the academic life
and for motivation his students
to develop their potentialities.'
Various panel discussions
were held, led by the heads of
departments and committees.
New students will arrive on
Tuesday, Sept. 13, for a week
of orientation. A record crop
of new students is expected.
ALL AROUND TOWN
They're Talking About The Bargains Available At The Quality Stamp
Redemption Centers. Shop Where You See This Symbol And You Will
Know You Are Getting Quality Products.
There Is 4 Quality Stamp Redemption
Center In Your Neighborhood Browse
Around.
JANA PORTER
Yes Madame,
In order to please dad and the small.
fry you have to keep up or ahead of
the weather, holidays and all special
events.
Since we consider desserts and breads
the basic of all good meals, why not
let Jack Sprat with that wonderful en-
riched wheat flour and that uniformly
ground creamed meal come to your re-
scue. Bake that delicious apple pie or
your favorite chocolate cake on a cool
morning — freeze it — serve it on a
hot burner of a day — Pie A La Mode
— Cake with sherbert. Dad will be
amazed as to how you do it.
The rest of the meal could consist
of a vegetable salad with meat added,
hot spoon bread or hot cheese biscuits
Bake in moderate oven for 20 to
minutes.
FROST WITH FUDGE FROSTING
2 cups sugar
2 oz. chocolate
2 tbsp. white corn sugar
al cup milk
2 tbls. butter
1 tsp. vanilla
and iced tea. What a feast for your
King!
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
2 cups Jack Sprat enriched wheat flout
3 Tsp. baking powder
3/4 Tsp. salt
3/4 cup shortening
3/4 cup sugar
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
2,4 cup milk
Sift flour, measure, add baking powd-
er and salt, sift again. Cream shorten-
ing and sugar gradually. Add well beat-
en eggs and beat thoroughly, add
vanilla. And dry ingredients alternately
with milk, stirring only enough after
each addition to blend thoroughly. Do
not beat. Pour into eight-inch layer tins.
25 Cook first four ingredients to soft
boil stage. Add butter; remove from
heat. When luke warm, add vanilla.
Beat until it's right to spread, and it's
so good.
More beat the heat ideas next time.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
LOADS OF TALLNT were expressed vocally on a recent
Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid • south
Talent Time show heard regularly each Saturday on
Radio Station WDIA at 11:30 a.m. Due to the number
of people in the group it wouldn't be practical to name
them. But we hope their friends and parents can iden-
tify them from the above picture. They performed ad-
MN,
mirably as do all the talent presented on the show.
Big Star has said many times thay are proud to be
able to bring such talent to the listeners of powerful
WDIA and it would like to reiterate that statement.
Nothing gives Big Star more pleasure than knowing it
helped to promote a talent that otherwise might have
gone unnoticed.
4
5,000 Tenn. Negroes In Protest March'ren.,960
Off-Farm Fanners Can Training Plans3est Says
• Now Get Govt. Loans U. S. Doctor
•
Ask Atty. Gen. Rogers
For Federal Referees
MEMPHIS — Negro leaders
in the Haywood County, Tenn.
drive to speed up registration
of qualififed Negro voters for
According to the sworn state-
meets, Negroes have been forc-
ed to stand in hoes under the
the upcoming presidential elec- glare of noonday sun and told
tion joined forces in a march- "to get back in line" when
ing protest of more than 5,- ever they attempt to enter the
000 Negroes. shade in the proximity of the
The demonstration came on court building. Reports of Ne-
the heels of repeated attempts groes being sprayed with black
by Negroes to register for No-'pepper have also filtered out
vember election and constant 'of the Southern county.
hedging by local officials in The statements further went
retarding their registering. on to say that the registration
All the action of the Ne anfficials refused to .place more
was pointed toward the secur- than one registrar to handle
ing of federal referees in the the Negro voting hopefuls.
registering of Negro voters in James F. Estes, Memphis at-
Haywod, County. At last report torney representing the Negro
a letter requesting referees had plaintiffs, told the Defender
been sent to U.S. Atty. General that "the Haywood County Ne-
Rogers' office in Washington. gro is fed up and is on the
Enclosed with the request were move now. He is determined to
two affadavits of Negroes out- pack court square in protest of
lining unfair treatment accord- this dastard scheme to control
ed Negroes who have been at- the registration of Haywood
tempting to register. County Negroes."
Arkansas
BATES VILLE
By MATTIE WATKINS
Mrs. Marie Hickman of Mem-
phis is guest in the home of
Mrs. Essie Martin.
Miss Minerva Earls, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Earls, a
graduate of Ethel 0. Miller
high will be a senior at AM & N
college this year. Miss Earls'
brother, Bennis who is also a
graduate of Ethel 0. Miller, is
a junior at AM & N and a pre-
med student.
Rev. and Mrs. St. Clair at-
tended service; at LaCross last
Sunday.
Three new teachers have
been hired at Ethel 0. Miller.
They are Simon A. Perkins, jr.,
who will serve as coach and
teach social studies; Miss Roma
E. Jenkins, 3rd and 4th grades
and Charles Douglas, English
and music..
Mrs. Mamie Femmy is im-
proving at her home.
Prayer meeting is held every
Wednesday night at Bethel AME
church. Rev. W. J. Daniels is
pastor.
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
A group of students of Brad-
ley County high school and
lassmates of Misses Alcyon
and Helen Washington, lovely
and talented daughters of Mr.
and Mrs Shelby Washington
of West Warren feted the
ladies with a party upon their
arrival home from Pasadena.
Calif., where they spent a
lengthy vacation with relatives
and friends A wonderful time
was had by all.
Miss Ruth Burnett of Oak-
land has returned home after
spending some happy and en-
joyable days here in our city
with yours truly and husband
who are sister-in-law and
brother to Miss Burnett.
Mr. and Mrs. Major a n d
daughter, Marilyn of Milwaukee
were honored guest in the
beautiful home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Wallace of West
Warren. While in the city they
iivisited other relatives a n .d
Issue Jewish
Prayer Book
for Temples
By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK — (UPI) — An
event of historic importance to I
Judaism takes place next week
with the introduction of the
first authorized American edi-
tion of the traditional Jewish
prayer book in both Hebrew
and English.
The new Siddur, traditional
prayer book for Sabbath and i
a
stivals marks the first time
the 300 years of American
Judaism that all orthodox syn-
agogues throughout the nation
will be able to use a uniform
text.
The publication date of the
new prayer book is Sept. 27,
but the volume was unveiled
here last week. One innovation
will be the sale of a deluxe
edition of the Siddur in book
stores for $12.50 a volume. In
the past, the volume has been
available only in synagogues.
For 14 years, the orthodox
Jewish community has been in
ferment over the new prayer
hook, which was prepared with
the authorization of the Rab-
binical Council of America.
The need for a uniform text,
In parallel pages of English
and Hebrew, was pointed up
both by an increase in the
number of orthodox Jews and
C mobility of the Jewish corn -
unity Rabbis felt that if the
same prayer book were avail
able in all synagogues it would
make worship easier and more
neaningful. chemist in the Dept. of Interior.
friends.
Mrs. Gloria N. Butler enter-
tained with a very gay party
in her lovely home last Sat-
urday night. The affair was
very festive and warming and
was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Gray of Los
Angeles spent some very hap-
py and gay days here visiting
Mrs. Gray's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Alexander, Sr., Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Alexander, Jr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Alex-
ander of Pine Bluff who were
also guest in the city to wel-
come them home.
Johnny Neely of Robins, Ill.,
is spending some time here
visiting relatives and friends.
While in the city Mr. Neely
spent some time in the home
of Mrs. Lillie Hardin.
Mrs. Willie Bell Dixon Silas
and daughters of Akron, Ohio
were recent visitors in our fair
city an.i spent some time in
the home of her aunt Mrs.
Clanche Gordon. Mrs. Charlene
Brooks of Akron is also a
guest of Mrs. Gordon. They
worshipped at Bethel AME
church while here.
Little Charles Beavers has
returned home to Chicago
after visiting here with his
grand parents. Mr. and Mrs.
T. S. Hadley and his aunts and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Burn-
son and Miss Freda Beavers.
Mr. T. S. Hadley is recp-
eratIng from a recent illness.
L 0 A N REGULATIONS
BROADENED — Just as Ro-
che' Martin, right, a full-time
farmer of Sumter, S. C., bas
received loans from the Farm-
ers Home Administration to
operate and develop his 110.
acre farm, farmers with reg-
ular off-farm employment
may soon qualify for similar
loans from the agency as a
result of revised regulations.
With the farmer and his hogs
is Ernest L. Shuler, assistant
county supervisor of Farmers
Home who is available to give
him technical agricultural
and money management ad-
vice. Martin's home is in
background. USDA Photo.
'Voice Of God' Leads
Man To Wed 3• Jailed
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI)—
A young man "married" three
women, two of them young sis-
ters, because he said he re-
ceived messages from God tel-
ling him to wed them, detec-
tives said.
"They said they joined hands,
prayed called for God Almighty
to look on them and then de-
clared him and the girl mar-
ried," said detective Ray Rob-
erts. He said this happened
both times
This strange story of a love
cult religion unfolded after
sheriff's deputies arrested Rog-
er Ward. 26, a draftsman for
the Las Vegas Valley water
district. last night on a charge
of statutory rape. One of his
mates was a 17-year-old juve-
nile.
They also arrested George
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By COUTLAND R. RHEA
Mr. James Hill, sr., and son ,
Master James Hill, jr., have re-
turned to Flint, Mich., after!
spending a few days in the cityl
with Mr. James Hill's mrotherd
Mr. Moses Hill. and family.
Prok., and Mrs. H. W. WU-
Hams have returned from Den-
ver, Colo., where they spent
few weeks with Mrs. William's
sister, Mrs. Rachid Adams.
They were accompanied by Ar soni st s
their son, Master Hattan Wil-
liams.
Mr. Robert Jackson. 83, a
former resident of this city.]
died at Jonesboro, Tenn., Aug./
18. after being in declining
Left Chicago police headquarters
early today. Neither had any
somment on the charges.
State Deputy Fire Marshall
Walter Parlier and Chicago ar-
Mrs. Carrie Goines, of this city. •son squad police 
said Davis.
Installation service for the torn erly of Rock 
Falls, just
south of here. yesterday admit-
elected officers of the Pro-to-
Club was held at West Market ted setting the fire in a con-
Street Methodist Church on the '<piracy with Miss 
Brown to
collect $13,500 insurance on con-
tents of her shop here.
All four victims of the blaze
lived in second floor apartments
above the shop. They were
Prof. E. L. McKennie, seem Lloyd Robert Buckingham, Eon
tary; Dr. E. S. Kilgore, busi- his wife 33 their son. Robert
ness manager, and Mr. W. E. 13 and Mrs. Mae Libberton. 35.
Norris, Chaplain. Mr. Thomas a hospital secretary.
Ledford is the retiring presi- Davis told Police Miss Drown
dent. The Pto-to-Club is a Promised him $1.500 to set the
chartered civic group which has fire, but paid him only $320—
its interest in the welfare of our *200 before the fire and $120 la-
community, ter when he met her in a tav-
Prof and Mrs. Warren Shef- ern-
ter have returned to Washing- Davis said he drove to Sterl-
health for some time. He is sur-I
vived by one son, Mr. Oscar
Jackson, of Dandville. Ill., one
daughter, Mrs. Martha Hall, of
this city one sister. Mrs. Myra
Wells, and one brother, Mr. Wil-
liam Jackson, of New York. N.
Y.
Mr. Clifford Johnson, 58, died
at the residence of his sister,
I health for some time. He was
I on employee in Houston, Del.,
for several years. The remains
were shipped to Morristown.
Tenn.. for funeral, and inter-
Prof. W. Sheffey is a teacher in
the public school system in Bal-
timore, MdM
Prof. and Mrs. Thomas Wo-
mach have returned to Martins-
ville, Va., after spending the
summer months with Prof. Wo-
mach's mother, Mrs. Grace Wo-
mach. They were accompanied
by their children.
Briscoe, 44. a carpenter, and
his wife, Thelma, 48, parents
of the two sisters. They were
held on charges of contribut-
ing to the delinquency of a
minor.
Roberts said Ward and Bris-
coe were expelled five years
ago as members of the Church
of Jest's Christ of Latter-Day
Saints (Mormon) because of
their polygamist beliefs.
Ward fathered six children
by the wives, three by his first
wife, Mary 24, and three by
Opal. 22. But Opal's 17-year-old
sister, Donna, was childless.
CONSPIRACY CHARGE
Donna was turned over to
juvenile authorities. His first
wife, whom he married in a
church six years ago, was
charged with conspiracy to com-
mit unlawful cohabitation along
with Opal, whom he "wed" four
years ago.
Roberts said the last two
"weddings" took place on the
desert with Briscoe, his wife
and their eight children and
the Ward family all taking
part.
The detective said Ward told
him he received messages from
God telling him to marry Bris-
coe's daughters. He said Bris-
coe also believed the messages.
HEADED FOR MEXICO
The two families recently
Face
urder Charges
STERLING, Ill. — (UPI) —
A beauty shop operator and a
telephone installer faced mur-
der by arson charges in a July
4 fire that killed four persons.
Whiteside County Chief Dep-
uty Sheriff Boyd Kimmell said
charges would be filed here
Mrs. Carrie Goines on Aug. 18. against John H. Davis, 23, and
iThe deceased was in declining Nan :y Lou Brown, who were
turned over to Whiteside Coun-
ty authorities under similar
charges in Chicago.
Davis, a lanky telephone
company employe, and Miss
ment with J. D. Ledford. Dine- Brown, silver-haired and stocky,
ral director, in charge. He is were in handcuffs when they
survived by three brothers,
Walter Johnson, of Detroit.
Mich., eGntry Johnson. and
Axie Johnson, of Morristown,
Tenn., two sisters, Mrs. Virgin-
ia Simplex, of Knoxville, Tenn.;
afternoon of Sept. 4, with Rev.
W. R. Williams officiating. Of-
ficers were installed as follows:
Mr. Edward Carson, president;
Mr. A. G. Lane, vice-president;
ton. D. C., after spending a few
days here with Mrs. Sheffer's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Bewley. MMrs. Sheffey is a
ing early on the Fourth of July
with two containers of gaso-
line, which he sprayed on the
first floor. He threw a burning
match on the gasoline and re-
turned to Chicago by way of
Aurora. he said.
Chicago arson detectives
quoted Davis as saying, "I
pies., I'll spend the next 20
years in prison."
joined a religious sect called
the Church of the First Born
Truthfulness and were about
to go to its headquarters in
Chihuahua, Mexico, when they
were arrested, Roberts said.
The district attorney's office
called in the assistant U. S.
attorney here to determine if
any federal statues were brok-
en in the strange cult's prac-
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Fam. stock. They estiinate that they
ily-type farmers
off-farm employment may oh-
tam farm operating and devol.
opment loans from the Farmers
Home Administration after Oct.
1, if they are otherwise eligi-
ble, the U. S. Department of
Agriculture announced last
week.
Previously, except in rural
development counties, a farm-
er has had to spend most of
his time farming in order to
qualify for such loans. But ex-
perience gained in rural devel-
opment counties has shown,
say USDA officials, that many
farmers regularly employed off
the farm can profitably use
Farmers Home credit to in-
crease the farm portion of their
total income.
with regular I can increase their gross income ROME — (UPI) — A U.
doctor was quoted as defending
the performance of the U. St
track and field team and statin
"our Olympic squad reeeiv ,
the hest care known to sc I
ence."
Dr. S F.. Bilik of New Rtfii
chelle .N Y.. professor of phst
Fical medicine at Bellevue Medis
cal Colleee, New York. told the
Rome Daily American that the
U. S. track squad, despite m-c1L:
outside criticism, "made an ex..,
cellent showing." ''I
"Our trinine methods are •
not brainstorms of iinine 'MC
hall.' but thorou.hly scientific •
REGULATIONS
Officials point out on the
other hand that the regulations financial assistance from other
have prevented some farmers sources.
from obtaining the maximum
income from their farms. and
from taking advantage of oppor-
tunities for industrial and other
off-farm employment.
to $11 000 a year.
In developing and carrying
uu. their plans, the Martins
have hao some technical agri-
rultural and money manage-
ment assistance from Assist-
ant Farmers Home County Su-
pervisor Ernest L. Shuler. This
is a regular part of the agency's
lending program.
In the future, farmers hold-
ing dowr. regular off-farm jobs
may also qualify for the kinds
of operating and development
loans the Martins and thousands
of other farmers have received.
Typical of the farm families
that are making good use of
Farmers Home credit are 'Mr.
snd Mrs Roachel Martin, of
Sumter, S C. This farm family
first obtained a loan from the
agency in 1946 to buy a 110-
acre farm after nine years of
renting.
With additional loans for fer-
tilizer, insecticides, livestock
purchases, fencing, and farm
equipment. the Martins have
raised their gross receipts very
close to $7,000 annually. This
has enabled them to double
up on their payments some
years and get well ahead with,Od d S I n Insurance Kelly. father of Princess- '
EVANSTON, Ill. — UPI) Grace. and an Olvmnic geol.
James A James, former his-
tory chairman and dean emeri-
tus of the Northwestern Uni-
versity Graduate School, has
beaeten odds of 100,000 to 3.
He was paid $4,000. the face
value of two insurance policies
Saturday on his 96th birthday.
Credit will be extended only
to operators, of family sized
farms or smaller. No loan will
be made unless a plan for the
coming. year's farming opera-
tions shows that income from
the farm and other sources
will be large enough to enable
the farm family to have a rea
sonable standard of living, pay
debts, and have an adequate
reserve for emergencies.
The interest rate is five per-
cent, and repayment schedules
depend upon the purposes for
which funds are advanced and
upon the estimated income of
the farmer.
ELIGIBILITY
Other than not having to spend approaehes based on intensive
most of one's time farming to lah^ratory resesrch." he said.
qualify for a loan, the eligibil- Both s,ld the "annaro,t
ity reqvirements of Farmers Poles*" of John Thomas. Pal
Home remain unchanged. Appli- carnolly and Ray Norton to,
must have sufficient farm "" I"' to "n""tinns
experience need credit, and have )"en from pllyeical cites.
be unable to obtain adequate c"II-4 PC hick or s!ePo. d'se.
Vv, inoosts or esressive ad-
t-ti-n—het not tranine.
"Nortin anneared shie-ish
whip (Germany's) Armin liary
and Dave Sime were jumping
'he rein" in the 100 meters
final. Bilk said.
"The failure of our 800 meter
men to make a better showing
must he attributed to tactical
hlunderr." he added. "We can
safele assure that no coach .
tobi rreml- Murphy to get box-
nd in "
"The Russian doctor thinks
we do not train hard enoueb...
Dr. Pierre Mathis (of France)...
claims our athletes train too .
long an become exhausted.
There is not a single cause of
apparent exhaustion rimless tp::
be Jnhn Thomas)." Pilik said:
"nhvsiologically. it is pos.
sible to stay at peak fitness
for a lifetime. The late John
their notes
The next step of this family
of nine is to acquire more land
so that the oldest son may be-
come a full partner. On the
additionai acres they plan to
-levelop more improved pas-
tices. Itunes and raise more live-
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Mary Retta Terry gavel
birth to a fine 7 lb. baby boy,
Anthony. at Lloyd Noland hos-
pital. She and her husband, Till
are very proud. Mrs. Terry and
baby are fine.
Mrs. Grace Hunter recently
returned to the city after en-
joying a splendid vacation with
her daughter and husband. Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Harris of
Chicago. her daughter, Mrs
Mary Welch, a friend, Robert
Sheppard and her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore George of Cleveland.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Draw-
horn, jr., and his sister Mrs.
Willie Pearl Penson and daught-;
er of New York City spent a'
very pleasant two weeks with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie Drawhorn, sr.
Mrs. Ethel Lou Clark of Mus-
cola is enjoying herself vaca-
tioning with her cousins Mr. and
Mrs. Beauregarde Hicks of Mo-
bile. Ala.
Mrs. Beatrice Franklin and
little daughter Beatrice of Chi-
cago recently enjoyed them-
selves vacationing with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Chandler of Muscola.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucky Holman
and two of their children of De-
troit were recent house guests
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs
Phillip of East Bessemer.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Matti!
Parker were held at First Bap-
tist church. Eulogy by Rev. H.
M. Morton. Mrs. Parker leaves
to mourn her passing a devoted
husband, one son, one sister and
many other relatives and
friends. Smith and Gaston
Funeral Directors.
Funeral services for Mr. John
Williams, jr. were held at St.
John Independent Methodist
church, Sunday, Sept. 11, 1960.!
Eulogy by Rev. R. G. Williams.;
He leaves to mourn his passing!
two daughters, three brothers,'
two grandchildren, aunts, uncles!
nephews and a host of other rel-
atives and friends. The family1
wishes to acknowledge with
deep appreciation the comfort-!
ing expressions of kindness!
shown. Davenport and Harris
Funeral Directors.
EMPIRE
MISS EFFIE PENDLETON
Union Baptist church held a
program last Sunday evening
and was enjoyed by all. The
Ushers Board conducted a pro-
gram last Thursday night. Rev.
Harris preached a wonderful
sermon.
William Pendleton, Jr., has
returned to Cleveland, Ohio, af-
ter visiting hs parents here.
FOURTEEN NEW MEM-
BERS of the faculty and staff
at the Fayetteville State
Teachers college, Fayette-
ville, N. C., shown here
are: (Back row) reading
from left -- R mm dolph
Gordon, Social Science,
Octant Dean of men; Patricia
F. Parker, clerk, Business
Office; Carolyn Norwood,
Secretarial Science; Elisabeth
A. Young, Physical Educa-
tion; Nathalene Smith, li-
brarian; Valeria P. Fleming,
Science; and Charles A.
Young, Art (Front row)
Beats 100,000 To 3
line chemp, was an example..
Rut few are willing to pay
the price. . •
"1 am convinced we made,
an excellent showing. There
is absolutely no basis to the
claim the our athletes have
failed in their dedication." —•
Winimimmeiminor MIOVNIONNI11.11 V
Baton Rouge
By M. N. RINGGOLD
We are enjoying the visit of
Mrs. Godchaux and their two
charming children as they visit-
ed last week. We are only too
sorry that Mr. Godchaux spent
only Sunday with us.
The younger set is making the
children's stay happy. And the
grown-ups are seeing to it that
Mrs. Godchaux enjoys every
minute of her stay. And we
are doing our bit. Then tocel
they are enjoying our house
guest. Valencia who has been
our guest for two weeks. This
as usual, means much happi-
ness for us for every minute
of her stay.
We enjoyed the closing ex-
ercises of The class in First Aid
that was taught to an interested
group by the Rev. W. K. Brooks!
from whom we took instruction
in classes quite some years ago.
Somehow, he has the knack of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bankhead
are proud parents of a little
baby.
Miss A. Dawson has returned
to New York after visiting here!
with her grandparents this sum-
mer.
aamemesseebm,
letting one learn, understanee•
and demonstrate instructions/
received in classes taught and
demonstrated by Rev. Brooks.
As for unusual news, we men,
tion the- helpful, representative..
sessions of the Fourth Annual
Leadership PTA WorkshoN.
sponsored by the Louisiana Cort.a
gress of Parents and Teachers,,
with Mr. Gabriel W. Walkerais
president, and the group of acs.4
tive, interested PTA workers..,
participating and making this
an unusual Workshop. We do noty
carry the names of participants„,,
because that splendid group
was composed of many leading,„
PTA officials and members, and,,
a splendid job was done. Our,.
only regret was that illness pre.,
vented us from just making
such e our friends as Mrs.
Ethel Young, and many, many,
other former officers discuss
their methods of acting and.
working with PTA groups to se.,
cure the success in PTA work,'
as she has done. .
Many compliments are being,
given the officers and mem!,
bers of Shiloh Church for the,
cordial welcome, and the many
courtesies extended the organ*
tihzaetrieot during its meeting*
reading from left—Viola E.
Smith. assistant librarian;
Vernetta E. McIvir. critic
tealier; Julia Graham, clerk.
Dean's office; Evelyn B. Mil-
ler, critic teacher, LaVerne
C. Kenos, Physical Educa-
tion; Gladys Johnson, Assist-
ant Dormitory Counselor, and
Johnnie B. Penn, English.
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Our Opinions
Bitter Fruits Of Colonialism
The unhappy and baffling develop-
ments in the former Belgian Congo may
well be the bitter fruits of eighty odd
years of white supremacy and subjuga-
tion which are just now having their
ugly surface manifestations.
It is easy to swallow the prevailing
dogmatic formulation that the Congo-
jese are not ready for self-government.
True, Patrice Lumumba's action may be
open to question. But before we set him
down as an erratic, power-struck' and ir-
responsible politician, we should know
for certain the part that Belgians have
played in laying the foundations for the
present chaotic situation.
This role has not been brought to
the surface for analysis. The United
States and the United Nations unreserv-
edly have criticized Russia for sending
a few planes and technicians to help the
legally constituted government of Pre-
mier Lumumba.
• They take the dim view that such
an act constitutes undue interference
in the internal, domestic affairs of the
Congo, hence a threat to world peace.
On the other hand, little or nothing has
been said about the maltreatment of the
natives by their former masters and the
intrigues and plots that the retiring Bel-
gian administration, both civil and mili-
tary, had insidiously placed athwart the
path of the infant Republic.
When Belgium relinquished its iron-. s
gslp upon the Congo, it left the Afri-
can country's treasury bare. There was
/tot enough money to meet the native
army payroll of 25,000 men. And civil-
ian workers went for days and weeks
without even a promise of pay. Thus was
the ground laid for chaos and long
nights of misadventure.
The vandalism and wild orgies that
followed Independence Day were the log-
ical outcome of raw passion and emo-
tion that had been hitherto held in
check. But now that freedom had burst
upon the natives they wanted to feel it,
touch it as though it were a piece of
precious cloth blessed by unseen hands.
Premier Patrice Lumumba has had
rough sailing ever since his elevation.
It must be remembered that he was
never popular with the Belgians who
did everything possible to prevent his
accession to power, and when that fail-
ed, to handicap him in the exercise of
h:s functions.
Belgian troops, a source of insuffer-
able irritations, were kept in Leopold-
ville and elsewhere in the Congo, long,
far too long after the Congo was declar-
ed an independent sovereign state. They
were kept there on the pretense of
maintaining law and order, when their
very presence was a major contributing
factor to the disorders that the Belgian
Press and Radio advertised with such
gusto and embellishment.
Whether the United Nations' inter-
vention has helped the political situa-
tion in the Congo or not is open to de-
bate. It is obvious, however, that U. N.
Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold's
quarrel with Lumumba has not contrib-
uted toward stabilization of the Central
African Republic. For all intents and
purposes the United Nations has failed
in the Congo.
Dixie Registrars Restrained
. The Justice Depat‘ment seems to
.have scored a victory, at least for the
:Moment, when a Federal Judge in Ma-
con, Georgia, ruled that Terrell County
s(Ga.) registrars were guilty of discrimi-
"nation against Negro voter applicants.
This marks the first voter-registra-
tion probe conducted under the Civil
'Rights Act. The court issued a restrain-
ing order forbidding the registrars from
registering voter applicants in any way
thai would constitute discrimination.
However, the Judge turned down a
request by the civil rights division of
the Justice Department that a Federal-
voting referee be appointed to super-
'yise and enforce the registering of quali-
fied Negro voter applicants in Terrell
County.
Instead he left the job of registering
voter applicants with the present three-
man board but ordered it to report to
him within 10 days on its compliance
with his ruling.
This is not exactly in compliance
with the provision of the new Civil
Rights Act which specifically states
that where the evidence is conclusive
that racial discrimination is used to pre-
vent a voter applicant from registering.
a Federal referee is to be appointed to
enforce the rights of the citizen to reg-
ister and vote.
Whether there is room for the exer-
cise of judicial discretion is a legal ques-
tion beyond our ability to argue here.
We shall watch with great care whether
or not the Terrell County registrars
comply with the directives of the Fed-
eral Court.
Outlook In Brazil
The popular favorite for Brazil's
Presidential election in October is an ec-
cent!. ic but extremely efficient former
' school-teacher, Senhor Janio Quadros.
ills political career began in 1947 when
he was elected to Sao Paulo city coun-
‘ cil in opposition to the Social Progress
'nasty which then dominated the city.
Despite his unkemnt appearance and
lack of party support, he worked so hard
:that even his onponents were impressed •
„in three years he introduced 2.000 meas.
.ures, 250 of which became law. In 19,n
he wss elected Mayor of San Paulo. with
twice as many votes as all his opponents
coln"ned.
The city, the largest in Brazil, was
in bad shape, with apparently insoluble
problems of transport, housing and fi-
nance. Quadros, working fifteen hours a
day, reformed the municipal market,
started numerous housing projects, and
discharged several thousand superfluous
employees.
In less than a year he had balanced
the budget, and even managed to raise
fares without the usual accompaniment
of riots and bus-burnings. Public sup-
oort has come in from important poli-
ticians of every party, from mayors,
leptities. senators, governors and even
rrenerals. He has a good chance of be-
coming Brazil's next President.
Do You Need A New School? Dolt-Yourself
LINDALE, Tex — (UPI) —
Lindale school officials have
found the way to stretch tax
dollars. They have a brand new
do - it - yourself elementary
school
And it will he almost filled by
students
Last year, the school board
was fared with increased en
rolln,ene- and ,erowins class-
room shortages Sq5 the board
bougnt a site and began casting
aros d for bids.
"They were all too high, so
the board decided it would be
the contractor and build the
school," a spokesman said.
The board found the ways
and 'riles^ to cut corners on
eonstruction costs Today, the
new school is up.
In *Wein, the hoard has un-
der construction a 50 by 100
feet cafeteria and a new band
hall.
The entire project, including
all the furniture, equipment and
the cost of the school site, has
not cost the taxpayer of the
dist ct an additional dime
The total bill comes to ap-
proximately $150.000. just a few
dollars more than the low bid
the board received on construc-
tion of the-elementary school
alone.
Being Frank
Aimed People, /nooses
Awl Prise/eau
Ily FRANK L STANLEY
There is ce.siiderable specu-
lation among writers and speak-
ers these day, as to the role
that reliesus prejudice will
play in the Presidential elec-
tion. There is evidence already
that we have not reached in
Americs the religious maturi-
ty we should have. We hear
echoes of 192.8 when the late M
Smith was defeated largely on
his religion. At that time, Mr.
Smith made a statement which
IS in effect the same that Can-
didate Kennedy has uttered: "I
don't want anyone to vote for
me because I am Catholic, and
I don't want anyone to vote
against me because I am Cath-
olic."
It would appear that on the
surface such an appeal can be
taken at face value. In truth,
it is incredible that such is even
necessary, in this day and age.
But deplorable as it is religious
prejulice still abounds and un-
less current trends are not re-
directed, then much of this
prejudice will be brought to
bear upon Mr. Kennedy.
Political analysts say that the
hard Southern core, which is
mostly Protestant, will natural-
ly vote against Mr. Kennedy.
S e explain that Mr. Nixon's
recent visits into the South
prior to his hospitalization,
were highly indicative of the
attitude of that section. Some
fear that if any effort is made
to capitalize upon this bigoted
feeling, it might boomerang in
the face of Mr. Nixon. It is to
his credit that he has discour-
aged sny objection to Mr. Ken-
nedy because of his religion.
However. Mr. Nixon cannot
control how people think with
regard to religion.
We are getting, also, certain
resolutions or declarations from
Protestant religious bodies op-
posing the election of Mr. Ken-
nedy. This is definitely not in
keeping with the principles of
d- .3cracy. At a meeting which
I attended recently, a Protes-
tant Bishop made the state-
ment, "we do not want Rome to
control the White House." Out
of all this speculation, no one
has, to my knowledge, taken
the time to analyze how the Ne-
gro protestant feels on this sub-
ject.
It is to be assumed that the
Negro, first of all, will have
less religious prejudice than his
white counterpart. The reason
is of course that anyone who
has suffered considerable dis-
crimination like we have, cer-
tainly is less apt to apply it,
particularly in dignified areas
like religion. I think we can
safely say that the Negro voter
will more or less likely vote his
con-tali:En on which is the bet-
ter man, rather than to be
against either Mr. Nixon or Mr.
Kennedy because of the religion
affiliation. In fact, 1 would like
to go even a step further and
suggest that all of us, pectic.
Warty Negroes, demonstrate
that religion has no part in our
evaluation of these two men. 1
think we can teach by example
that certainly prejudice should
not he tolerated in any instance,
and definitely not when it
comes to choosing our nation-
al leader.
Of course, the campaign is
just getting under way, and the
real issues have not been
brought out. Much is going to
depend upon the vigor and the
extent, as well as the effective-
ness of the campaign of each
candidate. So far as we are
concerned, much is going to de-
pend upon how well they im-
press us, and lead us to believe
that they will take forthright
positions on civil rights.
We are aware of the civil
rishts planks of the respective'
par tie s, but we know that
planks mean little or nothing
once a candidate is successful.
It will depend upon the con-
victions of the particular suc-
cessful candidate himself how
far he wants to go toward erad-
icating segregation in Ameri-
ca, and how positive he wants
to stand in support of decency
and right.
For those who do not wish to
vote as intelligently as they can
in this election, and who are
not able to remove their reli-
gious prejudice in this instance,
it might be well to point out
that if this bias is carried to
any considerable exten t, it
could well motivate other peo-
ple rally to the support of the
victim. In short, Protestants
who are refusing to vote for
Mi. Kennedy because he is a
Catholic could prompt extreme
clanishness on the part of all
Catholics, who, according to
latest reports, now represent
somu 25 per cent of the voting
strength of America. At the
same time, they could, more or
less rally to their cause. Those
clear-thinking peopk; who out
of sympathy for the abused
candidate, would of course op-
pose religious prejudice.
It is to be hoped that both Mr.
Nixon and Mr. Kennedy will be
voted for primarily on their
ability asd merit, and that nei-
ther will suffer unfairly from
saythins held against them be-
cause of their affiliations.
New York Takes
Integration Step
NEW YORK — ( UPI) — The high school students.
nation's largest city took the 1. Observers doubted there
first step last week to speed would be a wholesale exodus
racial integration among its from the predominantly Negro
nearly one million public school and Puerto Rican schools. In-
students. tegration leader, the Rev. Mil-
Students in 21 of New York's ton A. Galamison estimated
more than 800 public schools that "maybe two or three thou-
are eligible to transfer from sand" students would take ad-
predominantly segregated class- vantage of the opportunity to
es to other schools under a plan transfer to the "receiving"
authorities call "open registra- schools.
tion." 2. Integrationists intend to When Miss May Perry LettTwo factors stood out as the press for total desegregation. Nigeria recently after nearly 40city launched the new program Galamison estimates. th:Itiii:bout
ruary. The initial ''open regis- ed primarily of student bodies
which is to spread to the ele- 20 per cent of the city's schools
tration" applied only to junior of the minority races.
mentary school level next Feb- are segregated, that is, compos. 
years as a Southern Baptist
friends and former students
turned out to say farewell that
missionary educator, so many
the Lagos air terminal could not
Now contain them. With tearful en;111111161'116111111111timmulf-mmuumitir-iiniiii , fir.lnwpfm",•
SO WHAT?
"IF THEY'RE FOR 'FIRE ONLY' — WHY
ARE YOU PUTTIN' WATER IN 'EM?"
thusiasm, they lined up out-
side and sang school songs and
Christian choruses for 30 min-
utes before plane time.
Other travelers must have
been a bit surprised to learn
that thu cause of all the com-
motion was the slight little lady
who stood by the gate. Miss
Perry's unassuming manner
would lead no one to suspect
she had ever done anything
more unusual than teach syntax
and Shakespeare to high school
students in some quiet Stateside
town or received any greater
honor thari heving their year-
book dedicated to her.
But the years between mis-
sionary appointment in June,
1920, and retirement at the end
of August. 1960, were full of
pioneering and persevering for
the little Georgian. As teacher
and principal at the Baptist
Girls' School in the city of
Abeokute she led in an educa-
tional adventure.
She and her colleagues, mis-
sionaries and Nigerians, dem-
onstrated strikingly the effec-
tiveness of education as a force
for evangelism; developed a
three-in-one school where girls
can go from "infant class"
through primary and secondary
grade and four years of teach-
er training: proved to the once-
skeptical Nigerians that their
daughters are capable of be-
coming more than household
drudges, and raised the level
Nigerlike home life wherever
their former students are
Airs Strategy
Of Khrushthev
By LYLE C. WILSON
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Too bad Al Smith isn't around
to deal with the United Nations
most distinguished visitor, the
Soviet Union's Nikita S. Khru-
shchev.
Al Smith had a way with
phonies. His way was to hear
them out, consider their pro-
positions carefully and then to
propose: "Let's look at the rec-
ord."
False arguments and false
men could not survive Al Smith
under such circumstances when
he went nosing into the record
of the past to determine the
judgment of the present and
the future.
Al Smith is gone, but the
Foreign Policy Research In-
stitute of the University of
Pennsylvania is very much
alive. The Institute prepared
and the government printed a
40-page pamphlet entitled
"Khrushchev's strategy and
its meaning for America."
This pamphlet is not always
pleasant reading for an Ameri-
can or for any free man. K's
armament to K's prime stra-
egic and tactical objective. Dis-
armament of the United States
and of the West, that is. His
disarmament proposals and
other sweet talk of co-existence
are likened to just so many
tranquilizer pills. The United
Nations' distinguished guest
hopes to "tranquilize" the West
with co-existence.
Page 31 of the pamphlet of-
fers the Communist record on
disarmament. Not merely K's
record, but the Communist
record since Maxim Litvinov
in November, 1927, proposed
across-the-board disarmament
to the conference then sitting
in Geneva.
The Institute study finds that
Litvinov's 1927 proposal curi-
ously parallels both in approach
and substance the across-the-
board proposals Khrushchcv
made to the U.N. General as-
sembly one year ago when he
was visiting the United States.
K referred to the 1927 proposal
when he made his own last
year. The Institute said "his
claim to an honest offer to dis-
strategy is doing pretty well. arm (was) not well served by
Its meaning for America is not alluding to the Litvinov pro-
good. Much of the Communist
record and of Khrushchev's powasnatles" d.toOndeo
wyenaar 
arms,
tLheit vsiinxothv
Wrecord is there, however, The orld Congress of the Commun-
ist International cynically re-pamphlet is something every
American should read, if only vealed the true purpose of the
to Insulate his mind against disarmament plan. Pure pro-
K's effort to brainwash the Pagandal
United States with smartly con- "The aim of the Soviet pro-
ceived propaganda. posals is not to spread pacifist
The Institute study finds dis- illusions," the Congress held,
Arrows Will Fly
Not Far From
U.S. ICBM Sites
ALTUS, Okla. — (UPI) —
Ti twang of the bow and the
zing of the arrow will again
echo through Oklahoma's W.
chita Mountains — this ti
within earshot of ICBM bases.
Producers of a movie depict-
ing the life of Plaids Indians
have announced plans to film it
in the Wichita Mountains near
here. The Air Force recently
began tinkling a series of At-
las missile launching sites in
the same general area.
Glenn Balch's "Indian
Paint," the story of an Indian
pony, will star Michael Ansara
and Billy Chapin. The plot in-
volves presenting a true pie.
ture of the Indians, and not as
murderous savages, the pro-
moters said.
but to destroy them . . . dis.
armament and the abolition
war are possible only with tit
fall of capitalism. It goes with-
out saying, that not a single
Communist thought for a mo-
ment that the imperialists
would accept the Soviet disarm-
ament proposals."
That is part ..of the record.
Another part is the Institute's
conclusion on the basis of avail.
able facts that "K's disarma-
ment campaign is to clear the
strategic landscape of a seri-
ous roadblock to world revolu-
tion by obtaining the nucleaf
disarmament of the West."
Perhaps then K could make
good on his boast to bury us.
Honor Missionary Worker
After 40 Years In Africa°
found
One familiar with the situa-
tion estimates that the Abeo-
kuta school — commonly called
"Idi-Aba" after the section of
town where it is located — is
the best-known school for girls
in Nigeria Its graduates are
teachers, nurses, and home-
makers They include most of
!he leaders of the Woman's
Missionary Union of Nigeria,
the wives of many Nigerian
Baptist pastors, and the wife
of the Premier of Nigeria's
Western Region. Some have
lone on to further study in the
United States and England.
A high regard for Miss Per-
ry's work is shared by t h e
Rritish. who have governed
Nigeria or portions thereof for
nearly no years, and the Ni-
gerians themselves, who will
become self-governing October
Forma, recognition came
from the British Crown in 1957,
when she was made an Officer
sf the Ortier of the British Em-
pire. The small medal which
symbolizes this honor was
ninned on her by Queen Eliza-
tieth II at an investiture cere-
mony in the British Embassy
in Washington, D. C.
Nigerians are officially sex-
pressing their appreciation at
the first opportunity: the Gov-
Prnment of the Western Region
has invited ber to return to
Africa as its guest at indepen-
dence celebrations September
28-October 10.
"Only the best is good enough
for Africa," Miss Perry once
said when outlining plans for
the school That about sums up
her cartel. Though she char-
acterizes hermit as "a slow
plodder,' others use the terms
"bar., working" and "patient."
-She did one thing and she did
it well." says a friend. 'She
stayed et it and made the
classroom come up to stan-
dard."
Concern with academic mat-
ters never obscured the mis-
sionary purpose that took her
to Nigeria. Her conviction, test-
ed and proved through t h e
years, is that "education is one
of the best approaches to
evangelism." By this she does
not mean that education should
he used as a lure to get poten-
tial converts to submit to in-
doctrination. At ldi-Aba evang-
elism is more than exposure t
the formal tenets of Christie
ty, just as education is mo
than classes and books.
All the students live on the
campus where the teachers are
in almost constant contact with
'hem, directing household
ehores and leisure activities as
well al studies, portraying in
their lives the Christian truths
their lives in Bible classes,
chapel services, and daily ves-
oers Most of the girls do be-
come Christians before they
leave IdeAba. often braving
persecution and rejection by
their Moslem or pagan families.
It is appropriate that Miss
Perry served as an educator,
for .t was "a wonderful school-
teacher" who influenced her to
see' a higher education, thus
opening to her the "vast new
world' she discovered at Geor-
gia Normal. Her horizons were
further extended by minio.
ries that the YWCA brought
the campus When one of them
ehallenged the students to join
in the missionary task May
Perry could never forget tile
appeal.
•••• • ••••
cities are buying houses in ra-
cially mixed neighborhoods re-
gardless of whether they prefer
white or Negro neighbors, re-
ports a study released by the
Fund for the Republic's Com-
mission on Race and Housing.
The study, entitled The De.
•
inand for Housing in Racially
Mixed Areas and published by
the University of California
Press, is the fourth of five re-
ports in a race and Housing se-
ries financed by a $305,000
Fund for the Republic grant.
The report also concludes
that in Northern metropolitan
areas Negroes ar:. less and less
subject to unfavorable econo-
mic discrimination when they
seek to buy a house, either in
purchase price _or in obtaining
financing for mortgages.
SURVEY ATTITUDES
The authors of the study are
Chester Rapkin and ivilliam G.
Grigsby, professors at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania's Insti-
tute for Urban Studies. Their
findings are based chiefly on a
survey of attitudes toward race
among house buyers in four
separate Philadelphi neighbor-
IIIhoods with a total population of50,000. The study also draws
upon the work of many other
scholars who have examined
the problems of housing inte-
gration.
In general, Rapkin and Grigs-
by feel that Northern cities
have passed their most explo-
sive period for integrating Ne-
groes in their neighborhoods.
The North is unlikely to ex-
perience many more rapid tran-
sitions complete in its neighbor-
hoods, they said, for "the back-
log of (Negro) demand has
been largely satisfied: in-mi-
gration (from the South) has
dropped sharply; and many of
the market barriers have been
lowered.
SEE DECLINE
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*White Homebuyers Are
Accepting Integration
— Large it is not likely that the transi- found three times as many Ne•
Northern tion period ot the postwar de- gro purchasers as whites. In
cade will persist. As potential another there were twice as
purchasers observe mixed areas many white purchasers as Ne•
that have maintained this groes. These and other statis-
balance over a longer period of tics demolish the widespread
time, the anticipation of inunda- contention that, once in, Ne-
tion will decline." groes always "take over"
Through a unique series of neighborhoods, and that whites
depth interviews and surveys, flee before them. ,-
Rapkin and Grigsby develop a According to the statistics,
set of conclusions which chal- only a handful of whites wanted
lenge widely accepted beliefs to move when they discovered,
relating to minority housing to their surprise, that t' •
problems: purchased in mixed ,
• Many whites will buy hous- hoods. Half of that h
es in mixed neighborhoods three of six families—said they
whether or not they object to would have wanted to move
Negro neighbors. even if the neighborhood had
*Negroes are not necessarily been all-white.
disadvantaged in mortgage ne- For the first time, Rapkin
gotiations, but may even re- and Grigsby surveyed Negro
ceive better mortgage terms. families who were first to break
*Negroes are not necessarily into previously all-white blocks.
compelled to pay more for Many were eager to claim the
housing than whites, but may distinction, their Negro inter-
pay less. viewer reported. But the actual
ANALYSIS OF CONCLUSION first families were not unusual,
Here is a point - by . point though they were slightly higher
analysis of the conclusions, as in socio-economic status than
presented by the authors: the average Philadelphia Negro
Rapkin and Gsigsby found family. Two-thirds were blue-
that many whites in the mired collar workers, one-sixth white-
areas under study did not even collar workers, and the remain-
bother to look for houses in all- ing one-sixth professional or
white areas. More than one- businessmen. All had lived in
fourth of the white purchasers the city for ten years or more.
bought on the same street front, Thus generally average Ne-
or facing the same street front, gro families were accepted in
on which Negroes lived, all-white blocks. Only three out
Before their study, the au- of 45 "first families" reported
thors feared that the number any "disagreeable occurrences"
of white purchasers would be so when they moved in, and only
small as to make statistics two had any difficulty finding
meaningless. But they soon dis. a white owner to sell to them.
covered that of 2017 purchases DISCUSS CHARGES
for owner-occupancy, 443 were It has been widely alleged
by white and 1574 were by Ne- that Negroes are likely to be
gro families, charged more for mortgages
"This in itself," they write, than whites. The Rapkin-Grigs-
".is one of the most significant by study shows that the oppo-
findings of the entire investiga- site may be true: because they
tion. It sheds doubt on the are largely among buyers ra-
premise that once Negroes en- ther than sellers, they are not
ter a neighborhood, no white penalized by the large discounts
will purchase in the area there- associated wth VA and FHA
after." mortgages. Moreover, in a corn-
In one area the researchers parison of closely matched
112,000 BROILERS A YEAR— come from dairying and cot
Mrs. James R. Carter, right, ton by raising broilers. Last
supplements the family's year she sold 92,000 birds.
Lott to right: Lawreoco C.
Johnson, county agent: Miss
011ie Mae R a y bo n, home
agent; Mr. Carter,rand Mrs.
Carter. (USDA Photo)
houses, Rapkin and Grigsby
challenge the view that Ne-
groes always pay more for a
house than white purchasers.
Of the 42 pairs of houses they
studied, only 23 were occupied
by Negro families who paid
more; in two cases prices paid
by Negroes and whites were
the same; rttios of price to
assessed valuation were also
similar.
From this Rapkin and Grigs-
by conclude that the usual
"dual-market" view does not
really correspond with t h e
facts; Negroes and whites com-
pete in a single, but rather com-
plex market, at least in mixed
areas of the general type under
study. Nor did lending institu-
tions appear reluctant to break
blocks: 17 were associated with
one racially mixed area, and
all were run by whites.
Rapkin and Grigsby attempt
to foresee whether a pattern of
concentration or dispersion of
nonwhites will become estab-
lished. They note that like other
ethnic groups, Negroes may to
some extent want to live near
each other. ''Although segrega-
tion may disappear," they
write, "congregation may not."
However, they believe that
"Of all the factors that will
determine the ultimate racial
composition of our urban areas,
perhaps attitudes are most im-
portant. It has been noted that
many whites did not think of
themselves as living in mixed
areas even though they knew
there were Negroes only a block
away. This may well be a pre-
cursor to a more pervasive
change in attitude.
There is little doubt that both
whites and Negroes have im-
proved their view of each other
over the past decades . . With
widening educational opportuni-
ties and opening of new occu-
pational lines, differences be-
tween whites and nonwhites
diminish. As this time approach-
es, perhaps men will be more
and more inclined to choose
their neighbors on the basis of
their essential worth and not
according to the color of their
skin."
KEEPING TANNED
DALLAS, Tex — (UPI) —
The latest gimmick in the beat-
nik coffee houses in Dallas is a
coin operated dispensing ma-
chine that offers small doses of
instant sun tan lotion.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
terested in meeting a career
service man. I am a lady in my
late twenties; would love to
travel and have a happy home.
I am willing to work and get
ahead in life. Not interested in
looks. I am only looking for
some one who is ambitious and
willing to get ahead in life. He
must also have a pleasing per-
sonality. I am very serious, so
those who answer would like
them to be likewise.
Miss N. M. Walls, P. 0. Box
3121, Portsmouth, Va.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man, 31 years old, look-
ing for a young lady between
the ages of 18 and 24. I would
like to have a lady who loves
to travel for that is my life.
I would like to exchange pho-
tos.
E. Harris, 2740 Grand Ave.,
Apt. 101, Detroit. Mich.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
G.I. stationed in Korea and
would like to hear from young
ladies between the ages of 19
and X. All letters will be an-
swered and photos will be ex-
changed.
PFC Levandrew Gray, RA-
14480077, Co. E. 1st Bat. Gp.
32nd Inf., APO 7, San Francis-
co, Calif.
Dear Mme. Chante: You have
helped so many people, I hope
you can help me. I have three
children - ages 10, 5 and 3—all
girls. I am 27, brownskin,
weigh 115 lbs.; like home life.
Send picture in first letter.
Will try to answer all letters.
Would like a man between 30
and 37 who likes children.
R. J. Reed, P. 0. Box 1789,
Yuma, Arizona.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonely man of 53 seeking a
mate who desires a home and
companionship. Color and age
do not matter; not over 5 feet
4 inches tall, weigh 160 lbs. I
have no relatives, even though
By HENRY J. BECHTOLD
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
promotion stunt introduced in
1892 by a Milwaukee depart.
ment store, but which did not
capture the consumers' imagi-
nation until the 1950's, now is
nearly a $700 million business
with a rosy outlook.
The trading stamp, despite
continued harassment f rom
stamp opponents and vested in.
terests, has proven itself to the
American housewife and to
some 250,000 retailers.
The boom in trading stamps
began in the midwest in the
early 1950's and spread rapidly
to all parts of the nation. Total
stamp sales rose from $2 mil-
lion, or 0.3 per cent of total re-
tail sales in 1934, to $38 million,
or one per cent of total retail
in 1951, and then to $550 mil-
lion, or 14 per cent of total re-
tail volume in 1958.
Trading stamps first were
popular with the housewife as
a means of getting houseware
items, but now there is a trend
toward high-priced items such
as luggage, silverware, TV sets
and jewelry, and even fire
trucks
For individual stamp savers
Always try to we a rug in your
own horn. before you buy it. That's
the only way you can be sure it will
harmoniz• with your furnishings
and lighting.
friendly and easy to talk to I
do not mix very well and do not
have many friends. Please en-
close picture in first letter.
James Bolden, 220 E. 46th
St., (Basement) Chicago, Ill.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to meet a man between the
ages of 45 and 55, settled, un-
derstanding and looking for the
finer things in life. •
Gertrude Brown, 6281-2 Miller
Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
Dear Mme. Chante: As I
write this letter I am so lonely
for companionship. I feel that
there must be a nice lady
somewhere who would appre-
ciate a good husband. I have
been a reader of your column
for quite awhile. I see where
you have helped others find
happiness, I do hope you can
help me. I am 29, 5 feet, 5 inch-
es tall, 1.G5 lbs. I do not drink
or gamble or have any bad
habits other than smoking. I
would like to meet a sincere
lady between 18 and 35. One
child would be gladly accepted.
Howard Lee Weldon, 1402 E.
Jefferson, Apt. 10, Phoenix,
Aria.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Through
your pen pal column a friend
of mine has been made happy.
I too would like to be happy
I am 37, dark complexion, black
hair, 157 lbs., 5 feet 6 inches
tall; occupation, clerk, Would
like Christian pen pals.
Miss Lena McLean, 10A Moun-
tain View ave., Kingston 2,
Jamaica, BWI.
* •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am an
affectionate type of young man
who is single and desires to
meet a young lady who is mod-
erate and enjoys the little
things in life that bring happi-
ness. I am an ex-Marine, love
children and modern jazz. All
letters will be answered.
Francesco Vittoria, General
Delivery, Chicago, 111.
there is a two-week tour of Eu-
rope — 235 books — which be-
gins with a jet flight to Paris,
and then covers Belgium, Hol.
land and England.
To save 235 books of stamps
takes some doing, however.
Most stamps operate on a 2.5
per cent basis, which means
that a shopper accumulates 21/2
cents worth of purchasing pow-
er (represented by 10 stamps)
for every dollar she spends.
A filed stamp book of from
1,200 to 1,500 stamps therefore
is worth from $3 to $3.75 in ex-
change value toward prem-
ium .
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Reg-
ular bathing is a surprisingly
new fad on the American scene,
according to a home economist
for a manufacturer of automat-
ic water Softeners.
She is Miss Linda Scott, home
economist for the Lindsay Com-
pany, which is compiling a se-
ries of historical sketches on
the various uses of water in its
relation to the growth and de-
velopment of civilizations. The
material will be presented to
school home economic classes.
Miss Scott said that a survey
in the 1880's revealed that five
out of six dwellings in Ameri-
can cities had no bathtub, and
a common belief of the period
was that perspiration kept a
man clean.
In the course of her research,
Miss Scott came up with these
other notes:
— Napoleon took a hot bath
daily. He was so much a "part"
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Mister, your wife or your girl
friend will own three watches
by 1970 and you won't feel that
she's trying to keep up with
the likes of Lena Horne or Dor-
othy Dandridge or Eartha Kitt
By that time, you see, it'll be
the vogue for the average worn-
So says Robert Mohr, sales
vice-president of Timex, who
has kept charts and graphs on
the watch-wearing habits of
men and women for more than
a decade.
According to the executive, a
woman will use her three basic
watches for these purposes: 1)
housework and gardening or
sports; 2) PTA meetings,
bridge clubs, daytime soocial
events and 3) dress.
It is Mohr's opinion that re-
finements in watch production
will keep the cost of the watch
wardrobe to a negligible
amo .nt.
Mohr, who bases his views on
personal talks with an estimat-
ed 3,500 watch wearers, learned
some interesting facts from his
private research.
A man looks at his wrist-
watch an average of 18 times a
day, Mohr found, a woman 24.
Both check the time when get-
ting up in the morning and be-
fore going to bed at night.
Another finding: children are
learning to tell time at earlier
ages than older generations did.
of his tub that he signed the
Louisiana Purchase while soak-
ing in hot water.
— In 1829, one daredevil sug-
gested that the public should
aspire to daily bathing instead
of the customery once-a-year
practice. Saner opinion prevail-
ed when it was "shown" that
frequent bathing increased the
chances of rheumatic fever and
lung ailments.
— 
Casanova, the great lover,
had a portable bath built for
two.
— Louis XIV ordered six tubs
constructed in Versailles. They
were made of marble and had
submerged cushions and drap-
ings trimmed with lace
— In the United States, there
were no bathing facilities in the
White House until Andrew
Jackson became presilent. Pri-
or to his administration, any
nresident who wanted to bathe
had to bring his own tub when
he assumed office.
Mohr noted: "Twenty years
ago, most children in the first
grade couldn't tell time. Todar,
the child only 40 months old can
give you the hour of the day
when asked.
Education Fund
Plan Designed
To Aid Students
An education fund plan haf
been made available to stip
dents attending Allied Institute
of Technology, 1338 S. MichigaS
ave., Chicago 5. Ill. The plan
was developed under the direc-
tion of Mr. Harry Lebeson,
president of the Institute, to as-
sist mechanically inclined men.
By taking advantage of the
plan, students can pay most of
their tuition out of their earn-
ings while ;*-.,`ending school. '
The Allied Education Fund
Plan will be found very helpful
by high school graduates who
have tylt had the opportunity to
,t‘ild their own financial re-
urces, and whose parents
may be able to of- only lim-
ited financial assistance.
It is also offered to older men
who wish to make a change as
quickly as possible to better
paying job opportunities, but
who may have financial oblige-
tions which limit their immedi-
ately available funds.
Young men planning to learn
a high paying trade or to be-
come professional engineers
can begin their training in short
courses at home or at the Al-
lied Institute and continue pro-
gressively toward an engiingeri
ing degree.
Training is offered in the fol-
lowing fields: Mechanical
Drafting, Tool and Die Making,
Tool and Die Designing, Indns-
trial and Tool Engineering, Air
conditioning, Heating and Re-
frigeration, Industrial Electron-
ics and Auto Mechanics.
Under the Education Fund
Plan the student can pay for his
training on a small budget plan
without interest or carrying
charge.
For detailed information you
are invited to write to Harry
Lebeson, President of Allied In-
stitute of Technology, 1338 S.
Michigan ave., Chicago 5, Ill.
The famed Boardwalk in At.
!antic City, N. J., is five miles
long.
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Expect 92 Million In Japan Count
TOKYO, — (UPI) — Japan begins a census this week
which is expected to show the nation's population has passed
the 92 million mark.
The last total in 1955, was more than 89 million. About
43,000 census takers will work on the count for a week.
Governor Congratulates Miss America
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — (UPI) — Gov. G. Mennen Wil-
liams of Michigan took time out from political campaigning
here Saturday night to pay his respects to Nancy Anne Flem-
ing, 18, who had just won her own campaign of beauty and
charm for the Miss America title.
"It is a great pleasure to honor and express to Miss
America our pride and appreciation. I'm sure all the people
of the United States are going to be as proud of Nancy
Anne as we are in Michigan," the governor said.
Governor Williams was on a speaking tour in the state
when he was informed that Miss Michigan had an excellent
chance for the title.
Reds Accuse Belgians Of Mass Murder
LONDON — (UPI) — Radio Moscow has accused Belgian
police of staging mass murders in Ruanda, Urundi, a trust
territory bordering on the Congo. The broadcast implied the
Uni'ed Nations was a tacit accomplice.
The broadcast, beamed to Africa, claimed that more than
5,000 "patriots" had been killed by police in the Belgian-Ad-
ministered territory in less than a year and that tens of thous-
ands of other Africans had been kaiped.
"The report of the special U. N. commission which is en-
trusted with studying the situation was of great help in keep-
ing this secret," Radio Moscow said.
FBI Nabs 1 Of Most Wanted In Denver
DENVER — (UPI) — The FBI arrested Ernest Tait, 49,
one of its 10 most wanted men, on a residential street corner
in East Denver Saturday night.
Scott Werner, special agent in charge of the Denver
FBI office. said 'I ait offered "absolutely no resistance," al-
though a .38-caliber revolver wrapped in a newspaper was
found in his car.
Tait, who has been on the list of 10 most wanted twice,
was sought forunlawful flight from Indiana to avoid pros-
ecution on &burglary charge.
Russia Charges U.S. With War Scare
LONDON — (UPI) — United States and Canadian air
defense maneuvers are part of a U.S. attempt to create a
"war hysteria" atmosphere before the United Nations general
assembly meeting, Moscow radio declared Sunday.
A broadcast monitored here said American bombers for
six hours "had frightened the populations of two large coun-
trfies by simulating attack on them by the Soviet Air Force.
12 Hurt As 3 Stock Cars Ram Crowd
FLEMR1NGTON N. J. — (UPI) — Twelve people from
New Jersey were injured at the fair grounds here Saturday
night when three stock cars collided on the track and skidded
through a guard rail.
Nine of the injured were treated and released at Hunting-
ton medical center. Three were hospitalized with serious in-
juries.
Witnesses said one of the stock cars skidded on a turn
and hit a guard rail while two other vehicles collided with it
careening through the guard rail and hitting spectators watch-
ing the race.
Nehru Accepts K's U. N. Invitation
RANGOON, Burma — (UPI) — The Guardian, an English
language newspaper, reported that Premiers U NT of Burma
and Jawaharlal Nehru of India will attend the United Nations
general assembly session.
Both were Invited by Soviet Premier Khrushchev to attend
the forthcoming U. N. session. The Guardian stated two Asian
leaders have replied to the Soviet premier that they would
attend the general assembly during disarmament talks
Balloon Drops Photographic Equipment
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — (UPI) — A 200-foot long balloon
dropped its load of instruments near Mosinee, Wis., Saturday
after rising to about 82,000 feet to get photographs of the sun's
halo.
The balloon had been launched about eight hours earlier
from New Brighton, Minn., by General Mills for the office of
naval research. The instrument payload was parachuted with-
out damage into an open field.
The "Project C,oronascope" balloon carried a solar tele-
scope which creates an artificial eclipse of the sun, to per-
mit the photographing of the scattered light around the sun.
Name Bullet-Riddled Man In Burned Car
DUNLAP, Ill. — (UPI) — A charred, bullet-ridded body
of a man found stuffed in the trunk of a burned automobile
near here was identified by state police.
The body, fou 1 Wednesday. was identified through finger
prints as that of Rcbert M. Lagenoir, 39, an ex-convict former-
ly of South Bend, Ind.
Authorities said Lagenor had recently been paroled from
Stateville prison in March where he was serving time for
larceny.
Warns Against Russ 'Peace Pleas'
TOKYO — (UPI) — A leading U. S. expert on defense
policy warned the free world today not to be taken in by
loose talk about "peace" and "universal disarmament" — es-
pecially when it comes with a Russian accent.
Harvard professor Henry A. Kissinger, an adviser to the
IL S. Joint Chiefs of Staff, told the Industry Club he is dismay-
ed by the way intellectuals in the Western world tend to sub-
stitute soft slogans for hard facts.
"I do not find the same passion in favor of concrete,
specific proposals that I find in favor of vague sentimental
phrases which, on closer examination, are either meaningless
or dangerous," kissinger added.
• He said Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev's "peace" talk
Shouldn't distract anyone's attention from the fact that Russia
"has annexed hundreds of millions of people since the end
of the (Second World) War, and in the past four years has
made 119 threats of nuclear attack."
Reds,Slap Presley Fans in Jail
BERLIN, — (UPI) — The Communists are cracking down
on Elvis Presley fan clubs and rock 'n' roll music in East
Germany.
, The Private Intelligence Organization Information Bureau
West report four Presley fans were sentenced from nine
months to three years in jail by a Communist court.
A district court found the teen-agers guilty of staging a rock
'n' roll session on a day of mourning last January, the buerau
said.
The court also accused them of dancing to the "hot
music from Western transmitters," which is strictly against
the Communists' way of life.
The rock 'n' roll sessions served to create fear and unrest
in the population, according to the court.
Voters Cast Ballots in Primaries
Voters in nine states went to the polls today to select
congressional, gubernatorial and state candidates for the No-
vember election.
Primary contests were waged in Arizona, Colorado, Mas-
sachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Vermont, Utah, Wash-
ington state and Wisconsin, but little solid indication was ex-
pected on how the/states will go in November.
Chapman Trapped in Elevator
Cantor's Condition Satisfactory
HOLLYWOOD, — (UPI) —Eddie Cantor, hospitalized since
Aug.. 22, was listed as in satisfactory condition over the week-
end.
Canter, who has suffered from a heart ailment in re-
cent years, entered the hospital for a physical examination.
Attendants did not know when he would be allowed to go home.
Venezuela Questions Soviet Oil Curb
CARACAS, Venezuela, — (UPI) — President Romulo Betan-
court said last night he may send a mission to the Soviet
Union to discuss Russian undercutting of petroleum prices.
Betancourt said Juan P. Perez Alfonzo, minister of mines
and petroleum, may visit Moscow to discuss Russia's offers
of oil to India, Communist China, Ceylon, and other countries
at below market prices.
Betancourt said Venezuela, a main supplier of Cuba in the.
past, would sell again there "if Cuba is willing to pay cash tory figures on the size of the crew indi
cated the death toll
might be 77.
An eye witness said the plane, a DC6-B chartered by the
military air transport service from World Airways, was burn-
ing in the air before it hit Mt. Barigada.
Rescue workers found 17 survivors but one died later at the
U. S. naval hospital at Agana.
NEWS
30 Believed Dead in Italian Floods
for it."
In a nation-wide radio-TV broadcast, Betancourt also as-
sailed foreign interference in Venezuelan affairs — an attack
apparently aimed at Russia and Cuba — but said he will re-
tain representatives of the Urd party in his coalition govern-
ment despite the pro-Cuban attitude of some of its leaders.
Girl Advises Nixon on Sore Knee
BOISE. Idaho — (UPI) — Vice President Richard M.
Nixon got some encouraging advice on how to get along with
an injured knee from an 11-year-old Idaho girl.
Christy Johnson of Rexburg wired the Republican vice
presidential candidate to tell him how she fell off a haystack
onto some logs and hurt her knee.
Unlike the Vice President, Christy didn't have to stay in
the hospital.
"All I do is read. watch TV and listen to the radio," she
related. "That's how I know about your knee. So I know it
hurts. My doctor gives me a shot every day. my arm's sore
as my knee."
Nixon, in reading the telegram to a Boise GOP rally last
night, said his doctor was giving him shots, too, but not in his
arm.
"I get mine where it makes you mighty uncomfortable
when you sit down for a while," he told the laughing crowd.
III. Medical Head Hails Aid Bill
A medical care act providing medical care for the needy,
signed into law by president Eisenhower Tuesday is a "vic-
tory for the public," the president of the Illinois State Medi-
cal Society said.
Dr. H. Close Hesseltine said "the physicians of Illinois
anticipate the full cooperation of state and other officials in
the early implementation and successful operation of this
plan."
"Physicians vigorously supported its passage," he said.
The new law is designed for those who are unable to meet
their medical expenses, which include hospital, nursing home,
medication and physicians' cost.
Bob Kennedy Sobs At Political Rally
CINCINNATI, — (UPI) — Robert Kennedy broke into tears
yesterday and was unable to finish a speech defending the
right of a Catholic to seek the presidency.
The brother of Democratic presidential candidate John F.
Kennedy, Massachusetts senator, spoke at the opening of a
"Cincinnati for Kennedy" headquarters.
"Neither did they ask my brother, Joe, whether he was
a Catholic before he was shot down," he said.
Then he choked up and sat down. The room filled with
applause.
His reference was to Joseph Kennedy, who was killed
as an aviator during World War II.
Hennings' Passing Mourned by Leaders
ST. LOUIS — (UPI; — Local leaders joined in mourning
the death of Sen. Thomas C. Hennings, Jr., (D-Mo.)
Sen. Stuart Symington said, "with the passing of Sen.
Hennings. the people of Missouri and the nation have lost a
great senator and a great humanitarian who was generally
recognized as the outstanding constitutional authority of his
time."
Mayor Raymond R. Tucker in a statement said, "the
death of Sen. Hennings is an irreparable loss for Missouri of
one of her greatest United States Senators."
Woman Ends 9 Year Silence, 2 jailed
DECATUR, Ill. — (UPI) — A woman who kept silent for
nine years for fear of reprisal walked into a preliminary hear-
ing and made public her tale which led to the re-opening of a
1951 slaying here, and the arrest of two men.
The woman is Mrs. Mildred Lucille Blythe, Joliet, formerly
of Decatur, who told of being held captive for some five
hours here on the day of the slaying of Frank Higgins, a
tavern operator.
Aubrey V. French, 37, Inkster, Mich., and Edward Bartley,
37, a Pekin barber, were arrested a few weeks ago shortly
after Mrs. Blythe's husband called police here with her story.
SPRrNGF1ELD — (UPI) — U. Gov. John William Chapman
was trapped in an elevator for a few minutes Monday night
when a power failure hit the State Capitol building.
The failure, apparently caused by wiring within the electrical
system serving the state buildings, occurred after the elevator
in which Chapman was riding had risen a few inches above the
level of the first floor.
Calls by the operator brought assistance and the door was
opened manually, allowing the operator and Lieutenant Gov-
ernor to step out.
Pershing's Home Dedicated as Shrine
LACLEDE , Mo. — (UPI) — The boyhood home of Gen.
John J. Pershing will be dedicated as a shrine today in cere-
monies marking the 100th anniversary of the birth of the
World War I commander of the American expeditionary force.
More than 10.000 persons, including state and national
figures, were expected to crowd into Laclede, a small northern
Missouri community with a population of about 600, and as-
semble at the two-story frame house where Pershing grew up.
The structure, located on a three-lined street a block from
the town square, will become part of the Missouri park system
as a shrine and a museum.
Castro to attend U.N. Assembly
HAVANA. — (UPI) — Foreign Minister Raul Roa denied
early today that Russia has submarine bases in this country,
saying the Nnited States is the only nation which has naval base
on Cuban soil.
In a speech to a student mass meeting. Roa referred also
the coming session of the U. N. General Assembly in terms
suggestieg that Premier Fidel Castro may attend.
(Informed U. N. sources said Castro's decision to head the
Cuban delegation to the assembly probably would be announc-
ed later today.)
Roa emphasized the fact that a number of national leaders
"from (Soviet Premier Nikita) Khrushchev to (Egyptian presi-
dent Gamal Abdel) Nasser" plan to be present during at
least part of the assembly session.
Wife Watches as Husband Dies
FULLERTON, Calif. — (UPI) — The wife of a private
plane pilot watched horrified as her husband's plane struck
two high tension lines and crashed, king him and two pas-
sengers. the coroner's office reported today.
Dep. Coroner Joseph Nesmith said Mrs. Virginia Ross, saw
her husband's Piper Tripacer strike two 12,000 volt power lines
and then crash last night while coming in for a landing at
Fullerton Municipal Airport.
Killed with pilot Floyd Junior Ross, 33, were Donald Ever-
sole, Westminster, Calif.. and his wife, Helen, both in their
thirties.
Nixon Kennedy Call for G. I. Vote
WASHINGTON —(UPI)—Vice President Richard Nixon and
Sen. John F. Kennedy have joined in an appeal to servicemen
and their families to vote in November.
The Republican and Democratic presidential crndidates
called upon the military voter to cast his absentee ballot. They
issued the appeal through U. S. Lady, a monthly magazine for
service families.
Nixon told military personnel that "the privilege of vot-
ing is one of our most cherished and basic freedoms that you
in the armed services so valiantly defend and by exercising
that right you- are helping to insure that your children and
mine will live in freedom."
Kennedy termed the serviceman's absentee vote as "fully
Important as the ballot cast by any citizen at a polling booth
in his own town."
BERGAMO, Italy — (UPI) — More rain was forecast
today in Italian Alpine valleys already hard-hit by rampaging
rivers in Italy's worst floods of 1960.
About 30 persons were feared dead in the area north and
east of here, between Lake Como and the Oglio River.
The official death tool stood tt 22 but a number of persons
were reported missing and communications were cut to many
flood-isolated hamlets and villages.
78 Die in Guam Plane Crash, 16 Survive
AGANA, Guam — (UPI) — A four engine transport plane
exploded into flames shortly after takeoff at dawn today and
smashed against a mountain killing scores of U. S. servicemen
and civilians. A group in the tail section survived.
Officials here listed 78 dead and 16 survivors but contradic-
Ask UN Council Check Red Elections
CHICAGO — (UPI) — The Illinois division of the Polish
American Congress has urged that the United States counter
„Soviet propaganda by asking the U. N. security council to re-
view satellite nation elections.
The organization yesterday sent telegrams to President
Eisenhowever and secretary of state Christian Herter asking
that the U. S. sponsor the move when the security council
convenes this week.
"Our demand for the liberation of these nations through
peaceful free elections supervised by the United States would
demolish false propaganda which (Soviet Premier Nikita)
Khrushchev will attempt to spread during his visit to the U. N.
that the communists want peace and freedom for all nations,"
the telegrams said.
Jordan Asks UN Review UAR Actions
AMMAN, Jordan — (UPI) — King Hussein of Jordan last
night denied U.A.R. (United Arab Republic) charges that Jor-
dan infiltrators bombed railroad installations and attacked
military posts in Syria recently.
In an interview in his hilltop palace overlooking the Jordan
capital, Hussein said Jordan would take to the United Nations
its dispute with the U.A.R. over the assassination of Premier
Hazza Majali.
Majali and 10 other persons died when two time bombs
exploded in the Foreign Ministry here three weeks ago.
Hussein has charged the U.A.R. with complicity in the
assassination and harboring the Jordanians who allegedly
planted the bombs.
Soviets Recall Staff From Congo
MOSCOW, — (UPI) — The Soviet government has decid-
ed to "recall temporarily" its embassy staff in the Congo,
the official Soviet news agency Tass reported.
The announcement, made in a special broadcast, was the
first mention by the Soviet press or radio that the Soviet and
Czechoslovakian missions had been ordered out of the Congo
by new strong man. Col. Joseph MoButu.
It did not mention the Czechs or the fact that both groups
left under pressure.
Flee Hungary Amid Mines Bullets
VIENNA, — (UPI) Three Hungarian yceiths fled across
the border amid exploding land mines and machine gun fire,
Austrian police reported Saturday night.
Two of the escapees, Janos Sagi and Josef Kalemen, both
18, incurred severe leg injuries in a mine explosion and each
had to have a leg amputated after reaching safety. The third
youth, Josef Szerelem, was not seriously hurt.
They set off the mines planted in the Border "death strip"
and the explosion in turn alerted guards, who fired tommy-
guns at them.
U.S. Mexico Issue Joint Stamp
MEXICO CITY, — (UPI) — The first joint issue of 1,J.S
and Mexican postage stamps was announced Saturday in a
ceremony marking Mexico's 150th anniversary of indepenence.
U. S. Postmaster General Arthur Summerfield and Mexi-
can Communications Minister Walter Buchanan attended the
ceremony.
The issue consists of three regular mail and three air-
mail stamps, issued jointly here and in the U. S.
Reds Say Ban Can Cause Trouble
LONDON — (UPI) — Restrictions placed on Soviet Pre-
mier Nikita Khrushchev during his visit to New York are an
invitation to disorder, Radio Moscow declared Sunday.
In a broadcast heard here, the coming U.N. general as-
sembly meeting was predicted to be "an extraordinary ses-
sion."
"Obviously, the demonstrative and widely-publicized State
Department decision to restrict Premier Khrushchev's move-
ments even in New York is a direct signal to shady- characters
and immigrant organizations in the city to stir up trouble and
attempt provocations around the United Nations building," the
radio said.
Returned Capsule On Display
SUNNYVALE, Calif. — (UPI) — The First American
capsule returned from space will be displayed to the public
here today by the Lockheed Missile and Space dicision.
The capsule, carried by the Discoverer XIII satellite,
was launched from Vandenberg Air Force base, Calif., on Aug.
10. After making 17 trips around the earth, it was ejected and
fell in the Pacific Ocean near Hawaii.
It is a sister of the Discoverer XIV capsule, which recently
was recovered in a dramatic aerial catch.
Gary Crosby Weds A Dancer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI) — Gary Crosby wed dancer
Barbara Stuart to become the fourth son of crooner Bing Crosby
to marry a Las Vegas showgirl.
Neither Gary's famous father nor his three brothers show-
ed up at the double ring ceremony performed by justice of
the peace George 0. Dreem.
Gary had been the last bachelor among Bing's four grown
sons
"We did it, honey!" Yelled Gary after the wedding. "I
feel much better now."
Said the bride, "this is the happiest day in my life "
Experiment With 'Facsimile'
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Post Office department an-
nounced it would try its first instantaneous "facsimile" mail
transmission experiment next month between Washington.
Chicago and Lansing, Mich.
The President of the Western Union division of the Com-
mercial Telegraphers' Union immediately denounced the plan
as a "socialistic scheme," the union official, E. L. Ilageman,
called for a Congressional investigation.
Only government documents will be transmitted in the
first experiment, postal officials said. Main purpose of the test
will be to demonstrate techniques developed to preserve the
privacy of so-called "fax" mail.
S. C. Independents Count Namcs
COLUMBIA, S. C. — (UPI) — South Carolina independents
seeking to put a slate of unpledged presidential electors on
the November ballot met last night to count signatures on their
petition.
They must have at least 10,000 signatures by 5 p. m. EST
today to qualify such a slate of electors.
Gov. Ernest F. Hollings, supporting the regular Democratic
nominees, said he feels the majority of South Carolina voters
now favor the Republican ticket.
McDonald Voices Gloom in Setback
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — (UPI) — David J. McDonald,
president of the United Steelworkers of America, said yester-
day the steel industry is in a depression as bad as that
1958 with "no prospects of any great pickup in sight."
McDonald, speaking at a press conference prior to th
opening today of a five-day meeting of some 3,500 delegates
representing more than one million steelworkers in this coun-
try and Canada, said unemployment in the steel industry is
only "slightly less" than in 1958.
He noted that unemployment in the steel industry is only
w"seleigh.tly less" than in 1958 with 150,000 members of his union 
than out of work and 350,000 others working less 40 hours a
k
Truman says "Too Old" for Sen. Seat
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. _ (UPI) — Harry Truman said
last night that most people urging him to run for the senate
seat left vacant by the death of Thomas Hennings are Mis-
souri democrats, although a few outsiders have called him.
The former president said he has not been asked by the
John Kennedy organization to run for the post held by Hen.
flings. The Missouri democrat died last week of cancer after
10 years in the senate.
U.S. Jets Crash, Crew Lost in Ocean
SHANNON, Ireland, — (UPI) — Two U. S. Air Force j
bombers collided in flight over the Atlantic Ocean today. Ore
plunged into the sea presumably killing its crew but the other
limped safely to Shannon airport with a dancing engine.
British and United States rescue craft sped to the scene
hut Shannon Airport officials said there was little chance any
crewmen survived the crash.
The two planes were B47's — six engine turbojet bombers.
They were flying in formation with a third B47 when the
collision occurred about 250 miles off the west coast of Ire-
land. B47's normally carry a crew of three.
China Reds Praise Mark Twain
TOKYO — (UPI) —Mark Twain was hated by U. S.
ruling reactionaries because he was a "progressive" author
who exposed America's "imperialism" and "aggressive out-
rages," according to the Chinese Communists.
The allegations were made at a gathering of literary work-
ers in Peiping to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the
famed novelist and essayist. The Communist New China News
Agency broadcast the report of the meeting.
Twain was described as a "world cultural giant and
progressive" of the 19th Century who "exposed the 'dollar
empire."
Wadsworth Takes Oath For UN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — James J. Wadsworth w
sworn in at the White House Wednesday as U. S. represent,
tive to the United Nations, succeeding Henry Cabot Lodge, the
GOP vice presidential candidate.
Lodge attended the ceremony.
Justice Charles E. Whittaker of the Supreme Court ad-
ministered the oath. President Eisenhower was on hand.
Lodge had a personal appointment with the President afterward.
Rebel Forces Seize Caracas Radio
CARACAS, VENEZUELA. — (UPI) — A small group of
national guardsmen seized a radio station in Caracas early
Monday and broadcast that "the armed forces are rising
against governrmint disorder."
But a few hours afterward, the government of President
Romulo Betancourt announced that Loyal troops recaptured
the station and that there was no other trouble anywhere else
in the country.
The government communique explained that the report
of an uprising was caused by one lieutenant and a small
group of national guatelsmen who „seized the Continente radio
station in the heartitif downtown Caracas, only there blocks
from the offices of United Press International.
Solon Raps Hiring Of Two Defectives it
WASHINGTON, — (UPI) — A House investigator has ac-
cused administration officials of gross dereliction of duty for
hiring two code clerks who defected to Russia.
Chairman Francis E. Walter, (D-Pa.,) of the House com-
mittee on un-American activities, made the charge. He said
it was common gossip that one of the two men was a "notorious
homosexual."
"It just seems to me that the dereliction of the responsibi-
lity to the security of the United States is so gross in this
case that it ought not to be overlooked," Walker said in a radio
interview.
New England Set For Donna Onslaught
BOSTON — (UPI) — Coastal New England manned battle
stations Monday against the onslaught of hurricane Donna.
Civil Defense teams mobilized before dawn, military planes
were evacuated, ships prepared for sea, shelters were readied
for evacuees in low-lying areas and schools were closed
Emergency orders were issued as the weather bureau warn-
ed that approaching Donna packed winds of more than 100
miles per hour at its center, which was expected to pass
over southeastern Massachusetts in the afternoon.
U. N. Tightens Security For Nikita
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — The public will
barred from seeing Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev 
and
a crowd of other national leaders in action at the G
eneral
Assembly this Fall.
The U. N. security force, which will be responsible for
protecting the assemblage of Communist and other brass
expected for the session, is taking unprecedented precautions.
Special credentials with passport like photographs and
signatures will be required for members of the press and
other persons having business at U. N. headquarters.
Tommy Sands, Bride Delay Honeymoon
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — (UPI) — Tommy Sands and his bride
Nancy, the daughter of singer Frank Sinatra, have put off
their honeymoon until Sands completes his tour in the Air
Force reserve.
Sands, 2.3, and Nancy, 20, were wed in a double ring cere-
mony Sunday at the Sands hotel where they met 10 months ago.
They left Monday for Long Beach, Calif., where they. will
live in an apartment near the Air Force base where Sande
is serving out his six-month tour ending in November.
Hurricane Rips Through Naples, Fla.
NAPLES, Fla. — (UPI) — Heavy damage but no casualties
were reported at Naples, where hurricane winds and 
a stor
tide threw fish into the downtown section, eight 
blocks fr
the waterfront.
Only a splintery, 100-foot stub remained of the ci
ty's fem.
ed 1,000 foot fishing pier. Civil Engineer W. R. Wilson 
estimat-
ed the storm tide was eight and one-half feet above 
normal.
Radio station WNOG was knocked off the air and water w
as
waist-deep in the studios. Some downtown merchant
s who
neglected to board up found a shower of glass mixed in their
merchandise. Half of the pretty palm trees along the main
business street were toppled. Boats and light planes were
ripped from their moorings.
Puzzled By Fuss Over Her Marriage
RUTLEDGE, Tenn. — (UPI) — Evelyn Johns Antrican,
17, protested Monday that she can't understand why her 
fa.her
disapproves of her marriage.
"After all," she said, "papa married mama when she was
only 9-years-old."
Evelyn, one of the seven children of Charles, 45, and Eunice
Johns, 32, was married Friday to John Henry Antrican, 20,
at Bean Station. Her father promptly swore out two warrants
against the young husband in efforts to have the marriage an-
nulled.
Donna Most Deadly In History
MIAMI. — (UPI) — Hurricane Donna, neither the strongest
nor most deadly hurricane recorded, will have a place
weather history as the most destructive.
"Hurricane Donna is the won't storm from the standpoint
of property damage that ever hit Florida," said Gordon Dunn,
chief of the Miami weather bureau.
Its final cost, aside from human misery, injury and death,
may be in the billions of dollars
000.411111•00 •
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For illustrious Accom plishments
West Side Leaders And Masons Share Honor Spotlight
* FOR JOBS well done faithful servants in civic and
community activities recently shared the honor spot-
light with leaders in Masonic circles at Prince Hall
Day banquet which also celebrated the 212th birthday
of the organizer and First Grand Master of Negro
masonry in America. The brilliant occasion, held in
the Louis XVI Room in the Sherman hotel, also pre-
sented as guest speaker John H. Sengstacke, editor
and publisher of the Chicago Daily Defender.
* THE GENIAL toastmaster of the evening, Ben-
jamin A. Gore, chairman of the Masonic Educational
committee (center) has an interesting story to tell
Juliette Buford, Community Service director of the
• T H E HEARTWARM-
ING occasion has been ac-
claimed throughout De-
fenderland as a long de-
served recognition of in-
dividuals who carry on vi-
tal and essential work
liPwhich has far - reaching
significance on every stra-
ta of community endeavor.
• SHARING THE plau-
dits for an exceptionally
well planned and enjoyable
affair with Worshipful
Grand Master Vander-
burg, Langston and the
program chairman, Tho-
mas Byrd are Stone Tem-
ple officers Walter Owens,
S. W.; Terry L. Robbins,
J. W.; Richard Lockett,
secretary and Ernest J.
Mitchell, treasurer.
• • GENTLEMEN OF the hour, speakers' table
guests, are (from left) Hy Fliegiman, James Monaco,
Oscar Shelton, Ald. Benjamin Lewis, Edward A. Quig-
i* sit
• "YOURS WAS a job well done Indeed," 0. E. Van-
derburg, (left) Most Worshipful Grand Master of
Prince Hall Grand Lodge, State of Illinois declares as
he clasps the hand of William E. A. Langston, Wor-
shipful Master of Stone Temple Lodge No. 137, F. &I
A. M.; host organization. Thomas Byrd who gave the
Prince Hall biography shares Vanderburg's enthusi-
asm for the honoree's untiring efforts. The banquet
was followed by an observance of the anniversary of
Prince Hall founding at St. Stephens Methodist church.
Lawndale Conservation Commission. Sharing her en-
joyment are Honorary Mayor Quigley (at Gore's left)
James C. Miles, Mrs. James Monaco a n d (extreme
right) William E. A. Langston. Photo right: Dr.
* AWARDS TO the honorees (photo right) were
presented by Worshipful Grand Master Vanderburg
(extreme left) as a highlight of the banquet. Posing
to camera-record the momentous occasion are (from
left) Mrs. Bernadine Lucas, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gay-
nor, Mrs. Fannie Woodley, who accepted the award
for Dr. Granville W. Reed, jr., pastor of St. Stephen
AME church; Aid. Benjamin Lewis, Mrs. Julia Fair-
fax, in the absence of Mrs. Mahalia Evans; Sterling
E. Sutton and Edward A. Quigley, secretary to Com-
missioner John Touhy and Honorary Mayor of the
James Wallace, president of the Lincoln Dental Socie-
ty and an active leader in civic and professional cir-
cles, is surrounded by a bevy of beauties who are ob-
viously interested in his comments. Group includes
ley, honorary mayor of the Greater West Side, Wor- who addressed the assemblage on "A Growing Corn-
shipful Master W. E. A. Langston, general chairman munity As A Business Man Sees It"; the Rev. Joseph
of the banquet; John H. Sengstacke, guest speaker, Sylvester, pastor Landmark Baptist church and Louis
Greater Westside.
• MRS. LUCAS has done an outstanding job ai
Community Services Director of the Midwest Com-
munity Council. Mr. and Mrs. Gaynor, prominent
realtors were cited for their contributions to the civic:
and social welfare of the community. Mrs. Evans,
who is president of the Ladies Auxiliary of the Great:
er Lawndale Conservation, also has done an illustrious
job with that organization and in the area it serves.
Sutton is vice president and agency director of Unity
Mutual Insurance company.
(from left) Mesdames Edward A. Quigley, Sterling
E. Sutton, Lawrence Allen, Jean Lenoir a n d Mart
Louise Morgan.
• ANOTHER outstanding
affair was the annual
Prince Hall Day Observ:
ance marking the 212th
anniversary of the birth
of Prince Hall. This fete
w a s authorized by the
Most Worshipful Prince
Hall Grand Lodge of Free
and Accepted Masons of
• HELD AT St. Stephens
Methodist church, Damen
and Washington blvd., the
following Sunday, it was
Ls'addressed by the brilliant
orator, William H. Robin-
son, State Representative
from t h e 20th district..
Benjamin A. Gore, chair-
man of the Education
committee, Van d erburg
and J. Harold White,
grand secretary, spear-
headed t h e anniversary
fete.
Redmon. Editor-Publisher Sengstacke was Introduced
by Henry Fort, Grand Senior Warden of Prince Hall
Grand Lodge.
•
of the gifts she brought back
from her journey. Miss Jones
will serve as chairman of the
costume ball the J-U-Gs will
sponsor October 7, at Cur-
ries Club Tropicana. The
ball has been tagged "Inter-
national Affair," and guests
ter.
Other Co-Ettes present. were
Joan Hargraves, Pauletto Brink-
ley, Yvonne Jordan, Annie Ruth
Phillips, Gloria Lewers and
Elizabeth Prudent.
Of S. Africa
NEW YORK — Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt has called on all na-
tions of the world to agree to
a trade boycott against South
Africa, in protest of that coun-
William Nelson, Mr. and Mrs. Martin in her ne.A Simpson Ave- try's apartheid policy.
Silas Harrell, Melvin Powell, flue home. This was the firit
Miss Hazel Abron, Edward meeting of the Jr. Board of
Kirk, Mrs. Estrelita Henderson, Directors who were named to
Miss Billie Ann Abron, Mrs, their posts by the President.
Alberta Bates, Mrs. Odessa Sylvia Williams. Members of
Pruitt, Mrs. Louise Well, Mr- the Jr. Board of Directors are
and Mrs. Richard Ingrim, Mrs. Geraldine Gray, Chairman, Bet-
Carrie Ryne, and Mr. and Mrs. ty Phillips, Eleanor Faye Wil-
General L. Moore. hams, Sylvia Williams, Ann
Buford and Jacqueline Brodnax.
present were several of our
"Ten Best Women," Mrs. W. 0.
Speight, Jr., Miss Jewel Gentry,
Miss Ida Mae Walker and Mrs.
Myrtle Smith, who posed in a
lovely portrait in the beautiful
setting.
Assisting Mrs. Bridges was
her brother, Vernon Johnson,
who is an office manager.
Memphis is indeed fortunate
to have this business which fea-
tures a line of delux products
created especially for Negro
women by internationally famed
Lena Horne, one of Ameria's
most beautiful women.
80TH BIRTHDAY
Last Friday night found the
family of well-known educator,
businessman and author, T. J.
Johnson, busily planning a fete
to mark his 80th birthday. Mrs.
Aretta Johnson Fleming joyful-
ly plotted the plans of the sur-
prise affair, and Mrs. Johnson
did the arrangin.: to have Mr.
Johnson away from home and
returned to a darkened house
to be surprised by scores of
their friends. Another interes-
ting fact surrounding the party
was that it was also Aretta's
birthday, and was also the birth-
day of Mrs. Johnson's mother.
But taking the backseat in the
honors department, everyone
basked in the genial wit of Mr.
Johnson, who announced that
though 80. he still has 35 years
ahead, since his own mother is
now 110 and very much alive,
and he intended to surpass her
mark and live to be 115 years
old!
A handsome birthday cake
bore 80 candles, and strong and
debonair as he is, no one was
surprised when he blew out all
turfone of the candles in a
sift& breath.
On hand to shower blessings
and good fun were Mr. and Mrs.
R. J. Roddy. Mr. and Mrs. E
1 T McPherson, Mr. and Mrs.Walter Guy, Sr., Mrs. GladysSharp. Mrs. Dorris Rodden,Mrs. Grace Parker, Mrs. Rivers
King, Mrs. Nellie Humes, Mr
and Mrs. John Shaw, Mrs. Cal-
lena Leonard, Mr. and Mrs.
Mervin Tarpley and Mr. and
MTIt. Louis Hobson.
loillITY HONORS STRONG
Another recent birthday par-
ty complimenting a senior citi-
zee was the one honoring Mrs.
HeYtrietta J. Strong on her 84th
birthday last month, held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Given
Kinsey. Sr- of 1A51 Beat-on
'gold candles and a lovely im-
pressionist print picture of pre-
dominate colors of blues and
orange over a smart provincial
sofa.
Its beauty equalled that of
the salons for which the city
of Paris, France is noted . . .
and its appointments would
satisfy the inner longings of
any homemaker.
Mrs. Josephine Bridges,
manager of the local branch,
wes busy receiving fashionably
clad guests at the reception,
looking tres chic in black high-
,•••••••••••••••••••sal0! SOCIETY .
.: Merry is
.. .
. .
. Go-Round ..:
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN1 .d.•.•...••..........•..
The exhilarating feeling of
the Fall is definitely in the air
. . . and with it Memphis is
attuned to the quickened social
pace.
Having long heard of the
beautiful decor of the Lena
Horne Cosmetic's new salon on
Vance Avenue, we accepted the
invitation to be on hand at the
formal opening Sunday a fort-
night ago. We were impressed
at the very beginning, on ap-
proaching the distinctive facade
of the building which also hous-
es Orelia's swank beauty shop
on the opposite side. White
awnings and impressive mina-
ture showcases displayed the
distinctive line of milady's
beauty products.
On entering everyone was
doubly impressed with the fab-
ulous French provinctil fur-
nishings of ivory and gold.
Black and white tiled floors
all keyed to pale lavender
of Mrs. Strong.
Among the 100 guests attend-
ing the party was Mrs. Evelyn
White, age 92, Mrs. Strong's
sister. Oother guests included
Rev. and Mrs. 0. D. White,
pastor of the Riverside M. B.
Church and many deacons and
mother of the church. Out-of-
towners included Mrs. Strong's
children, Park, Fla. Otto Strong
of Brooklyn, N. Y., who was
home for the first time in 31
years, Mrs. Etta Whaley, Mrs.
Jaunita London and Mrs. L. J.
Kinsey of Memphis.
PATIO PARTY
The lovely home of Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Van Buren of 2428
Gentry Avenue was Labor Day
setting of the patio-lawn party
given by Mr. and Mrs. Van
Buren and Mr. and Mrs. Ed-
ward Harrell for the entertain-
ment of their out-of-town guests
and friends. Among the special
guests were Mrs. Lavera Bak-
walls, highlighted with wall er of Los Angeles, Calif. and
scones bearing lavender a n d Phineas Newborn Jr., of New
York City who has made a def-
inite mark in the entertainment
and music world. A variety of
games and a tasty menu of bar-
becue ribs, baked beans, potato
salad and other embelishments
made a gala gathering.
Among guests attending were
Mr. and Mrs, G. W. Kirk, Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Coleman, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred McClendon, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Abron, Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. Williams and daugh-
ter Mryna, Mr. and Mrs. Ro-
land Nahs, Mr. and Mrs Book-
er T. James. Mr. and Mrs. Jul-
J.U•Gs PLAN AFFAIR:
Members of the J-U•Gs, are
shown looking over a Euro-
pear map showing the itin-
erary of the visit to eight
countries that Miss Velma
Loil Jones made during the
...ummer, and admiring some
they desire and any section of
any country they wish to rep-
resent. J-U-Gs themselves will
represent Spain, China, Japan,
Germany, Americana. Portugal,
Switzerland, Italy, and France.
Emphasis is placed on the fact
that guests can choose the coun-
try they want to represent.
Other members of the J-U-Gs
present and making plans for
the dance were, Delores Lewis,
Helen Cooke, Marie Bradford.
Gwen Nash, Josephine Bridges,
Sarah Chandler, and Gerri Lit-
tle.
MEMPHIS CO-ETTES
Pretty and charming Eleanor
Faye Williams was hostess lastlighted .with black,. gold and ius Weir, Mrs. Hazel Ballard, Sunday to the Co-Ettes. She
crystal jewelry. Assisting Mrs. 
Bridges, were members of the Miss Ella Mae Pierce, Miss was assisted in receiving by
J-U-G's, added charm and Rose Williamson, Mr. and Mrs. her grandmother Mrs. J. C.
beauty to the soignee surround-
irige.
;Refreshments were served in
a' spacious conference room,
wbere the refreshment table
seas resplendent with an ecru
lace cloth, contered with a
celorful centerpeice of Fall
flbwers. Punch was served
fitom handsome silver bowls,
g een petit fours and other
Tompanied with pink a n d MEMPHIS, INC.
Last Saturday night the Mem-
ptrry tid-bits. lphian's Clubhouse at Orleans
Arnong the scores of guests and Vance was the scene of
their annual party feting their
wives. The occasion marked
their opening of the Fall social
season, and particularly proud
were the members of this gen-
ial aggregation to show off their
new draperies, furniture and the
new look to their recently ren-
ovated club.
President Dr. E. Frank White
and general chairman Bill Wea-
thers and his committeemen.
John Outlaw and Floyd New-
man, spared no details to make
the occasion festive.
With good hi-fi music, a well-
stocked bar, and a handsome
buffet table ladened with the
morsels of a gourmet supper,
fun reigned supreme.
Married couples of the club
were feted for years of marital
tenure ... with James Spights,
the Floyd Newmans and the
John R. Arnolds cited as being
married 25 years or more. The
J. C. Davises came in for a
goodly share of honors, since
they were celebrating their 13th
anniversary that day.
Enjoying the wonderful time
were Callie and George Stevens,
Ann and Bill Weather, the J.
C. McGraws, Walter and Joise
Flowers, the FL L. Sims, Dr.
and Mrs. E. Frank White, Ruby
and H. L. Jackson, Mrs. Har-
riet Davis, Mrs. Juanita Arnold
and Mrs. Floyd Newman. whose
spouses Claiborne, John and
Floyd were out of town. I. A.
Bodden and Miss Frankie Fin-
nie, Hannibal and Ezelle Parks.
the Charles Fletchers, Ruby
and James Spight, the J. C.
Davises, John and Walterine
Outlaw and social scribe Miss
Jewel Gentry.
J-U-G'S MEET
The 3-U-G's, Inc , met Sat- Radios, Toasters, Percolators, Heaters
urday evening at the home of
Miss Veleta Lois Jones There
was an air of expectation abound
as the president, Miss Erma
Laws, called the first meeting
of the season to order, and the
reason for the excitement was
due to the fact that Velma Lois
was to give a report of her Eur-
opean travels this summer. The
girls thoroughly enjoyed hear-
ing her itinerary and receiving
the tokens she brought them
from the eight countries of her
travel.
Velma Lois is also the chair-
man of the costume ball the
J-U Gs will give Octeber 7, at
Curries Club Tropicana. The
ball has been tagged "Interna-
tional affair." with guests ex-
Miss Erma Laws, Sponsor of
the Co-Ettes gave a report
from the National Directors of
the Co-Ettes Club. Inc., and
greetings from the Detroit Chap- occurred."
SPONSORS RECEPTION —
The Bluff City Medical Aux-
iliary sponsored their annual
Get • Acquainted Party for
freshmen nurses at the E. H.
Crump Memorial Hospital's
School of Nursing Friday Sept
16. Held in the reception room
of the nurses home, the an-
nual event is sponsored to
lend encouragement to the
newcomers to the school. The
auxiliary also pays a scholar-
ship to one of the nurses,
awarded for the three year
period of study. Seated left to
right are Mrs. Thomas H.
will represent any country
they desire. Members shown
left to right seated on floor
are: Mrs. Aad,o-son (Jose-
phine) Bridges, Miss Jones,
Mrs. Horace (Sarah) Chan-
dler, Miss Erma Laws, presi-
-
dent. Second row seated left
to right are: M.s. Longino
Helen) Cooke, Miss Marie
Bradford, Mrs. Harold (De-
lores) Lewis, Miss Gwen
Nasn and standing Ars. Wil-
liam Gerri)
'All Around Towne
Hi gang or shall we say chain straight
gang, because of the fact that
school has started, but there is
a lot of fun also, platter par-
ties, football games, pep ses-
sions, talent shows. So enjoy
yourself but enjoy present plea-
sures in such a way as not to
end future ones.
Well our spy ring is out of
circulation for a while but wel
are now back in business and
believe us, business is good,
sorry we can't say the same
about Marion Brown, and yours
truly. Well time wound all
heels or is it time heal all
wounds? (Any Way) Every-
thing's okay as far as Alice
Ishmeal and Lee Moses Echols,
Shirley Shannon, and Charlie
Boy, Gloria Campbell and
Frank Lowe, Elmo Logan and
B. C. are concerned. Merely by
accident we followed Jimmy
Scale one night and his trail led
N. M. Watson, Mrs. James S.
ByalS, Mrs. M. L. Adams,
Mrs A. Ross, Mrs. W. O.
Speight, sr., Mrs. John Sew-
ard and Mrs. W. 0. Speight,
jr. Gifts were given to several
nurses on behalf of the aux-
iliary, and refreshments were
served under the supervision
of Mrs. Lola Roland, repre-
sentative for Carnation and
Sealtest companies. Among
others attending the reception
were Mrs. Harold Jamison,
house mother, Mrs. Sam Mc.
Anulty, Mrs. J. Venson and
Watkins, general chairman of Mn. Ruby Hines of the hospi-
the reception, Mrs. Effie tal staff and Miss I. Notion,
Flagg, and Mrs. Leland F. At- supervisor of the school of
kills, auxiliary president. nursing. Honorees included
Standing left to right are Mrs. Mrs. Yvonne Bryant, dietetic
Road, daughter and son-in-law pected to represent any country
Replying to a question in her
monthly column in McCall's
magazine, Mrs. Roosevelt said
she would favor a world-wide
trade boycott against South Af-
rica.
"It seems to me." she writes
in the current issue, "that the
policy of South Africa is dan-
gerous for the whole world and
may bring bloodshed and death
far exceeding what has already
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park
Nadi* and TV Tubes Ch•ritod
interne of Tuskegee Inst., Miss
Juanita Porter, Miss Mary
Sneed, Miss Mary Greene,
Miss Marie Taliaferro, Miss
Gwendolyn Jones, Miss Lois
Elaine Jones, Miss Claudell
Clark, Miss Juanita Gammon,
Miss Mary Smith Miss Ozener
Oler and Mrs. Edna Dennis
Randle. (Staff photo by Billy
Duncan)
Your scribe journeyed to At- Madison County Board of Ed-
tante, Ga. last weekend with
husband J. A. who attended the
Southern Intercollegiate Ath-
letic Conference held there. Ac-
companying was Mr. Arthur
McAfee, basketball coach at
ucation. Other officers for the
year are: Leroy Cunningham,
vice president; Mrs Florins
Jones, secy.; Mrs. Mildred
Manuel, corres. secy.; E. Gol-
den, treasurer; Mrs. Georgia
Kelly Wisdom, parliamentarian,
and Mrs. Sophira Batchelor.
Lane college. Courtesies were chaplain. The executive ':om-
extended by Bishop and Mrs. mittee has been named a*
P. R. Shy in their gorgeous 13 Roscoe Burton, chairman, S.
room home and Dr. and Mrs. W. Beasley Rochelle Brown,
Rex Curry, Mrs. Annie M. Nel-
son, Jimmie Spicer, and Mrs.
Lucille Sangster. Mrs. F. A.
Dobbins is County Supervisor.
Refreshments were served by
the hospitality committee.
Tuesday afternoon. South
Jackson School was the setting
for the second regular meeting
Testament in the New Interde- of the Jackson City Teachers'
nominational Center in Atlanta Association where Mrs. Gladys
which is a graduate institution Davis, president, presided.
training ministers in four de- Supt. Huckaba, Mrs. F. Holly,
nominations. and Miss J. L. Brooks, super-
The Johnson's son. Joheph III, visors were present and corn.
has just left for 'Vale univer- merited on t'-e fine start teach.
sity to do graduate work in ers were to this year in
Chemistry where he is a Dan-
forth Fellow and recipient of a
National Science Foundation
scholarship. He was graduated
in June from Fisk University
where he was given recognition
— of being the first student to re-
ceive summa cum lauds with
a major in science.
house.
Say Charles, seeing is believ-
ing and hearing is rele.aving
but we would be satisfied if
you would tell us who it is Bib-
bie or Gene, or Evelayn. May-
be we're not watching close en-
ough but Junienne Briscoe,
Georgia Herbron, Lorraine Hol-
mes and Gearldine Parker who
Joseph A. Johnson who had re-
cently moved to Atlanta. Bish-
op Shy will be rembered by
many as Dean Shy, having serv-
ed on the campus of Lane Col-
lege for 18 years and was for-
mer pastor of St. Paul CME
church in Jackson. Dr. John-
son is Professor of the New
spite of I d intense heat we
had when school first began.
American Educatioff Week will
be observed again this year by
the association.
The first meeting for the
school year of the Merry High
P. T. A. was held in the cafe-
teria on Tuesday evening con-
Lane college opened its doors ducted by Mrs. Mary F.
for the 1960-61 session with the Adams, president. The meet.
Faculty Seminar on Sept. 8
through 10 centered around the
I theme "The Role of Guidance
and Testing in a Liberal Arts
Program." Prof. Herman
Stone, Jr., has been named as
Dean of Instruction and G. L.
Thacker assumes the duties of
Administrative Assistant along
with registrar. The faculty and
families enjoyed the hospitality
of Pres. and Mrs. Kirkendoll
on Friday evening who enter-
tained with a winner. In addl. be together again while enjoy-
are the lucky fellows?
At first glace you know that
Evalyn and Calvin, Barbara
Harris, and Mack Simmons,
Charline Kiner and Authur Hull
are what's happening. Eliza-
beth and Robert Walls, are you
really engaged?
"KURRENT KOUPLES"
June Matthews and Robert
Jackson, Veneda Kelly and
Charles Marshall, Helen King
and Walter Plummer, Gloria
Shulkins and Willie Miles, Mar-
gret Sherrod and Odis Dock-
ery, Betty Sue O'neil and Wil-
liam Jackson, Annie Ruth
Phillips and Fred Carr, Joan,
O'neil and Robert Jackson.
Mildred Newton and Mac Au-
thur Smith, Lorene Davis and
D'Armi Bailey.
MUSIC LOVERS
This Is My Love-Ralph Hayes
and Roger House, Never Let
Me Go—John Murray and Bar-
bara Wilson, Chain Gang—Ver-
non Thompson, A Woman, Lov-
er, Friend — John Shaw and
Shirley Faulkner.
tion to the delicious food, soft,
music was given by Prof. 0. W.
Hewitt of the Music Depart-
ment of Lane College. The
faculty worshiped together on
Sunday at St. Paul C. M. E
Church on the college campus.
trig was well attended and
many new faces were seen
whose children are attending
Merry for the first time.
Parents are fast realizing they
must follow their children
through high school. _
SOCIALLY
The Christian Bridge club re-
sumed meeting after summer
vacation in the lovely home of
Mrs. Georgia Atkins on Pine
St. Everyone seemed happy to
FRESHMAN ORIENTATION
Orientation for freshmen and
new students began on Mon-
day with Mrs. E. M. Perry and
Mrs. Hewitt serving as co-
chairmen. Freshmen along with
student counselors visited facul-
ty homes where they were en-
tertained on Monday night. The
theme used for the week was
"Living in a College Communi-
ty."
Late comers returning to
their seperate position as
teachers were Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Spicer of Jackson.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Spicer re-
ceived their master's degrees
this summer from Indiana Uni-
versity. Mrs. Spicer who is an
instructor at Lincoln Elemen-
tary School received her mas-
ter's in Guidance while her
husband who is coach and phy-
sical education teacher at West
high school received his mas-
ter's in his chosen field.
I Want To Know — Lorrine
Henry and James McGowen,
Wait And See— For all the
Senors everywhere.
The Craw for Norman Taylor
and Henry Harris, Hello Fine
Lover—M3ry Jones and Clinton
Taylor Everyday for some
special, and G. H. My Dearest
Darling for Booker T. Cole and
all the girls. I Need You Alice
Ishmeal and Elbert Griffin Fool
In Lave for Doristeen Stout,
Annie Cox, Bertha Philips and
Bobby Franklin.
See You Next Week
The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
The Madison County Teach-
ers' Association held the first
regular meeting in the New
East High School on Monday
evening conducted by the pres-
ident, Mrs. Oziele Drain.
Speaker for the evening was
Mr. R. E. Rooks, chairman of
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mg the delicious menu. Mem-
bers included Mesdames F. A.
Dobbins, V, F. Walker, B. C.
Lucas, G. Ford, A. M. Bond,
V. Brooks L. B. Martin, M. M.
Hughes, Miss Granberry, and
your scribe. Guests include
Mesdames R.. McKissack and
V. Bell. First prize ,went to
Mrs. Brooks. Mrs. Walker,
second and Mrs. Lucas receiv-
ed the booby. Mrs. Bell re-
ceive a gift for high score'
as guest prize.
Twas a sad occasion for the
homecoming of Mrs. Annette
Mayo Robinson, of Philadel-
phia, Melvin Mayo, Mrs.
Catherine Springfield a n d :
Donald Springfield of Cleve-
land, Ohio. It was the death
of Mr. John Mayo who had
been in failing health for some,
time. He passed at the Veterans
hospital in Murfreesboro, Tenn..,
In addition to the above, he is
survived by his wife, Mrs. An- -
nit Bell Mayo of Jackson and
another son, Robert Mayo
Jackson Two brothers James
Mayo of Jackson and Henry
Mayo of Nashville. Services
were held Friday at Christ's
Temple Church with Rev. L.
M. Relf officiating.
Lane Tabernacle CME church ,
observed Women's Day on last'.
Sunday with Mrs. Nelda Wil-
liams of Humboldt, Tenn. serv
ing as guest speaker at the
afternoon service. The very
profitable day was under the
leadership of Mrs. Laverne
Bledson, general chairman of
the observance. Program chair-
man was Mrs. A. Jarman. The
very beautiful music was furn-
ished by the choir of Greater
Bethel AMU church. Over $1100
was raised
Straighten your hair
at HOME in
one easy application!
Now you can have the longer looking. straight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strate home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
guaranteileveYPackage.GENTL:so sgthfrn enddl rviior.fine7 ir. 
REGULAR grrryrth for mrn's Aort-
a-, coarser hair,
1118 TWO NSW 1411 1123
*lb liertn*
Osampleee Mouse Kit SI IS
MANASSAS
HIGH
NEWS
By
Gwendolyn
Johnson
Open Letter To Freshmen
Dear Freshmen,
During registration you prob-
ably were told the customs, re-
quirements, rules, regulations.
etc. of our school. Now you
have been in school long enough
to adjust both physically and
mentally to a new environment
and to different situations But
did you choose your course of
subjects according to your fu-
ture plans, ambition, etc. or
just because your friends were
aking those subjects?
There are various other rea•
sons why students take the so-
called "easy subjects" but
most students are told that Mr.
Byerock is easy and you can
have loads of fun in his room.
One morning you will wake up
and suddenly you are a senior,
and graduation is near and you
are cramming in as many sub-
jects as possible.
Your program card probably
looks like this: Ninth grade.
music, art, English, typing,
physical education; Tenth grade
— Art II, speech, English, Lat-
in. physical education; Eleventh
grade — English, Art II, Speech
II, Latin II, etc. If something
dawns on you that you have
absolutely no mathematics,
science, Social Scirice and
neither do you have a major
NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" of Any
Charges
or minor in any partiular field.
Through the years I have of-
ten heard students reply, if
had only studied the required
subjects, I wouldn't have to go
to Summer school. Or if I had
it to do again, I would study and
be a much better student than
I was.
Could all this be you? If so,
do something about it NOW!
Remember, "A LITTLE Learn-
ing is a dangerous thing." Your
reporter and friend, Gwen.
SPOTLIGHT
This week's spotlight falls on
a very deserving young lady
who displays charm and a rad-
iant personality at all times.
She is Sandra Lee, a senior
here at Manassas. Sandra is in
the 12-2 homeroom of which
Mrs. K. Thomas is teacher. She
resides with her parents Mr.
and Mr. Robert E. Lee of 1073
Peach ave.
In religious
rife she is a
member of the
Providence AME
church in which
Rev. J. C. Mil-
ler is pastor.
Sandra is an ac-
tive member of
the junior choir
at Providence.
In social life
Sandra is affil-
iated with the
Gracious Ladies club, Speak-
ers' and Writers' club and an
NDCC (National Defense Cadet
Corps) sponsor.
On graduation she plans to
further her education at Michi-
gan State university in the field
of commercial art as a fashion
designer.
SPORTS NEWS
"Score Tigers Score, Score
and win this game tonight Yea!
Score Score, Score and play
with all your might, Yea!
Score, Score, Tigers, Score,
Score, I just love your carrying
on. Down the line to the goal,
make a touchdown. Score,
Score, Score, 0-0-0. I just love
your carrying on."
This was the only way the
game between Manassas and
Melrose could have been de-
scribed. It was, as usual, a su-
perb game filled with excel-
lent team coordination, sports-
LEE
SLEEP 8 HOURS—
WAKE UP TIRED?
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening*
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
After a good night's sleep, do you
still feel tired out? Often this
run-down feeling is due to "Iron-
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron
deficiency anemia). Then it's
needless for most women to suffer
such awful weariness.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham Tab-
only iron tonic made espe-
ly for women. Rich in iron,
Pinkham Tablets start to
strengthen your blood within one
day! Thus quickly help build rich,
red blood .. , to restore strength
and energy so you feel fine again
fast! If your blood is so starved
for iron that you just drag
through the day, get wonderful
Lydia E. Pinkham Tablets from
any drug store today. Then just
see if you don't soon feel like a
"new" woman again.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia E. Pinicham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miser-
able discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
CH A-CH A-ANN
CREAM PRESS
A New Greaseless
and Smokeless
Pressing Cream
CONDITIONER ADDED
Leaves the Hair Soft and Silky
With A Sheen Finish
The Champion of
Pressing Creams
Formulated by
Charles Champion
- R. Ph. -
Pharmacist and
Cosmetic Chemist
BRONZE
Seauty & Barber
Supply, Inc.
1796 Chelsea Ave.
BR 4-2275
DISTRIBUTOR
LAN • A • MINK
SCALP
TREATMENT
Many recent experi-
ments have produced
almost miraculous re-
sults by combining OIL
of MINK with LANO-
LIN.
The following is a SUMMIT/ of
results obtained from MINE OIL
during a two month survey in
I New Jersey hospital to deter-
mine its therapeutic value When
MINK OIL was spoiled te ever
100 cases of dermatitis. excellent
results were obtained In eases
having dry sc•ling skin eersdi.
non'. In the treatment of severe
dandruff scalp conditions 011 of
MINE was found to alleviate
these conditions. LA N-A -MINX
only by mail at tpecial intro-
ductory prices.
Full 1 oz. Jar
'1.49
Full 2 oz. Jar
'2.49
SEND TODAY TO:
Champion Products Ce.
1541 Guasce Road
'Memphis, Iona.
FROSH PEP RALLY — during Orientation Week for hour. The freshmen spent a lege and bow it is operated.
Freshmen at LeMoyne col- pep rally and recreseion week learning about the col- Upperclassmen served
lege gather in the Commons guides and counselors.
MELROSE CHATTER
BY
BETTYE JEFFRIES
Greetings:
Your newly appointed scribe
for this school term is here to
bring you the latest around the
Bigger M. With the joyous sum•
! mer quickly coming to a close,
let's take a look at what's hap-
pening in the land of school,
teachers and books.
SENIORS OF '60
Where are our Seniors of
manship, alertness, speed, etc.
thus giving us the winning slot
with the score ending 13-6. We
are looking forward to another
victory in the next game.
Three cheers for the ever-
glorious Manassas Tigers!
IT'S BEEN SAID
Tyler Gammon's mind is still
focused on one of the toughest
-going away parties" of the
year given by MG.
Billie Doss is singing "If I
Can't Have You" to BG, IJ
and JH (Say, Billie, are you
trying to start a Billie Doss Fan
club?)
Elwood Reams has declared
his love for MW. Elwood's latest
theme song is "I Need You So."
PRETEND THAT
Betty Shannon was the quiet-
est and also the most sophisti-
cated in the senior class. Eu-
gene Davis was in the bend in-
stead of on the football team.
Don Williams earned the title of
Mr. Brains" in our senior class.
Vivian Reams was loquacious!
Warren Williams could under-
stand mathematical reasoning
under one of our math teach-
ers. June Matthews wasn't cap-
tain of the pep squad! Shirley
Crawford wasn't a good majo-
rette! Alma Mitchell went with
RM, a graduate of Douglass.
Helen Hill did not have a fine
physique!! Mary Ester Jones
wasn't the perfect lady.
Mary Johnson gave up wait-
ing for TB and found her heart
here at Manassas. Delores
Purdy would decide to go with
someone here at Manassas in-
stead of putting her stake at
Melrose. Eloise Smith didn't
think JM was her one and only!
James Marshall would pay at-
tention to his chemistry lessons
and teacher instead of a cer-
tain junior girl.
CLUB NEWS
Attention: All girls between
the ages of 15 • 18 wishing to
join the Jacques Social club,
one of the few popular city-
wide clubs, please address your
letters to: Helen Coleman of
1346 Kney and for further in-
formation contact Betty Shan-
non, JA 7-7115 or Vivian Harris,
WH 6-1545. All letters must be in
by Sept. 24. Until next week —
Note: The Tri-State Defender
is on sale at school each and
every Thursday; if you wish to
purchase one, please contact
me at once.
1960? Well most of them are
off to college. Namely Kenneth
Cox, Morehouse; Hortense
Spillers, Bennet College; Mary
Ayers, LeMoyne; Carol Spring,
Ralph McCoy and Walter Ev-
ans, Howard University; Doris
Jeffries, Memphis Vocational
School of Nursing; Jacqueline
Briggs, Ethel Ruffin, Shirley
Conors and Shirley Lamar.
Memphis State. Those who felt
that Memphis didn't hold
enough excitement for them
were Leroy Strickland, Patricia
Young, George Harper, Sevoyde
Beard and Donald Mitchell, all
of whom entered the Armed
services,
SPORTS NEWS
The Melrose Golden Wildcats.1
headed by Co-captains Johnny
Rutland and George Bradshaw
began the grid season of home
games by meeting the Manas-
sas Tigers. The "ruff and rea-
dy" Wildcats scored in the first
half of the game which was
just too much for the Tigers,
who scored twice in the last
half of the game. Touch downer
from Melrose was Melvin Jones.
Others who are proving to be
very valuable teammates are
James Perkins, Walter Bell, El-
bert Griffin, James Manns, Al-
bert Berse and others. Although
this is the second defeat for the
"Cats" there is no indication
that there will be other defeats.
The Wildcats are out to win so
watch out.
TOPS
Margaret Sherrod, Joyce Ber-
ry, Junienne Briscoe, Mary Wal-
lace, Bernestine Pruitt, Evelyn
Spencer Ora Pettis, Sarah Ru-
bin, Joyce Newton Thelma
Glass;
Johnny Rutland, Jimmy
Payne, Charles Marshall, Tom-
my Martin, George Milan,
George Bradshaw Jasper Wil-
liams, Booker T. Cole, James
Maims, Thomas Hill.
I NOMINATE
Miss Eddie Dale Ford is our
spotlight student of the month.
Eddie Dale is the 17-year-olti
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
H. Ford who reside at 1314
Philadelphia. Dale is very ac-
tive in many groups around the
campus. Some of them include,
the Pep-squad, Library club,
Student Council, Charmettes,
Zo-Zo club and a sponsor for
the NDCC. Such qualities as
grace charm, and wittiness are
just a few of which I have chos-
en to describe this lovely young
Miss. Hats off, my fellow stu-
dents to Miss Eddie Dale Ford.
CITY-WIDE TOP FIVE
Billy Doss (Manasai), Eugene
Davis (Manassas), Robert Jack-
son (B. T. W.), Tyrone Smith
(B. T. W.), George Milan (Mel-
rose).
Carol Doxey (Melrose), Jan-
ice Prudent (B. T. W.), Tom-
mye Kaye Hayes (Bertrand),
Robbie Rogers (Melrose),
Gwendolyn Johnson (Manes-
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sea).
KLUB KORNOR
The boss-tuff Five Royals In
ternation Fan club is opened
for members from all over the
city, Miss Mary Wallace inter-
national prexy, stated that any-
one interested in joining can
contact her on the vice press',
Nancy -Echols. So get on the
band wagon and join this swing-
ing club.
NOW DIG THIS
Cooly making my way around
the campus I noticed Josephine
Jones carrying on a real smooth
conversation with Booker T.
Cole while Melvin Jones is on
the sideline watching, wishing,
and waiting. Say Margaret Sher-
rod, why are you so interested
in auto mechanics, does it have
anything to do with Robert
Jackson?
Tell me Dorothy Taylor who
Is the young man that you have
been corresponding with from
Fisk University? My guess is
Fred Malone. Right? Velma
Jackson slow down and tell me
who it is that makes you want
to count the stars on a starless
night. Clara Smith, Annie Pearl
Brigefort, Carol Doxey, watch
out, you're next.
I SPY
At a recent football game held
at Melrose stadium I spied Bar-
bara Ann McKissack, Curlene
Siggers, Tommye Kaye Hayes,
Tyrone Patterson, Joe Smith,
Cal Rogers Velma Spencer,
Barbara Bowles, Robert Jack-
son, Richard Settles.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT
Student Council President
Jasper Williams headed an as-
sembly program which was
initiated to present to the study
body the different organizations
around the campus. Clubs and
their respective representatives
were: Margaret Sherrod, Jac-
queletts; Curlene Hamilton,
Charmettes; Benetta Nelson,
Buzzard Staff; Bettye Jefferies,
F. B. L. A.; Alice Ishmael, Pep.
squad; Mamie Shields, Dramat-
ic club, and Juanita Gardner,
National Honor Society. An in-
vitation was extended to all stu-
dents who are interested in join-
ing the above name organiza-
tions.
DO YOU REMEMBER?
When Annie Pearl Bridgefort
and Frank Hawkins, Bernadine
Bullard and James Perkis,
Nancy Echols and Charles Mar-
shall, Margaret Sherrod and
Jimmy Morris, Carolyn Thomp-
son and Herbert Payne, Regina
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President Charles L. Dinkins
delivered his welcoming ad-
dress to the students at the
10:00 a in., chapel period, last
Wednesday. Rev. W. L. Var-
nado spoke on behalf of the
eollege board of trustees, Dean-
registrar Thomas I. Willard
represented the faculty a n d
staff and student council ores,.
ident, Govenor Johnson repre-
sented the student body.
Registration at Owen college
will end September 21 as an-
nounced by Dean
-registrar
'rhomas I Willard.
Student council president,
Governor Johnson, announces
that Freshman initiation will be-
On Sept 26 Numerous interest-
ing activities have been
planned for the new Owenites.
Members of the Owen college
alumni association who receiv-
ed persc,nal data forms from
the college are requested tn re-
turn them as soon as possible
As a result of recent in.
- 101 ies, it is noted that form.
er Owen college students are
now attending, have attended,
or have completed their col-
lege training at such institu-
tions as. Alabama State col-
lege; Bishop college; Drake
university; Fisk Univ.; Florida
A&M Univ.; Howard Univ.;
Kentucky State college; Knox-
ville college; Lane college;
Langston Univ.; LeMoyne col-
ege; Mississippi Industrial col-
lege; Northwestern Univ.; Rust
college;
Tennessee A&I State univer-
sity. Also Morehouse college;
Indiana Univ.: Roosevelt Univ.;
Philander Smith college; Los
Angeles City college and Oak-
land Jr college.
Fergusion and Tommy Matain,
Neely Williams and James
Manns, Aubrey Bryant and
Larry Mitchell were going to-
gether. I do, don't you?
SIGN-OFF
As the story goes, all good
things must come to an end. So
it is with this column. But don't
fret, tune in next week for more
happenings and news of inter-
est from Melrose. Until then,
be cool, be kind, refuse to be
lonely, fight for happiness. The
after effects are something else.
I betcha.
OF EXTRA COST
Come in now . . . get the Remington
color key Touch Typing Course
with any model Remington you buy!
the newest portables ever dreamed all
THE NEW
REMINGTON
WET-RIM* ELEVEN PORTABLES
Prices Start at $59.95
Pay As Little As
$1.25 Per Week
• Newest, mat snit* sty1111
• PrICiShal itsitm sad engieteriet
• Swift smooth actin...
priatwerk print's.
Now, from the first name in
typewriters... the last word
In Portables! Beautifully styled
and designed, they're just as
practical as they are handsome.
They're built solid. They stay
put when you type on them.
In performance and printwork
they are tops by far! Choose
from 6 lovely colors. Come in
soon ... try these great new
portables for yourself.
R8111 Home Service
1657 LAMAR AVE.
Phone BR 4-8050
We Also Have Sewing Machines
Vacuum Cleaners - Applanccs
EASY TERMS
Small Down Paymegt
Call For, FREE Home Demonstration
A Guide To Good
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
Golden as a fall sunset,
Light as a fleecy cloud,
Luscious as a sun-kissed
berry--
That, my friend, is pie.
—Unknown.
In other countries "pie" may
denote a substantial entree' of
meat or fish having a top crust
—such as "Beef Kidney Pie"—
to us the word "pie" definitely
signifies a sweet pastry. So
pie as we know it is strictly
American, as American as foot-
ball—and perfect for after-the -
game parties.
So while the fellows are prac-
ticing the passes let's practice
with pastries. For most ama-
teur cooks custard pies present
the great problem. The most
frequent one being the bottom
crust rising to the top and the
custard underneath.
A team of homc economics
in the What's New in Home
Economics Experimental Kitch
ens tackled this problem and
came up with the following
why's and solutions.
The why's of this problem are
fourfold; (1) pastry rolled too
thin; (2) pastry too rich; (3)
air between pastry and pie
plate; (4) beginning of baking
delayed, therefore pastry begins
to melt before it can start cook-
ing.
The team recommends to help
the problem a less-rich pastry.
Also, after the pie pan is lined
with unbaked pastry, chill it
for at least one hour in the re-
frigerator before adding the
filling.
"Watery" or "Beading" mei.
ringue is another type of pie
trouble that plagues the inex-
perienced baker. Our team oC
experiments suggest that you!
start with egg whites at room!
temperature for the best vol-
ume. If you like you may add
a little salt, cream of tartar or
lemon juice. Beat the eggs until
stiff but not dry, then begin to
add sugar 2 tablespoons per
egg white. Beat well after each
addition. Beat until stiff peaks
form. Spread the meringue on
luke warm filling. And this is
a "must"—spread the meringue
completely over the surface of
the pie until meringue touches
the edge of the pastry all
around. This sealing to the
pastry is one trick which pro-
tects against the danger of
watering.
Bake the meringue — topped
pie at a 350 degree F (Mod-
erate) temperature for 12 to 15
minutes, and then let the pie
cool at room temperature. Nev-
er put the pie in the refrigera-
tor until after it has cooled.
Curdly custard will no longer
pose a problem when you fol-
low the technique used in the
experimental kitchens. Mix eggs
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with a fork, using slow, gent*,
regular motion. Never beat the
eggs just mix gently; and the
salt and sugar and blend these
three ingredients carefully bite
thoroughly until the eggs art
completely blended with sugaris
Meanwhile, scald the milk 14,
the top of a double boiler. The
water should not touch the hots
tom of the double boiler, an*
should not boil furiously.
When the milk is scalded,.
pour it on top of the prepared
eggs. Slowly; mix well then ress
turn to top of double boilerie
cook over simmering watece
stirring with a metal spool.
constantly. Cook until the cus-
tard coats a spoon, then Ole,
I medeiately remove it from the
heat and immerse the container
in cold water to stop the coo'
ing and to cool the custard.
Practice these kitchen tested'
techniques and you will 'beg
ready to celebrate the teani's
victory with luscious slices of
custard pie.
"A Guide To Good Eatine"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De-
fender thraugh the cooperation
of the Memphis Dairy Count'.
Mrs. Williams is a teacher 'of
Home Economics at Manastias
High School.
School Gets Fund
SPRINGFIELD — Gov. Wil-
liam G. Stratton has released
$98,492 to the Board of Trus-
tees of Southern Illinois Uni-
versity.
The money is for the reno-
vation and remodeling of fa-
cilities at the Southwestern
Illinois campus of the universi-
ty.
AND RESTORE
ORIGINAL COLOR?
Don't iet gray hair hurt you in
business or social life: Learn about
the ANTI-ORAY VITAMIN couaae
used so successfully by MEN and
WOMEN in Anti-Oray Clinics Of '
the NATIONAL INSTITUTE 0
DERMATETICS. You can now
know — for the first time — the
exact vitamin formulas and ape..
cial food (rich in anti-gray factors)
that make UP this easy to follow
course It shows just what to do
about gray hair caused by defici-
ency in certain health vitamins It
also gives scientific facts and
clinical proofs of the prevention
of gray hair and restoration of Its
orig nil color after deficiencies in
these particular vitamins have been
corrected The course is economical
and brief and will not interfere
with any kind of health diet Mat
you may now be on — such as low,
fat, low-salt, slenderising, etc. tlo
don't give up hope. This anti-tray
course may be your specific reme-
dy Bend for yours now Remem-
ber, each day of delay means
more gray hair has come your
WRY Course only $1.541 or C.O.D
Plus postage Money back gUax-,
antee.
Dermatetics institute Library. 12,010
8 210 Fifth Ave. New York N.
"THE KID"
Says
THANKS
To His
Many Friends
Who Have
Done Business
With Him,
And To
You All,
KEEP
A' CALLING
BR 6-3986
$2.50 per week
MODEL 17D19
SyLvANtA's finest Dualette! lust
press a button on the tiny Magic
Touch Remote Tuner and you
change channels instantly from as
far as 25 feet away! Provides the
compact easy-to-move convenience
of a portable, the fashion and
function of a table model. Fea-
tures: illuminated channel indi-
cator, front-mounted speaker.
picture prompter, S-110 chas%i%
(25-tube performance). rotating
antenna. Light-weight plastic cabi-
net in beige and ivory, surf green
and mist. 17" screen measured
diagonally, 150 sq. in. sPewing area.
Larry "The Kid"
I Am Giving
Bargains With
Risby :is
'idol.
ig vi
.
Lefts and Rights-09
.31(
Like This At
iii 'nO
feb
gi Ira
it 110 1.JOHNSON
FURNITURE 7.
937 S. Cooper
BR 6-3986—BR 4-0111
HIGH-F1DELrTY EOUIPMEMT BY
c ozourimAlia
A Dimes TM Calsolom Moadmalm Spole
53.50
Per Week
t
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M. Louis Youth
Gets Scouting's
Fighest Rank
lig ST. LOUIS — Boy Scouting's
ighest rank, that of Eagle
cout, was recently awarded
Robert D Brown, jr., at
II Saints' Episconal church.
I
r
obert. a 1960 graduate of St.
uis University High school,
a ionic:. assistsrt Scoutmas-
of Troop 263 at AU Saints'.
ess Those present at the cere-
loony included Q. J. Adderley,
Ilikontier district executive; Aid
Plavman Smith. district vice
otairman; G. Robert Wilburn,
saistrict officer: Dr. H. P
sal'enable, representing All
pints' Church: Jeanie Pitts,
Scoutmaster: Willie Chapman,
ssistant scoutmaster; and Mi-
n Patton and Torrence Scott,
op committeemen. Wilburn,
gepresenting the St. Louis Area
Wouncil. made the presentation.
As anyone connected with
-Seestins krows, the ''Eagle
trail" involves a long period
of hard work. Rsbert joined
Troop ?SO at Cote Brilliante
School on his eleventh birth-
day. Here, under the guidance
t of Scoutmaster Nelson Phillips,
she reached the rank of Second
"Class Scout. Under Scoutmas-
ter Floyd Whalen at Troop 210,
Central Baptist church, he
reached Life Rank. Robert
has held the offices of schibe,
patrol leader, senior patrol lead-
er. assistant quartermaster,
nature skills director, and jun-
ior assistant scoutmaster. He
served as patrol quartermaster
at the 1957 Jamboree at Valley
Forge.
Robert left for the University
of Cincinnati on Sept. 15. where
he will study metallurgical en-
eineering on an International
Nickel-National Merit Scholar-
ship. He is the son of Dr. Flor-
ence Brown of Harris Teachers
college.
CORD ELE
By RENA LOCKETT
; Mrs. Susie Arrington and Mrs.
'Elizabeth Holly have returned
.home to Americus after visit-
ing their sister, Mrs. Josie
Pryor.
The third Sunday was home
coming day at the Countyline
Baptist Church with the Rev.
A. W. Watts of DeSota as guest
speaker. Rev. Robertson is pas-
tor.
George Black of Newa-
J. and J. C. Black of Sa 1
Fla. have returned home s Jet
.spending a week with their
/smother, Mrs. Josie Black.
"'Mrs. Lucy Poole attended
cervices at Weona and Seville
last Sunday.
Columbus Battle of Lyon, N.
J. spent the weekend with his
aunt, Mrs. Josie Pryor.
James Brown of Cleveland
also visited with Mrs. Josie
Pryor.
THE RESPLENDENT Stu-
dent Union Building at Tex-
as Southern university re-
s '
cently underwent a $103,000 most attractive Student Cen-
second story f ace lifting ters in the Nation. John S.
which has made It one of the Chase, professor of architec-
Orleans Parents
Equal Rights
NEW ORLEANS, La.—Par-
ents of Negro children in New
Orleans, seeking equal educa-
tional advantages for their chil-
dren, are keeping their fingers
crossed until Nov. 14, while
keeping a wary eye on the state
legislature.
On Sept. 1 the U. S. Supreme
Court affirmed federal District
Judge J. Skelly Wright's order
delaynig desegregation of the
first grade from Sept. 8 to Nov.
14.
It is true the highest court
in the land has spoken, but the
parents have reason to be skep-
tical. for they have been in the
courts for 8 long years. This
latest ruling, in fact, lacked just
three days of coming on the
8th anniversary of the filing
I of their original suit. Aug. 27 when the courts in-
It was on Sept. 3, 1952 that validated seven state statutes,
NAACP attorney A. P. Tureaud,.including one under which the
acting on behalf of children, Fovernor had taken over con-
filed suit to desegregate New trol of New Orleans schools
Orleans schools (Bush v. Or- and another one giving the gov-
leans Parish School Board). ernor authority to close the
That was two years before the public schools.
U. S. Supreme Court outlawed Four of the five members of
segregation in public schools, the Orleans Parish School
Since 1952 every two years Board have stated they favor
the state legislature has passed complying with the order to
a "segregation package." As desegrate the first member.
the courts threw out one law, Nov. 14. The fifth member,
lost as the legislature came up Emile A. Wagner, jr., leading
with a new one. Attorney Gen- segregationist, has hinted that
eral Gremillion described this the legislature may meet in
tactic as Louisiana's "secret
weapon of legislate and litig-
ate."
The latest act in this ex-
change drama occurred on
Colorado
COLODARO SPRINGS
By GEORGE REDDEN
Hello everybody everywhere !
We are having pretty nice wea-
ther here in the Pikes Peak
special session before Nov, 14
and address out of. office the
Orleans Parish School Board.
If this should happen, it is
probable the final act in the
drama will be for the federal ,
Rucker's uncle Mr. Ted courts to restrain the legisla-
liams of Denver, Colo. lure, as it has the governor
Mrs. Patrice Ragsdale and! and attorney general (August
daughter Rochelle are current-.27) from interfering with the
ly visiting relatives and friends court's orders to desegregate.
in Los Angeles, Calif.
gate. AAICCI
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Strickland
Region as school and the foot- had as their recent guest Mr.
ball season gets under way. The and Mrs. 0. C Johnson of Los
local high school gridsters had Angeles, Calif, as they were
a fair beginning over the week- enroute home from Chicago.
end as Wasson won their first Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Rucker
game a non conference affair had as their recent guest Mrs.
but Marvin Reese, the field gen-
eral for Palmer high and his
highly touted Fort Collins
mate the underdogs against the ass pu
Lambkins did not fare as well
Rev. H. C. Chamblis conduct- though they pulled a near upset
ed revival services in Atlanta with Reese J. P. Morgan and acks Kernerlast week. Jim Miller playing a jam-up!
Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards game as they were edged by
of Plains, Ga. was a recent Fort Collins 27 to 26. 
William S. Kilby, editor and
visitor of her parents, Mr. and, Presiding Elder and M. E. 
publisher of the Virginia Gaz-
Mrs. Eddie Pryor. D. Chappelle motored recently 
ette and the Chandlerville
Little Miss Venus Crawford to Phoenix, Ariz., and the AME 
Times, both of Cass County, will
is home after spending a monthi annual conference. They were
head that county's newly form-
in Augusta with her cousin, accompanied by Reverend R. J. 
ed Citizens for Kerner Organi-
Mrs. Rena Lockett attended Paul, pastor of Paine Chapel 
zation.
services at the beautiful Zion
Baptist church last Sunday.
Frank Lasseter has returned
from Miami where he visited
his mother. Mrs. Carrie Rucker.
Silas Vance of New York is
visiting his parents, Mr. and
AME church of the city Rev.
N. H. Franklin ts assistant pas-
tor and Mr. Jim White. dele-
Lloyd Hammond is home
from Christ County Hospital,
Mrs. Dora Green is home
Mrs. Grady Vance for a few from the hospital where she
days. I underwent surgery.
THE RAINS CAME A sudden
downpour of rain did not
dampen the spirits of these A
blisher
"After having met and inter-
viewed him," Kilby said, "I
believe in my own heart that
Otto Kerner should be governor
of Illinois."
Kilby said three terms is too
much for any Illinois governor
and he saw no reason to break
precedence at this time.
&I t oiiese freshmen at
Greensboro. N. C.. who sought
protection under umbrellas
while waiting to join in the
GOODMAN
PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
Mrs. Elnora Leflora of Mil-
waukee and little Shelann and
Robert Davis, grandchildren of
Mr.and Mrs. Willie Williams
have returned after seveital
weeks visit with relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Mollie Holmes has re-
turned home after two weeks
visiting with her sons James
C. and John Williams in Chica-
go. Her son John Williams ac-
companied her here for a few
days. Also Will J. Lipsy of
Milwaukee.
Little Alicia Olivia Falls and
hrothers, Lavasia and Michael
have returned to Chicago after
spending the summer here with
relatives and friends.
Rev. M. C. Billingslea was
evangelist during the five night
revival meeting held at True-
vine Baptist church in Koscuis-
ko last week. He reported the
spirit was high throughout the
I meeting. Rev. R. C. Sallis is
pastor.
46,
reception for freshman stu-
dents. They are from left to
right; Virginia Scott, Ports
mouth, Va.; Joan Pope,
Hampton. Va.; Juanita Lew-
is, Mt. Gilead, N. C., and
James Bowers, WilliamstoS,
N. C.
ture at the University was
project designer. This build-
ing along with the recently
opened Ed. H. Adams Phys-
ical Education Building.
and three Dorm • Houses
which will house a total of 48'
male students will be form-
ally dedicated and opened for
public inspection at the Uni-
versity's Fall Convocation,
Sept. 22.
KEOKUK
By M. CULPEPPER
Rev. W. M. Holmes of Pil-
grim Rest Baptist Church at-
tended the National Baptist
Convention at Philadelphia.
Mrs. E. Harris' condition is
about the same.
Mrs. Adams has moved out
to a country farm. She is in
her eighties.
Rev. M. Culpepper has re-
turned home from Des Moines
where he attended the annual
conference of the Northwestern
, Congress. He is serving his 8th
year in Keokuk, Iowa.
A large number of people
from here were in Quincy, Ill.
to attend the funeral of William
Sanders who was drowned. Mr.
Sanders leaves his devoted wife
and a 14 month old baby.
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
Sunday school here was well
attended last Sunday.
Funeral services were held at
Andrews Chapel last Sunday
evening for Mrs. Savannah Pat-
terson. She leaves I daughter,
Martha: three sons, her father,
two sisters and other relatives
and friends. Rev. Herman
Moore officiated.
By HENRY E. CRUMP
The Ladies Aid of First Bap-
tist Church met last Sunday in
the home of Mrs. Corinne Bur-
nett. The meeting was a sue-
cess.
Sorry to hear of the passing
of Nubin White wbo died last
Sunday morning in Chicago. He
was loved by all who knew
him. Our hearts go out with
sympathy to his parents.
Mr. Earl Ammons of Gren-
ada and family spent last Sun-
day visiting for a few hours in
the home of Ur. and Mrs. R.
E. Woodruff. They were ac-
companied home by their son,
Sonny who had -been visiting
his cousin James E. Woodruff
for three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Ammons
and family of Jackson also
visited the Woodruffs. They
were accompanied home by
James E. Woodruff.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Crawford
returneo home after spending
three weeks visiting their chil-
dren in Chicago.
Mrs. S. L. Cade is on the
sick list We pray for a speedy
recovery
NEW ORLEANS, La.—CORE
executive secretary James R.
Robinson called upon the Unit-
ed States Commission of Civil
Rights to investigate the ar-
rest of seven CORE members
who staged the first sit-in at
New Orleans Woolworth store
on the fringe of the French
Quarer last week.
All seven in the interracial
group which began their sit-in
at 10:30 a.m. were arrested on
charges of "criminal mischief"
after the store manager, A. L
Colson, ordered the lunch coun-
ter barricaded at 12:15 p.m.
District Atty. Richard A
Dowling at 3 p.m. gave the
demonstrators five minutes to
leave. When the CORE group
remained, Dowling ordered Po-
lice Superintendant Joseph I.
Giarrusso to arrest them.
TOOK POSSESSION
They were booked according
to Dowling because "They took
temporary possession of a man's
business after all other cus-
tomers were excluded."
The Woolworth store manag-
er did not complain during the
entire period of the CORE sit-
in. There were no incidents in
the store.
Police Superintendent Giar-
russo said that the CORE sit-in
demonstrators "do not reflect
the sentiments of the great ma-
jority of responsible citizens,
both white and Negro, who make
up our population." The next
day the NAACP Youth Coun-
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. —
(UPI) — Twelve Negro stu-
dents were turned down when
they sought to enroll at Roose-
velt school, a predominately
white school, in an effort to
escape education at a predom-
inately Negro school.
Paul B. Zuber, a Harlem at-
torney and spokesman for the
parents of the children involv-
ed in the integration attempt,
said the students would attempt
to enroll in another white New
Rochelle school on the following,
day.
They were turned down at the
William B. Ward Elementary
school previously.
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Story and
his sisters, Mrs. W. H. Posey
have returned from visiting in
Virginia, W. Virginia. Ohio and
Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Beans,
Jr., announced the birth of their
baby boy.
Baptizing service for 17 was
held last Sunday at Mt. Zion
Baptist church in Springville.
Rev. T C. Williams, pastor of-
ficiated.
After spending several weeks
with relatives in Milwaukee,
Wis., Morgan Brown, Jr., and
his brother, Eddie have return-
ed home to begin their studies.
Robert Hunter and his sisters,
Misses Dorothy Mae and Mat-
tie B. Hunter have returned
from a visit with relatives in
Lorraine.
Servces were held at New
Bethel Baptist church last Sun-
day. Rev. M. L. Robinson is
pastor.
STARKVILLE
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Ruby Ann Blair of Chi- 1
cago, Illinois, spent last week
In the homes of her aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jack
son on Apple Street and her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. I
Bob Childs in the Sand Creekl
community. Mrs. Blair is also
the niece of Mr. John Arthur,
Peoples and is the daughter of
the former Mrs. Elizabeth
Childs Peoples.
Miss Sandra Jackson, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jack;
son left last Friday for New
Orleans, La., where she will
enter as a freshman at Dillard
University.
Mr. Robert Stewart of West,
Point, Miss., formerly of Stark-
ville, died Friday, September 2,
at his home on Smith street. '
Mr. Jim Cunningham and two
of his children spent a few days
Louise C Winston and Mrs. Lois
Clay. Mr. Cunningham is now
living in Chicago, Illinois.
GOODMAN
By Pearleane Billingslea
Mrs. Elnora Lenora of' Mil-
waukee and little Shelann and
Robert Davis grandchildren of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Williams
have returned after several
weeks visit with relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Mollie Holmes has re-
turned home after two weeks
visiting with her sons James C.
and John Williams in Chicago.
Her son John Williams accom-
panied her here for a few days.
Also Will J. Lipsy of Milwaukee,
Little Alicia Olivia Falls and
brothers, I,avasia and Michael
have returned to Chicago after
spending the summer here with
relatives and friends.
Rev. M. C. Billingslea was
evangelist during the five night
revival meeting held at True. 
vineBaptist church in Koscuis-
ko last week. He reported the
spirit was high throughout the
meeting. Rev. R. C. Sallis is
cil picketed in support of CORE
American Civil Liberties Un-
ion attorney Orville Dreyfoos is
representing the CORE mem-
bers. They are: Jerome Smith.
21, a former student at South-
ern university. Ruth D'Aspen-
za, 19, also a former Southern
university student. Joyce Tay-
lor, 19, a student last year at
Xavier. William Harper, 20. a
student at Louisiana State uni
versity in New Orleans. Hugh
Murray, jr., 21, a graduate stu-
dent in political science at Tu-
lane university. William M. Har-
rell, also a Tulane university
student, seeking a doctorate in
sociology. Archie Allen, 19, a
Dillard university chemistry
student.
Murray and Harrell are white.
Robinson wired the commis-
sion "If these acts are. allow-
ed to continue no citizen can
be assured of his rights" of
peaceable assembly and pro-
DR. ISAAC H. CLARK, of New
Castle, Pa., was recently elects
ed dean and associate professor
of philosophy and religion by
the board of trustees at Paul
Quinn college, Waco, Tex. He
succeeds H. L. Burke, who was
appointed as visiting teacher
In the Waco public schools.
graduate of Wilberforce univer
sity, Payne Theological Semi-
nary and Boston university
School of Theology, Dr. Clark
is married to the former Betty
Jean Watkins of New Castle and
test. they have two children.
N.EWB E RN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Rev. M. E. Edding was a din-
ner guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jes-
sie Ellis last Sunday.
Their baby contest was held
at St. Paul CME church last
Sunday was a great success.
Five little children were en-
tered in the contest. The win-
ners were Dinah Johnson and
Dewaine Wood. They were led
by Mrs. Ophelia and Meddle
Jones. Mrs. Alice Harris was
sponsor. The Rev. C. C. Gray
delivered the message. Total
amount raised - $60.81. Rev. M.
E. Edding, pastor; Mrs. Jerline
Johnson, secretary.
Mrs. Annie Buelah Parker of
Tiptonville was guest of her sis-
ter, Mrs. Sally Kentle and child-
ren last week.
Mrs. Blanche Saunders of
Tiptonville and Mattie E. Cole-
man, president of West Tennes-
see Annual Conference, organi-
zed the young people at St.
Paul CME church last Sunday.
Mrs. Ophelia Wainright and
J. W. Ivie attended a 4-H wor-
ship in Brownsville last week.
Mr. Paul Herrian i. still con-
fined to his bed in Parkview
hospital in Dyersburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Neil
Cooper of Milwaukee visited
with relatives Labor Day week-
end.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Welch
of Peoria, Ill., picked up their
children, Danny and Donny
Welch who had been staying
with their grandparents,. Mr
and Mrs. Eula M. Simth and
COLP
By ANNA BILLLNGSLEY
Shaffer Chapel AME church
held wonderful services last
Sunday. Rev. Carl McKay, pas.
tor of Babe Chapel AME at
Carrie Mills was guest speaker.
He preached a sermon that was
enjoyed by all. He was accom•
panied here by his wife and
some of the members. Rev.
W. R. Thompson is pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Love
of Dayton were here to pick up
their six children who spent a
long vacation with their grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. David
Copening.
The Sunshine Club gave a
very elaborate birthday party
last Saturday night at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Webb.
The party was given in honor
of Mrs. Nellie Webb and Mrs.
Ethel Webb.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Billingsley
motored to Hilldaboro recently
to attend the funeral of Thom-
as Ross, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kirby
bad as their recent guests, Mr.
and Mrs. Dwight Kirby and
family of Dayton.
MT. VERNON
A lawn social was held last
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. James Black at 700 For-
est sponsored by the Usher
Board of Pavy Chapel Church.
Mrs. Rose Hamilton, president.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Rudd are proud parents of a
son horn at Jefferson Memorial
hospital.
Miss Jeannie Wright was
married to Abraham Haw-
thorne last Saturday at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Wright. Rev. Wil-
liam H. Fuqua officiated.
Prof. and Mrs. Arnold Rose
attended the funeral of his bro-
ther, Tom Ross at Carbondale
last Wednesday.
Mrs. Ada Mae Bass has re-
turned home after an extended
Mr. and Mrs. LeGrant Welch.
Mrs Smith returned home with
them.
Born to Mrs. and Mrs. William
Holder last week, a little baby
boy, who is grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. 'vie.
BOLIVAR
Mrs. Lavera G. Henry, La'
Quita and Mr. Hawkins of Day-
ton have returned home after
visiting her parents, Rev. anct
Mrs. J. R. Grimes.
Funeral service for Silas
Brown, Jr., were held at Great-
er Springfield recently.
Miss Ruby Perry is here visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. Austin Fent-
ress.
Jennie Mae of Chicago has
returned home after visiting
relatives and friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Shivers
and daughters have returned to
St. Louis, after visiting their
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Boyd and Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
L: Cable.
Mrs. Lorraine Polk of Lou
Angeles is visiting her mother,
Mrs. L. Crowder and other re-
latives.
Mrs. Anne Beasley is on the
slick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemon Beaslef
have returned to Arkon, Ohio,
after vacationing here.
Miss Dewey Pirtle recently j•
visited here from St. Louis, as it
guest of her mother, Mrs. Alice
Pirtle.
Andrew Fowler spent Labor
Day weekend here with Mrs.
Andrew Fowler and son, Keith.
minimum 9iimilmmili; 111111,11
Buy U. S. Savings
Bonds Today
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visit with her mother and fam-
ily in Vicksburg, Miss.
The NAACP Youth Council
met Tuesday evening at Pavey
Chapel church. Louise Johnson,
president; Brenda Ladd, secre-
tary.
Elder Gilmore of Davenport.
Iowa was guest speaker at
Lively Stone Pent. Church. Eld.‘
C. W. Boyd, pastor.
The Mid-Western Gospel Sing'
ers of Indianapolis, Ind. pre-
sented their annual musical
program at Pavey Chapel
Church last Sunday. Mrs. Ver-
nie Newcomb, accompanist and
Mrs. A. L. Grooms, sponsor.
CARBONDALE
By ORA L. ELLIS
Sunday school and church
services were well attended last
Sunday at Hopewell Baptist
church. Rev. A. G. Gregory
preached a wonderful sermon
and was enjoyed by all.
By DAN CLARK
Mrs. Lula Chambliss, son
James, Miss Bella Cilaybrook
of Centralia motored to Cali-
fornia to spend the month
August with friends in Los A
g,eles and Pasadena. Miss Clays
brook visited her nephew Har-
vey Claybrook and family. She
also visited in Berkley with
her brother, the Rev. Harvey
Claybrook and family.
Mrs. Maggie Pullen is very
ill at home.
Willie (Red Cap) Jones was
a welcomed guest at the home
of his sister, Mrs. Elsie
Brown.
Mrs. Jimmie McCog announc-
ed the marriage of her daugh-
ter, Jacqueline Nichols to Pvt.
William Lewis. Jr., son of Mrs.
Sarah Lewis. Pvt. Lewis is
stationed at Sam Houston,
Texts.
Will Flowers died at St.
Mary's Hospital soon after und-
ergoing surgery on his leg.
Murice Robinson and wife of
Milwaukee motored here t
visit Mrs Lucinda Jackson.
A 3C K E. Garner of th
U. S. Force who is stationed
near Keeler, Miss. Visited his
mother Emerlee Garner here.
yire
A COACH'S
VIEW
By
Ira E. Spillers
Two weeks of prep league
Ankrfoot')all have gon einto oblivion.
miche mentors the various schoolsave some idea of how they will
fare for this season. Some of the
coaches were stunned by early
season upsets, but you can't
really determine whether you
were upset or the opposing
team was better. There are
many circumstances that are!
Involved to as( !stain the win-
ner of a contest.
This prep circuit is so high-
ly competitive that a number
of facts must be considered.
Namely 1. Condition 2. Mental
attitude 3. Injuries and 4. De-
sire. Each of those four fac-
tors certainly plays an import-
ant role toward victory or de-
feat. The coaches can teach
the game thoroughly, but the
Oaour above factors can't beught. The boy must respondo each factor in a positive
manner for victory.
Now a second role must be
played by the coach to get the
ait 
homore and junior team. Doug-
lass constantly comes up with a
vicious line.
Their trade mark is rough
and aggressive. This young and
rugged line has such players
as E. Bolden—center, S. Por-
ter—guard, C. Griffin—tackle,
and W. Kimmons—end. Their
backfield is led by W. Winfrey
a freshman quarterback. This
young ball club will give the
fans of the Bluff City some in-
teresting football this season.
HAMILTON VS. MELROSE
Melrose stadium w a s the
scene of a great football game
last week, where the Orange
Mounders went down in defeat
to a superior Manassas Team.
Although, the Golden Wildcats
lost this contest; many of the
experts pick the wildcats to be
In the thick of the race with
the one provision of Manassas
being knocked off. Melrose dis-
played a fine defensive game
and in spots some offense.
This kid Charles Bell seems to
maximum performance from be improving game after game.the team. That entail motivation i Bell was the first freshmanand inspiration. The CO a c 11; buy_ to make one of the prepmust inspire his boys to play teams at quarterback. Now hethe game hard and fair, which looks like a veteran at thatwill ultimately lead to victory,1 post. If coach Mitchell can gearDepending on how well this up his offense, then Hamiltonis presented can definitely de- , will be in for a tough night.cipher the victor. ! Melrose's outstanding playersI was asked last week, does. are Melvin Jones—end, R.the best team always win? MY1Chistil•guard, T. Reynolds-answer was yes, I am aura! guard, J. Echols-tackle, and Rthat I shall get a number of Rutland—back.differences in Opinions. The Hamilton bounced back toreason for this opinion is based the win column last week aton those facts that determine the expense of the impotenta winner. On ay given night, Lester Lions. They looked goodany team in this learte could in this contest. This squad hasbeat the best team, because the one weapon that can winof the keen competition. So, it football anywhere. Coach Paul41. 
eam always 
my contention that the best Brown said and I quote: "All IY win. 
i
With ills at- you need to win football is
t
titude upsets become obsolete. someone to throw thc ball and'That is true because on that
particular d a y t h e winning
team was better mentally, con-
ditionally and spiritually.
-,et us take a glance at the
teams and how they shape up Captain Ronnie Mosley, 188for the third ersek of play. ton—guard. The lads f r o pounder from Springfield, Ohio,
around Parkway must rely on
- m Texas, to capture the Gulf Coast is Vie number one right half andLESTER VS. B. T. W.On Wednesday n i g h t the the arm of G. Terry their 
crown this season. Last season he's ably assisted by Huey Long
with Bishop Coll-ge of Marshall 190 pound battering ram from out greatly. The Bulldogs lost
fighting Green and Gold War- quarterback for offense. A riors take on the winless lions. greas deal hinges on his ability 
these same two teams opened Memphis, Tennessee. The other three guards from last year'sat Holly Springs and the Bear- left half is Powell Odie, former fine crop of freshmen, but Carl
'The Warriors will enter this to get off those passes for vie- game as a heavy favorite. Rid- tory against Melrose. This 
cats came through with a hard Lanier star, who is back after Bickcom, the Yazoo City dyna-m. earned 12 to 6 victory, a season of ineligibility. The mo, is back for one guard po-
ing high over their last week's should be an interesting 
c 
victory, the Washingtonians test. The Bulldogs have a souped- starting left half position is up sition and Dave Jones, the 195shouldn't have any trouble with up offense augmented by the for grabs — John Roberts, pounder who showed so well inthe aggressive lions. The War- George West, John Morris. spring training, is a sure start-riots displayed a tremendous Jimmy Coleman, and Jesse , er at the other. E. C. LockhartAlLefense against Father Bet- Sturdivant are all waging a' and Clemon Cole, two freshmenWcand. On a number of oc- merry battle for the starting have the backer-up jobs for the
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Bertrand Falls To Tough BTW Spuad
SOMETHING TO CHEER
ABOUT — Hamilton fans had
a lot tn cheer about last
week as their Wildcats ran
roughshod over the hapless
newcomers to the league, Les-
ter, to the tune of 59-0, Ma
wa4 the second game in which
31111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIII
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Tougaloo Bulldogs
rake On Rust Squad
The Tougaloo Southern Christ-
the pitilully outmanned Lester
Lions failed to score a touch-
down. Lester is in for plenty
of trouble this year and this
secone of smashing defeats
might be only a taste of
what's in store for the rest
of the season. Hamilton was
one of the co-champs last
year of the prep football
league. Their record stands
1-1 as of last week. (Withers
photo)
Hamilton,
Manassas
Cop Wins
Hamilton, Booker T. Wash-
ington and Manassas turned in
sterling victories last week in
the Negro prep football league.
Father Bertrand fell before
the coming squad of Booker T.
Washington. Licking its wounds
uf last year and spitting fire
in the form of a tough defense.
the Warriors downed a tough
Bertrand eleven 6-0. Bertrand.
the week before had trampled '
all over Lester 57-0 but found
littl running room against
BTW.
Hartilton did what Bertrand
accomplished against Lester
and added two more points in
doing it by blasting the Lester
Lions out of the stadium by
the tune of 59-0. Lester has
yet to score in two contests
Coach Ira E. Spillers informs
the Tri-State Defender that
Lester WILL score in the next
contest, so look out for those
Lions.
Manassas came up with a
sweet victory in the prep league
last week when they fought
tough Melrose squad. The final
score was 13-6, And, they did
it on the Melrose gridiron, al-
ways a tough thing to do. As
casons, they showed signs of
being able to move the ball.
This team has terrific team
speed and spirit which could
very easily take them to the
top. Some of the outstanding
players on this squad are Mau-
rice Anderson and Willie Ward
—quarterbacks, Charles Powers
and James Lee — ends, and
Wallace McKinney — guard.
These are just a fey. of the
outstanding players on a squad
of fifty. predictions next week.
The Lester Lions are certain
ly having their share of trouble
as a beginning team. Each
game finds the lineup sprin led
with five or six new faces.
This team has been injured
right from the first day of
scrimmage up to now. If this
eilub ever enters a contest withvery player ready to perform
at his maximum, well, I will
leave it right there. Coach Pea-
cock and his staff are taking
their knocks now, but they are
confident that this will not be
for long. After two prep. games
three boys for Lester have
stood out as potential good foot-
ball material, namely: Willie
Finnie—end, Tommy Pratcher
—guard, and Bobby Banner—
fullback. These are the stal-
warts in the lion contingent of
twenty four.
DOUGLASS VS. MANASSAS
The big bad tigers from the
far northside has shown the
fans of the bluff city another
strong team from Manassas.
This ball club reminds me- of
Melrose of "53" and "54." They
can pass, run and defend. The
one thing that makes the club
Oo great is its team speed.esually, we speak of speed in
the backfield, but the north-
eiders have terrific line speed
to spring their fleetfooted
backs.
The line is big and mobile You
can certainly appreciate a fast
charging line with pony backs
to express the pigskin, and that
is exactly what the tigers pos-
sess. Some of the bulwarks in
the tigers attack are 0. Swift,
and W Doss—ends, J. Buford
—guard, E. Davis, R. Jones,
B. Laird—all backs. This club
has everything that a coach
dreams of having. It is without
question; this is the team to
beat.
The youthful Red Devfis
came up with a big victory
against 4-Tamilton that ,loul
give them the necessary mo-
mentum to cop their first prep
/poop crown. Coach A. D. Miller.s playing only one senior out
of a group of forty-four. This
team is predominately a sop-
someone to catch it." Unquote:
Hamilton has always boasted
a fine thrower and good re-
ceivers.
The main titan in the Hamil-
ton forward wall is Steve Peso
Father Bertrand will be idle,
this week. They are licking
their wounds from defeat of,
BTW. This team is not to be'
counted out. They moved the
ball extremely well in open
field. Their big problem was
cashing in on the goal line.
This could very easily be the
ball club to upend the aspira-
tion of the tigers. They are big,
and now they have three]
games under their belt. Watch
the thunderbolts from here
until the close of season. This
is a scrappy bunch of fellows
that never say die.
Watch this column for my
Albany State
Coach Sees
Danger Ahead
Coach Obie O'Neal, who
pointed out the major weak-
ness of his Albany State foot-
ballers before practice sessions
!darted as offensive mechanics
from the Slot-T formation, is
kill not satisfied with little
more than a week before the
opening game with Miles Col-
lege of Birmingham.
A major injury to halfback
Jake Bentley and minor mis-
hap:- involving fullbacks Ed
Nelson and Oscar Webster
have occurred recently, and
all players except Bentley
should be ready for action for
the Sept 24 lid-lifter at Car-
dinal Park Stadium.
The Rams seem set with ends
Frank Shaw, 185 lb. from
Waycross: Dave Horne, 195 lb.
from Athens; and Garfield
atephens 207 lb. from Athens,
tackles Clifton Bradley. 203 lb.
from Columbus; and Abner
Mackey 195 lb. from Bain-
bridge; "pony" guards Tim
DuHart, 172 lb. from Orlanda,
Fla.; Howie Msgwood. 178 lb.
from Moultrie: and Earl Sum.
merline. 165 lb. from Tampa,
Ina.; and centers Rob Bowens,
195 lb. Co-captain from Colum-
bus, and Charles Frazier, 190
lb. from Wauchula, Fla.
The team will be directed by
quarterbacks Art Gamble, 6-4
operative from Quitman, and
Milt Bostic, 205 lb. Co-captain
from Athens, who doubles at
end. Fullbacks Doc Webster,
Washington, D. C. and Ed Nel-
Cedartown will team with
halfbacks Willie Townsend. Bar-
tow, Fla„ and Frank Scott,
Richmond, Va., Bill Gibson,
Cedartown, with Henry Wilson,
Albany, subbing for the in-
jured Bentley.
ian College Bulldogs have been
hard at work since Sept. 1, pre-
paring for the Rust Bearcats
of Holly Springs, Mississippi
Saturday, Sept. 17 at Tougaloo's
Warren Field. The Bearcats
were pre-season favorites along
pinpoint throwing of Bob More-
land, a former Utica Institute
quarterback, who is the best
signal caller the Red and Blue
have had since Coach J. T.
Braxton took over seven years
ago. The Bulldogs also have the
best crop of ball carriers they've
ever had. Eddie O'Neal the 188
pounder from Meridian, is back
as the number one fullback; he
is backed up by Mal Washing-
ton, 185-pound speedster from
Collins and Fitz Waithe, a hold-
over from last season.
FROM MEMPHIS
call. Jesse Sturdivant, a speed-
ster from Meridian can sew up
the call if the cure is a bad
case of "fumblitis."
The Red and Blue are thin at
the guards, tackles, and center
DARK EYES
It"
Memphis' largest selling
VODKA
Available In all sizes.
Including Yr gallons.
100 or 80 PROOF
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U S. A. CLEAR SPRING
DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
EXPERIENCED
COMPOSITORS
LINOTYPE
OPERATORS
AND
TELETYPESETTERS
help wanted
• GOOD SALARY
• HOLIDAYS and
VACATIONS
but are well stocked at ends. Syl-
vester Tape of Greenville is
back as is Les Daniels and Don
Prentiss but the real find is a
glue fingered dandy from Mem-
phis, Tennessee. He is John
Rhodes, 195 pound 6 ft. 2 inch
defensive demon. Rhodes looks
like the finest all around end
Tougaloo has had since Eugene
Gaston finished three years ago.
Other ends are Clarence Ewell
of Columbus, Howard Sanders
of Hollandale, and Robert Har-
ris of Jackson.
The Bulldogs were hit hard at
the tackles losing Joe Coleman,
215 pounds; Charles Simpson,
220, and Cecil Taylor, 225. There
are three experienced hands, El.
via Brown, 212 of Bude, Jim
Todd, 225 of Collins and Jim
Harris, 202 of Benton. A new-
comer Bob Bogan, 208, of Snow
Hill, Alabama is sure to help
NEW PLANT — EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
GROW WITH ONE OF AMERICA'S FASTEST
GROWING DAILIES. WRITE- TO:
2400 S. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO 16, ILL.
starting pair. The center posi-
tion, though thin, is manned by
one of the best in the conference
205 pounds John "Litty Daddy"
McKelphin. Mac is getting sen-
sational support from Len Sut-
BIG GUN for Hamilton last
week in their crushing vic-
tory over Lester was George
Motton seen here (No. 25)
outracing a Lester defender
for a long gain. The big full-
back scored four touchdowns.
(Withers photo)
usual, halfback Eugene Davis
was one of the stars for Ma-
nassas. Davis skirted over
from the five with the winning
tally, in the last minute of
play. He had, only a few sec-
onds before, went 30 yards to
set up his own score.
Standouts for the victors
were many: A few of them
are, for Manassas, Davis, War-
re: Jones, James Laird and
Billy Doss. For BTW, Willie
Ward and Charles Lee, t h •
combination that assured BTW
of the 6-0 victory over Ber-
trand. For Hamilton just about
everybody got into the act but
the notables were Fullback
George Motton, with four tal-
lies; Leen Brownlee, Charles
Terry and Alvin Junior.
SOMETHING TO BLOW
ABOUT — Last season the
Booker T. Washington got lit-
tle chance to blow about any-
thing as their Warriors took
a rough going from east about
everybody in the league. But,
this is a new year and a new
seascpn and the BTW squad
got off to a good start last
week by downing the Father
Bertrand Thunderbolts run-
ners-up in the prep league
last year. The final score was
6-0. A tight one. (Withers
photo)
ters, 195 pounder, taking his
first crack at football.
At present Tougaloo's back-
field is excellent, with speed
and depth; kicking is fair; pass-
ing is good, could be excellent;
the line is thin. Forecast: If the
team can get off on winning
note could be the dark horse of
the conference.
Tell Us When .
You'll Get It Then !":1'
Hulbert's Printing Co '1
358 Beale Street U.
Printing Of All Kind
Mimeographing . Letterheads . .
Stationery Bill Heads . Are
Many other forma of printing for lime
individual or Industry
Filters for
Flavor
—finest flavor by far! Z
NEW DUAL FILTER
"Tareyton
really tastes
great!"
-says Jim Gilliam
Versatile infielder, outfielder of the
L, A. Dodgers, Jim Gilliam, took to
Tareytons with his very first pack.
"I don't know what the Dual Filter
does to bring out such wonderful
taste," he says, "but I've never en-
joyed any other cigarette so much."
Here's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:
I. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
... definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette  mild and
smooth,..
2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton' s flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.
areyton.0.0d.doff4,14.44i....,,e.v.r., _xi. Si OUr male maws 04 a.
•
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!Clowns Draw Record
(rowd, Keep Winning
, Don't laugh at the Indianapo-
Clowns! Go out to the bese-
t! park and laugh with them!
This sage advice on the part
of a Columbus, 0., sports col-
umnist set the stage for a sea-
son high turnout which saw the
Clowns take the meisure of
their traveling rivals, the New
Yor'- Royals, 4-3. The thrilling
funshow - exhibition was spon-
sored by the Columbus Dis-
patch (Charities). I
"Best game and funshow ever'
seen here," was the praise of,'
local writers following the
game. Their sentiments were
echoed by the more than 3500
fans who attended:
Turnout for the charity tilt,
SPECIAL
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
50c OFF
Complete Hair Style
Tuesday and Thursday
Appointments Only
HUGHES I NEWSOM
BEAUTY SHOP
2504 Park Ave.—FA 7-9163
Zemo Great for
Minor Burns, Cuts
Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
sashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot Stops scratching. SO !
aids faster healing. For stubborn
asses, get Extra Strength Zemo.
ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic
Pere's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
Itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash sad eczema
with an amazing new scientific formula
galled LANACANE. This fast-acting, stain-
less medicated create kills harmful bacteria
germs while it soothes raw, irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching—so
Eted=earion't suffet another minute.
today at all drug stores.
-A DOUCHE
POWDER
that's refreshingly
found safe to lase by
thousands of well
informed women. This
soothing medication,'
etalled CERTANE, will not burn or,
desensitise even the most delicate
fftstrue, yet is powerfully cleansing
deodorizing.sod Don't
Got CEE.TANE today at drug stores,
one of the many staged each
year by the Clowni,, proved that
interest in the national pastime
is still running high. There
were suouts for "more" as the
Clowns put on their fabulous
shadowball and pantomime
acts.
General Manager Syd Pollock
of the Clowns, commented after
the game that if it wasn't for
vast Little League, Babe Ruth
League, American Legion
Youth baseball programs of re-
cent years (which the Clowns
have raised thousands of dol-
lars in revenue for) that base-
ball as a national pastime
would be fighting in a lost
cause for lack of interest
PIRA STAND
Taking a very determined
stand in the matter, Pollock ad-
ded: "By publicizing local and
independent baseball events,
sports writers could help build
I interest. Instead, many of them
ignore these events favoring
foreigi. happenings which few
' people are interested in."
The importance of continued
operation of teams like the
Clowns was seen right in Col-
umbus where Roberta Herrera
a Clowns graduate who is going
great guns for the Columbus
Jets, thanked Pollock dr Com-
pany for giving him his "big
chance."
"They brought me to the Unit-
ed States and next year the
Cardinals take me," he is quot-
ed as saying.
The columnist who released
the quotes, Earl Flora of the
Columbus Dispatch, praised
Herrera as a strapping chunk
of humanity whose ability may
ery well dub him the "finest
major league prospect in the
Jet squad." Herrera is a catch-
er.
The Clowns seem to have rec-
ord s t o c k and trade in top
catchers over the years 
— 
to Clayton.
cite a recent star, Van Rushing,
who was sold to the Boston Red 
Daughter, Constant, to Mr.
Sox Tot $25,000. Other outstand- 
and Mrs. James Watson of 2240 
Howell.
ing backstops who've been elev-,
at-1 to the big-time after get- 
Son Perry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cleansing! ting their start with the Clowns Willie' Williams of 756 Walnut.
included Sam Hairston, Chicago 
Son, Louis, to Mr. and Mrs.
AT I. science has
discovered a mitilifullr Samuel Harris of 1585 Latham.
blended vaginal douche, White Sox: Clarence Coleman, Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and1
powd•r, tested and Montreal Royals; Johnny Gray,
Chicago Cubs.
'i STERLING GRADS
, The Clowns have also come
CAKE:
cups whole
sauce (1-pound can)
% cup crushed pineapple
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon sugar
2 tablespoons cornstarch
Batter:
1% cups sifted enriched flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
1-4 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup sugar
3 eggs, seperated
2-3 cup milk
3 tablespoons melted butter or
1%
magerine
Silvered almonds, if desired.
Combine cranberry sauce,
pineapple and lemon juice,
mixing well. Mix sugar and
cornstarch and add to cran-
berry mixture, stirring until
well blended. Pour into greas-
ed 8-inh square baking dish.
Spoon batter ovver cranberry
mixture. For batter, sift to-
gether flour, baking powder,
salt and ;1 cup sugar. Beat
egg yolks. Add mixture of
butter or magerine. Add egg
yolk mixture to flour mixture,
mixing until flour is well
moistened. Spoon over cran-
berry mixture in baking dish.
Bake in moderate oven
(3500F.) about 35 minutes.
Remove cake from oven. Beat
egg whites until foamy. Add
sugar gradually and continue
beating until stiff, glossy peaks
are formed. Spread meringue
over cake and sprinkle with
silvered almonds, if desired.
Return to oven and bake 12
to 15 minutes longer. Cool
slightly before serving. Makes
1 8-inch square cake.
cranberry
tor kStop
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
Mixlern Design
Handsome .1.7.r.car
inc.. Rugged Con-
struction V • r
Durable
525°and up
CONTACT US
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
tto S Main St - /A
Memphis. Tenn
$9.00 PER MONTH
155.
Buys You A Fine
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
CH All New Furniture
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES
Open 9 'Ti/ 9
Free Delivery
FURNITURE BY
FLEMING
3574 PARK FA 4-3767
fagot&
The Light and Bright
Modern Way to Keep
Your Hair le Style
stem as see POPOtAll POOC
H
115,"035,
$51.1 104
Mail liffttielis
Mrs. Joseph Harris of 877 Nep-
tune.
Daughter, Donna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Denver Franklin of 786
thru with sterling grads in oth- Louise.
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Knox of 1851 Kelt-
Hoskins, Jim Tugerson, Jim ner Cir.
Proctor (who'll probably be re- Daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
called by Detroit Tigers again Mrs. James Lyons of 2348 Tulla-
this fall); T e d Richardson, homa.
Johnny Wyatt, Dave Barnhill SEPT. 11
(star with American Associa-
tion several years) and Raul
Galata (still pitching in Mexi-
can League).
Infielders are Honey Lott,
Curtis Hardaway and Hank
Aaron, probably the foremost Daughter, Alfreda, to Mr. and
grad of the Clowns system now Mrs. Hezekiah Wilkins of 767
patrolling thhe outer-garden for Edith.
the Milwaukee Braves. Outfield- Son, Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs.
ers making the big-time includ- John McDowell of 146 Syca-
e ' Frank Ensley, Lincoln Boyd, more,
Preacher Williams a n d Nat Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Peeples. Mrs. Hoomer Green of 463 King.
Right now the Clowns havai Son, Morris, to Mr. and Mrs.
still another brilliant youn g'Hezzie Chapman of 2543 McRae.
er departments. Among pitch-
ers were Mike Franks, Dave
Born at John Gaston Hospital
SEPT. 10
Daughter, Addle, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Harris of 703
Wright.
Son, McKinley, to Mr. and
Mrs. McKinley Hooper of 879
N. Second.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs S. B. Lock of 1348
Breedlove.
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Dunson of 2139
prospect who is getting serious*
looks from major ieague scouts.
He is Alex Hardiday, a strong-
armed fielder who can hit and
run with the best of 'em. Byron
Purnell, a Philadelphian, also
looms as a future prospect.
The Clowns wind up their
31st, and possibly their most
successful tour, with appearan-
ces: Sept. 9 (replacing cancel-
led Labor Day game) — Rick-
wood Field, Birmingham. Ala.:
Sept. 11-12 Clowns vs. Atlanta
Stars, Ponce de Leon Park, At-
lanta,
;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
;tops Itch—Relieves Pain
For the first time science 
has found
a new healing substance 
with the as-
tonishing ability to shrink hemor-
rhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In case after 
ease, while
gently relieving pain, actu
al reduc-
tion (shrinkage) took place. Mod'
amazing of all —results were so thor
ough that sufferers made aston
ishini
itaternents like "Piles have ceased t,
se a problem!" The sec
ret is a rev
,ealing substance (B(o-Dyne0)—d15
overy of a world-famous researcl
nstitute.This substance is now avail
-Able in suppository or ointment fors
!tilled Preparation At all dui;
.oanters— mons, back guarantee.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rubin of 704
N. Fourth.
Daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Price of 882 Bar-
ton.
Daughter, Kathy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Collins of 926 N.
Claybrook.
Son, Glenn, to Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Truesdale of 509 N.
Fifth.
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roosevelt Thomas of
173 E. McLemore.
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Watson of 3075 Rc he-
ster.
Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Booker T. Porter of 2190
Ketchem.
SEPT. 12
Son, Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Jones of 1197 James.
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie Williams of
241 N. Manassas.
Son, Alvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Hughes of 1126 Tully.
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Moore of 849 Majestic.
Daughter. Gretchen, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Reed of 1431
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS SALES
Mow anyone can boy DIRECT
from U 8 GOVERNMENT SUR-
PLUS DEPOTS. by -nail for Tout
self or for resale Carr•ras,
noculars. ears. Jeeps. truces. emits,
hardware, office machines and
equipment. tents, tools and tons-
of-thousands of other item* at a
fraction of their original eat
Many items brand new Tor list
of hundreds of U S. Oovertim.M
Surplus Depots located in every
State and overseas with pamphlet
•'flow Government Can We Direct
To You.- plus procedures. ROW
TO BUT and how to get MITE
SURPLUS, mail $200 to SURPLUS
SALES DIPORMATION SEAT-
ICES. Dept No 705. Room 1011,
Albite Bldg Wash D. C
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Leuilerfole
Phone IA. 5-6348
Jzticii Lz,"
Gleason.
Son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Howard of 552 Hern-
ando.
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Johnson of 1114 Tully.
Daughter, Laverne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Bagley of 2002
Rile.
Son, Darial, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lavurne Scott of 885 Olympic.
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. James of 2116 How-
ell.
Son, Michael,
Milton Prewitt
Son, Timothy,
Lott Taylor of
SEPT. 13
vert.
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Branch of 2517
State.
Daughter, Casandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Don L. Brown of 376
Butler.
Daughter, Marion, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Kimbro of 542
Alston.
Daughter, Tresia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Norfleet of 1564
Hugenot.
Daughter. Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Bolden of 137 Edge-
way.
Sept. 15
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sammy Owens of 4860
Son, Freddie, to Mr. and Mrs. Poplar.
Robert Williams of 1790 Cinci-
nati.
Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and
Mrs. Major Pryor of 965 Driver.
Son Linnie to Mr. and Mrs.
Linnie Smith of 1215 Nicholas.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. L.
D. Williams of 1588 Lake Grove.
Daughter. Neva. to Mr. and
Mrs. John H. Young of 1548
Monsarrat.
Daughter Charles Etta, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Boyd of 922
Keel.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Malone of 2560
Deadrick,
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Gillispie of 842 Sweet-
briar Rd. R. R
Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Page of 2141/2 W. Utah.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Leakes of 1485 E. Dempsey.
Son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lawrence of 1660 Patton.
SEPT. 14
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roose-
velt Vassar of 2160 Lowell.
Daughter, Martha, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Gray of 4966 Tulane.
Daughter. Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Smith of 610
St. Paul.
Son, Stephen, to Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas President of 2931 Cal-
to Mr. and Mrs.
of 3120 Brown.
to Mr. and Mrs.
2032 Hubert,
By CARLOITA STEWART
Musing: If we sit down at
set of sun . . . And count the
things that we have done . . .
And counting, find . . . One
self-denying act, one word . . .
That eased the heart of him
who heard . . . One glance most
kind . . . That fell like sun-
shine where it went . . . Then
we may count the day well
spent . . . But if through all
the livelong day . . We've
eased no heart by yea or nay;
If through it all . . We've
nothing done that we can trace
. . . That brought the sunshine
to a face, . . . No act most
small . . That heiped some
soul, and nothing cost . . . Then
count that day as WORSE
THAN LOST . . . Selected.
Dear Mrs. Stewart Watson:
Union Protective To
Climax 27th Program
Union Protective Life Insur-
ance company will climax its
month-long Twenty-seventh An-
niversary Celebration with a
special program at St. Paul
Baptist church, 1144 East McLe-
more ave., Sunday, September
25, beginning at 3:30 p. m.
Dr. Charleis L. Dinkins, pres-
ident of Owen college and na-
tional known leader in religious
education, will he guest speak-
er. The college choir, under
direction of Mrs. Dorothy Tay-
lor Graham, will provide music.
Anniversary theme is "Con-
solidating Today's Gains forr an
Ever-Widening Scope of Serv-
ice."
"Our anniversary celebration
is planned to spotlight Owen
college," declared Lewis H.
Twigg, president of Union Pro-
Son, Terrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Davis of 1636 Locust.
Daughter, Jim, to Mr. and
Mrs. Butler Amos of 1507 Jobs.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Buggs of 3019 Tillman.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Freeman of 632 Georgia.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Ingram of 481 E. Olive.
Son, Roger, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roger L. Jackson of 610 Mis-
sissippi.
Daughter, Evelyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. London Taylor of 200 Sil-
verage.
Son, Lawrence, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Wade of 2265 Shas-
ta.
Daughter, Joann, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Robertson of G56
Mosby.
Daughter, Matize, to Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Neal of 1209
Louisville.
Sept. 16
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayman Bernard of 1852
Glory circle.
Son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Foster Graham of 5273 Weaver.
Daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Burns of 20 Ashby.
Son, Deadrick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ben R. Webber of 1515
Patton,
CARD OF THANKS
The family of the late Mrs.
Emma H. Nevels wishes to
take this method to thank An-
tioch Baptist choir for its con-
solation song service, Pastor
Rev. Brady Johnson for the con-
soling eulogies and burial serv-
ices, Tunica, Miss. Coleman
Chapel CME church choirs'
consoling song services, Pastor
Rev. E. E. Dunnagan's consol-
ing eulogies and
Victory Funeral home's effi-
cient service, beautiful flowers
and cards of sympathy, Dixie
Home Bible class. May God's
blessings abide, each and every
one.
Sidney Vaughn, son; Mrs.
Levonia Sykes, daughter; Mrs.
Emma Lee Grice, granddaugh-
ter; Sidney Vaughn, grandson;
Mrs. Azalia Moore, niece; and
Mrs. Georgia B Smith and Mrs.
Florence White, friends.
Daughter, Irene, to Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Burch of 2025
Benford.
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Henderson of 1652 El-
dridge.
Daughter, Cassie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Timothy Peeples of 276
Butler.
Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Anderson of 634
N. Sixth.
Son, Napoleon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Napoleon Jones of 959 S.
Fourth.
Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Boykins of 1434 Tunica.
Daughter, Etta, to Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie Howell of 2033 Nedra.
Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Greenlee of 783 Bun-
tyn.
Son. Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Napoleon Brown of 488 Alston.
Daughter, Josei, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Bell of 1005 N.
Seventh.
ALL FOR ONE and that ident Richard M. Nixon in
one happens to be Vice Pres- this case as Republican lead-
TEEN-AGE TORTURE
Blemishes, blackheads, breakouts and 
pimples cause untold misery
to millions of teen-agers. There's no 
need to be miserable. Active,
foamy medication of Palmer's "SKIN
 SUCCESS" Soap sweeps
away akin germs that spread infection
 and often cause blackheads
and pimples. While "SKIN SUC
CESS" Soap works to reveal a
lovely complexion, it gives you effe
ctive deodorant protection, too.
Only 250 for this extra benefit soap.
More effective than greasy crearns 
for pimples,
t.lackheads and many skin e
ruptions.
For complexion success and data 
success too, do as thousands
do, use "SKIN SUCCESS" Bleach 
Cream after using "SKIN
SUCCESS" Soap. Wakes up your 
complexion to clearer, fresher
beeuty. Don't just cover up — bleach your 
troubles away. "SKIN
SUCCESS" Bleach Cream fades 
blackheads as it smoothes out
roughness and helps keep your skin 
attractively soft and clear
looking. Don't be embarrassed a day 
longer. Get Palmer's "SKIN
SUCCESS" Bleach Cream—only 
250 and "SKIN SUCCESS"
Soap only 250. Get the best for 
less— Get Palmer's "SKIN
SUCCESS," the successful way to a 
happy, attractive complex on.
ers of Memphis examine
soul_ of the stickers ready
for distribution to all good
Republicans. From left are
Raymond Briggs, Charles
Watson, Mrs. Elizabeth Har-
rington, Retired Brigadier
General W. A. Donelson and
Orin W. Pickett, candidate
for the Shelby County Repub-
lican committee.
tective life Insurance Company,
and added: "While our anni-
versary program on Sunday,
Sept. 25, is not being set up as
a financial rally, we are ur-
gently requesting church and
other groups to contribute dur-
ing the offertory on behalf of
Owen College."
• Mr . Twigg, who was asso-
ciated with the late H. David
Whalum in the formulation of
Union Protective Life in Sept.,
1933, twenty - seven years ago,
stated further that the com-
pany had worked closely with
all the colleges in Tennessee
since its inception. He com-
mended Owen College for the
strides it has made within a
short span of time and asserted
that Union Protective Life con-
sidered it a privilege to use its
anniversary occasion to call at-
tention to this institution's con-
tinuous need for both financial
and moral support.
CORRECTION
In last week's Tri-State De-
fender, under the heading Dr.
A. Mallory, Women's Speaker,
there is an error in the time of
the program. The Women's Day
service will be held Sunday,
Sept. 25, instead of Sept. 28.
Dr. Arena C. Mallory of Lex-
ington, Miss. is the guest
speaker for the 3 p.m. services
at the church, Temple Church
of God in Christ. The church
is located 672 S. Lauderdale,
It is pastored by Rev. C H
Mason, jr.
How Us. Of water may
END YOUR
CONSTIPATION
WORRIES
As you grow older, your system be-
gins to dry out. This is true of 
your
digestive system, and it may lead t
o
constipation. SEAUTAN, taken daily
with plenty of water, produc
es a
smooth gel that provides the pr
oper
moisture, bulk and peristaltic st
imu-
lation to help end your constip
ation
worries.
SEstrrAN is the all-vegetable lax-
ative aid that moistens hard, dry 
food
wastes and forms it for easy, re
gular
elimination. SEAUT AN is entirely dif-
ferent from harsh chemical p
ills,
salts, bran or oils. Take Sgat
rrAts
daily with water and enjoy regular
elimination or your money back.
1
Quality Fabrics At
Lowest Prices
WEST MEMPHIS
FABRIC CENTER
F RI 5-1200
•
There Are Many
Ways to Keep Cool!
Carrier
You can have healthful In-
door cooling comfort all
summer long for only a few
cents a day with Carrier
Air Conditioning. Don't
postpone comfort.
CONDITIONED
AIR COMPANY
417 North Hollywood
FA 7-3541
am all excited in love. I am
only 17 but I know that this
is it! I just melt when I look
him in the eye. I want to go
steady but my mother and fath-
er both say I should not. Other
girls go steady and I really
think that this is the boy for
me to marry. What do you think
of this. — Mae
Dear Mae: Many girls and
boys go steady. Some go for
one reason and some for an-
other. Some are not even in
love, they merely want to be
sure of a date when it is tim
to go somewhere. Others don'
go steady until they are en-
gaged to be married. Now be-
fore you leap into the starry-
eyed, "ain't love grand? de-
partment, let us take a look at
your emotions to find out if
you're really ready to go steady.
Have you dated a fair share
of boys and know exactly what
you think you want in the boy
who is to share your date time?
And you are not just latching
on to the first fellow who comes
up with an offer of a class
ring, letter sweater and undy-
ing affection? Have you gone
out with the fellow often enough
to decide honestly that you're
genuinely fond of him, and that
this romance of yours is n
just a short lived infatuatio
Be certain 'that you really
like HIM, not just the way his
face reminds you of Harry Bela-
fonte, or his haircut. Be cer-
taM you have the same interests
and enjoy talking about them
. . . This can be about top musi-
cians, advanced chemistry or
what have you. When you go
steady, you commit yourself
to spending a lot of time to-
gether, and it is important that
you care about the same
things.
INGROWN NAIL,
HURTING YOU?
Immediet*
itellif I
• few drops of OUTGROS bring blamed
relief from tormenting pain of trigrowil nail.
OUTGR-0 sousrbras the skin undornsath the
sail, allows the nail to be eat and thus pry-
'-unto farther pain and discomfort. 0
is available at all drug counters.
"33 Ways To
Mect Women99
A folio chock full of prac-
tical ideas. Have "dates"
every day!
SEND $1.00
ANN JONES
Box 7762 - Chicago, Ill.
Troub ed? Love?
Money Problems?
I'll help. Solution
available, if instruc-
tions followed. Strictly
personal.
John Wamsteker
Dept. 16-x
Box 10, Ottery, Cape,
South Africa
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BIT to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.00
for full results jar.
EGYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 38. Florida
CALLING ALLIAL
NEWSBOYS
Call or Come In Today.
Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— • —
Harry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
•,11.01, •11.4.1 ot: er* a
Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town! !
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
DEFENDER 151,
Sot , Sept. 24, 1960
PHONES lAckson 6-8397i
JAckson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS,
INSURANCE AGENCIES
AUTO LIABILITY
NOW AVAILABLE
Regardless To Past
Accident Record!
II you! Ort vine Ltcense be
Deno revoked
tIf your Insuranew has Neel
cancelled
If your application na.a beer
rejected
Call Adkins Insurance Agency-
IA 6-5315 A RepresentaUve vt:'
vour hom• with full detall•
-n a cones BOUGHT"
so coins. WW Sena Check Not Pleased.
turn Check
Roused
II Solo Mulatto Ina Invited
Appraisto
111tybA T A 'S COIN f.ECBANGE4
PA Flushing 51, N 1.
Member CR A.
BUICK - 194
ROADMASTER-RIVIERA
Cond-oowet equip New paint-01s
I car for fraction of coat
1756.00
111 IL KEITH-PH. Mu 3-1137
Real Estate
WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile Body
Work and Painting
Oewey's Auto Service
475 Linden Awe. JA 743211
MAIDS $35-$60
WEEK
Maids $35 to $60 per week In New York.
New Jersey, arid Hartford. Connecticut.
Free room and board; tickets sent
Write LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY. P. 0. Not 2203, Birmingham.
Alabama. A SOUTHERN AGENCY SERV-
ING SOUTHERN PEOPLE.
Memphis Business
Service Directory
1 Beauty Shop For Rent -$35 per MonthFully equipped, newly decoratedand ventilatedIn Front of School And Bus StopIn View Of Negro Project DevelopmentIdeal For Two Operators201 Wisconsin AvenueCall WI.,. 2-3731
REMODELING, ADDITIONS
12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435
E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime Bank Terms
•
SISTER SANDRA
Phone Phone
RE S•3192 RE 5-9192
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARK.
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 14TH ST
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
your lucky number advice about Health, Business, Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
If you are sick worried and run down please come to me
I can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes horn down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
f 3rd and Union St.
Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
15C per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines . 
 
30c
3 lines 
 
45c
4 lines ...... 60c
$ lines .......75c
5% PT. SAME RATE asl line
ordinary type.
SAME RATE ea
tines iirdiaery files
lOpt.
18 PT.
24 PT.
SAME RATE es 4
hem enthearv tree
SAME RATE AS
5 linos ordinary
711F5
36 PT. SAMERATE Al'N..
Me
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given total 12 noon Satur-
day Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num
bets - the
the address
and street
words comprising
- whether name
or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad
vertisers mail received ad
dressed to our address. but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
Misc. For Sale
SHOP AT BOB'S
FOR THE BEST IN INFANI'•
- CHILDREN'S WEAR
SPECIALS
LAYETTES $7.95
DIAPERS $1.57 Do'
THIS AD WORTH / 00
CASH FOR PURCHASE
OF 25 00 OR MOPE
Bob's Juvenile
Shop
3206 W Roosevelt Road
SA. 2-9622
$IM Stomps With Purchase
1 0,0 NAME i ADDRESS LABELS Si 00
Pocket Rubber Stamp $1 Re
aRC Bonk Company Box No 1233
Nashville 3 Term.
DEAR JANE DID TOO KNOW THAT
you can set a Summer dress for $1.25,
children's dresses for 75c and Men's suits
fi:t $2 98 WHERE' At the Junior League
Thrift Shop 4 North Front Hurry! Hur-
ry! B•rgains Galore'
2-BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BE UTIFuLLy poLisRED baroque mix
ture of Utereye amethyst. obsidium.
agate other $3 95 pound postpaid
Brubeger. 5315 v.,' L-12. Lancaster Celt!.
J A VERSON'S SAMMY' SHOP
2155 Park Avenue
PA 4-0145
MARRIAGE
CERTIFICATE
LEGAL Printed Forms, Cit.' A RA STEED!
An] State Names Dates, Omitted Used
as Ori•toais Duplicate. copies or gifts.
$2 each Ithree. 115 Prompt Confidential
postpaid Service
N A TTON AI, FORMS
P.O. Box 7072. Miami 55, Fla.
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOPT NG. roots repaired Stop an,
; teat Cartter.er work, floor. leveled
I Chimneys gutters cleaned, repaired.
, stucco concrete, plaster do in, own work
; Free act Reasonable price.
T I Spencer BR 114643 BE 6-2910.
AUTO LIABILITY NOW
AVAILABLE To ALL
11414 and up 1-3 down with $ mOoths
to pa) - Telephone'
.TA 6-131111
AMAZING LISTED for life for 25e Stop
paying out dimes quarters, dollar, for
ono time listing Your name in our tiles
should keep your box full of interesting
offers. free ample.. big mail. etc for
lite Detail' for self-addressed stamped
envelope. AndyW Trading Poet Route 3•T,
Bryson City N C Sill
VOR SALE, JAMS. mous. *, ND COM-
O+. eouloment to run a garage Will
rent building r• reliable person Jettison
6-0208
INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm ,ystern Effictent and to-
expensive For home and business Shelton
Dietnbuting CO. 111111 Linden Office No 105. 
PhoneBR. 11-2dirs
A' 
-1-'"'".''''''''::Swo;',4•14.titevV.tveami
2.: QC • 1'51
e ;;;•,:
I Ott.
ig 1.1 liec!-Afit
Gil Gabrielli YO 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
*A World of Valves"
• AUTO SCHOoL rk,R5t,
,DV ERT PIING SPEC) A LTLIES
• PRINT M1MNOGRAPHING
• RUBBER STAMPS SEALS
• DECALS CALENDARS
790 Yonkers Ave.
(Neer Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.
REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
hewing Machines NO Service charge
in City All Work Guaranteed Call
Real Horne Service
1857 Lamar AYenue
BR 4-$050
13 Instruction
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
$M Linden Ave. JA 11-4711
* Accounting
* Secretarial
* Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business !I Practical
Art College
492 Vance Ave.. JA 7-4917
11 Special Services
PIANOS TUNED
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here
I 24 Tears in eiano funing
an* Rebuilding
BREWER JAckson ii-2884
CASH TALKSI
WILL, PA's CASH foi oroPerty or
vacant lot If priced tight
1121 1-1240 EL i-1726
I IV GODSON & COMPANY
13611 Metro' 
ELECTRO-
WARMTH
Bed Wormer For
Pains - Achcs.
BLOMBERG
Burt Lake 1. Mich.
$ BEDROOM ROUSE IN NICE NE1011-
borhood Or will buy same Call JAiskacin
64397
BUSINESS SERVICE
GOR1NE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIO-THERAPY, INC.
449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Telephone JA 5-91 1 1
Fall Term Besinning Sept 1. 1960 A
son - erofite•ring Institution. Seas 
terms - Competent Instructor Cali or
write Madam Cold S N Young, Pres.
11
-SPECIAL SERVICES
1000 Embossed Business Cords
at S3.99
Op lines-I color 1Bleb or Blue'
Business Cards • A POt Card,
Personal Cards
57 SO value at the new low price ed
$3.1111 per 1 000
Write in. for eamole cards and style
•hsrt reT7STNESP CARD SPECIAI-1111
GEORGE PALINKUS
1527-TH1 East 33rd St Lorain. Ohio
MEXICAN eFl7ORCE or marriage, valid,
quick. easy Details either on* 11.
Sox 506 Moans BC Mexico 150f
STOP SUFFERING! ! !
Post SI 00 VOA Sept, en% eione brine.
POSITIVE PROOF, Health Center. Ade-
laide Road Dublin. Ireland Cl hours Air-
mail).
TROLIBLF? LOVE. MONEY PROBLEMS?
Solution evailable Don't give up Write
Dixie P 0 Roe 1858 Ocala. Florida.
THE ANIATING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
[actuante Secret falarter Coda, Favorable
Numbers and Days Combination Cade.,
2 Dien Irkiere• ete 'PHeri 55.00.
VICTORY
7726A Clyde Ave. Chleade 43.
FRES Ine OURSTION • ANSWERS TO
pass *tritium test for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send la cents le
covet rest et malting and handling -
pitis sell addressed & stamped enevelnpe.
BET PRODUTS CO. SOX 123
ANS•07, A STATION, NEW YORK 113,
N. le
We will else include tree St charge the
inclosed Livens' Holder with every order
ceceived.
hey. C. F. Jefverson
Brings You I Am
MOSFS
:1111E 
CHRIST
SINAI • ZION
FOR BLESSED AMULET. HELP MONK'!.
UNCROSSED RUSH $2.00 DONATION
Now, JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE: HI
LOVE SO MUCW. CHICAGO $3. ILL, .
309 E. 47th ST.
WA 4-2133
ELECTRONIC HYPNOTIZES $14 00 -
Transistor Radio $10 96 Pocket ear Gas
Gun - USA - Extra 35 caliber shell's$1 50 each Radio Walki• - Talkie$1995 - Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each.
Transworld Elestrcnics - Post Office BOX
155 - Indio California.
SPIRITUAL HELP
Are eon worried over Money matters,
strange unnisturai evil influences? A You
sick, rnen write Bishop Baker Enclose$1.00 ove offering There N help or your
troubwd soul. You can be ..uceessfuL Write
BISHOP BAKER
1072 Progverl Ave.
Suite 100
Cleveland, Ohio
For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
Toss any coin need or Salle SS Odd
clinesel-Any tine! Anytime'. Any Pladel
-A .tartling statement, a oe less stare-
nog Performance This easily muttered
technique he a copyrighted m•naal seat
YOU immediately for $1 AF110-VLIP•
CRAFT Bee 1166-0, Bridgeport I. Cenn.
SPECIAL SERMONS
4 teor $1.00 - 10 to, $2.00
Easter Sisries - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion. Michigan
"BY THE NUMBERS"
NUMBER RATINGS Through Me
Science Of Numerology RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Otis Week.
ly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibration 
For Any Evict - CUBA RACE
MUTUELS. STOCKS I BONDS.
Bolita, Etc. State Your Choieio.
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote. Full
Name And Your Favorite method
of play is• Checks Please).
VICTORY SERVICE
7726'T So Clyde Ave
Chicago 49 III.
BUSINESS SERVICE
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
Take new RUMTOREE And emjuy L21e •
dietary preparation RUSATOREX takes up
where nature ; ft A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA Only 00 for • 2-week sup-
ply Money back it not satiated after 3
bottle Send f7.0 D Chore or Money
Order NOW,
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 113th St. - Boa 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y
THE BARGAIN Center. 1934
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service 1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
TH AU'S M WIC BATTERY POWER
AND Ninon TUNEUP,
Instant stare in any weattiet Keep
batteries hilly craned In 50 below sero
cold You'll play ,our radio all
winter 'nth rear of battery failure. More
winter miles pet gallon on gas. Blazing
new power. pep BIG PROFITS FOR
AGENTS Send $1 96 fen sample and de-
tails And get FREE 30 dal supply
of TRAtIls 1111 Potency Tablets) A Men-
Oil and POD Stimulant - the very best.
Tbau - 8930 Vernon Chicago 31 IN.
RESTORE "PEP- WILD extra pep formula
111 00 itenme able Cd Iturnbols Pleasant
Dale hebrisut.
HANDY HOUSE
Meseiseeppi At Walker
Sandwiches - Juices - Regular Dinner
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
Hot Biscuits - Syrup Salt Perk
Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialize in gool used olanOs
$IO down will put a piano in you,
home FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
IP! Linden - 13)3 5-0386 also
Nights • Sundays,
BR 5-0356
SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando
lioectaliges to Halt Styles 01
All Kind
Tinting Bleaching
',tenths For Rent
A good businese to downtown lo-
cation
lusts Walker JA 54,97
Resident FA 4--11005
12 Business Opportunities
MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay sc.
counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitarl.tms, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do Is send them to us . .
for lux experienced collection
service. We pay up to 11.25
a earn*. No delay. Write
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
to.
vAures OALORIti Sale. Book WI& Me.
fundable. with coupon
ALTON WAYMAR1 61, PA
i WAYS TO MAKE MONEY Al HOME,
where to buy material and bow to
manufacture cheaply Send $1 00 Manu-
facturing Specialties. Illicklervillo. N J
411
you lost
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE 15 NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the MIssissippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Hay.
faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are Yet
in bad tisane? Are roe discouraged? if any of these are Tow
problems come let MADAM REEL advise You at *nee.
will read Itty to you lust as she would read an open book
Tell you why your Inb Of business te not II MCC... I/ you have
failed in :he rest come see MADAM BELL at once
Locates on Highway S1 South, lust ever itisstedgpl Ate!'
Line. on lb.. way to Hernaedo Het home is 3 blotto boles
where elm used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel Be ;err
to look for the RED RRIVR HOLSF, and you'll find ber then.
at all times. (She never hod an ogles is West Memphis I
Catch yellow bus marked WhItebason State Line and aw
eft as Sta.* Line and wait 3 blocks and ems MADAM KELL'I.
HAND SHIA
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hears a is to II p ma.
Readings Daily Own en Sundays
I don't matt any home calls or snewet any ,etters -• stir.
to took fir the right sign and the right mm..
MISCELLANEOU3
NEW AMAZING 'BALL POIN1 GUN
111.111111111151111111109
Prolettlisa Rea carry in Teter Purse
Startle and distract n: us lees. wood.
be attacks with this cleverly de-
signed Ball Point
Gun rres 2:i cali-
ber blanks with ex-
its 
heard 
report. Ca.'berd
ompletely •fos-rsennibliendi StrAcEnatC
around,ti
our fa•+•
nerded. "on te;s•tp'es'id
buy In Europa. Send 51% ca‘ti,
moiley otdcr or «l:ock to;
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT co,
2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chico.° 43. iiiiness
-_-----1.000 000 BOOKS Mc Bach! Pre* Cata-
log. Idallway Box 154-T NYC-0
BEER Sc A QUART
State it returner/ We show you now
Save 110 per cent on each II e0 Complete
easy instruc,tring el 00 FREE with nrder
citrload of other interesting offers Wil-
liam Brown Cross Country Publir•lions
300 East 305h St. New York 16 N
REBUILT I B FA electric tvriewrder still
in factory crate $7000 Guaranteed
Southeld• Printing lox 3491 DT Hunt.
!neon 1 West Va
BARGAIN MERCHANTHSE CATALOG
Huge discounts Low wholesale prices
Big Onef saving catalog 2tic (refund
able) 5 es J Co Box 434 Levittown 9.
Pa.
ADULTS. iNTIREETIND MAIL, Earnings,
Photos. Looklets, catalogs $1 refunded
efer 0-ft with order Alvin - log
354-TAD Hicksville. Long Island N V.
- -
WE NEED names Will Day you 25e per
notate for obtaining them for our mail-
Mg list Complete Instructions sent tor
11.00 Harr, M Young. 7 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tennessee.
'Amethyst pendants earrings bracelets.
81.25 each Item, postpaid V Brubaker.
1.116 W 1.-12. Lancaster. Calif,"
so LOANS & MORTGAGES
NEED CASH?
-Quick Loans-
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us
You, too, will like Our Strier•
focus treatment and desire to
help rou.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
0)011 kitiANcr LO
Home ovinieti - Nemo optratod
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-11 • Uke to say yes to tour
ben request"
isamlned and Supervisea by the
State Department of insurance and
tanking
LOCA [Ione
MI S. Man 1A. 5-IX5)
151 Madison JA. 5-7611
NOTICE
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Mail In Your News
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" Of Any
charges.
22 Furnished Rooms
ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation ro and From
Airport, Depot. Bus Station. Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes Owner
2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
Room for rent furnished or unturniew
ea Wititehall e R116 1342 LAithare Street
Om %Rev $30 or before 7 00 A Ill
Coriv•neenees SuitableCast-Cosy Many
tar Prof woman
Cali (IL a4649 After 4 pet
CHECK OUR
CLASSIFIED FOR
BEST RESULTS
 o••••••••••••••••••••••••
SPIRITUAL ADVISORS
)14/
SISTER KANE. Indian bealei and 41.ye
advisor if You are suffering sick
eor have bad tuck. if worried or rn
trouble n or need help. see Siete: Kara
today for tomorrow may be too late
She can help YOU OD all sour prob. 341
'ems whatever they may be Open IfyY
evei yday Including Sunda,. from 5in morning IA 11 •OU at rught Located ouiin Blytheville. Al S at slats line, otos!
nt. Owes AI North phOne OS 34947.
Sister Kane haa God given power ta !r•..1
nein
BUSINESS SERVICE
SHOP AT McSHANNS
793 MISSISSIPPI
Your Neighborhood Sundry - Crocieriell •
Notions - Drugs
RENT
-NORTH MEMPHIS
MODERN BOOTHS
Stream Line Beauty Shop. Vol.
lentine at Montdomeri.
Telephone BR 4-2341
PERSONAL
SKILLED BEAUTICIANS
Stream Line Beauty Shrp, 1214 Voiles-
tine Scalp Treatments - Sanitation -
Courtesy Mrs Eunice Bruce and Mrs.
Mary Taylors. Owners
remair Help Wanted
MAIDS, New York. to 5240 Lucky, easy
good Jobs In nice homes Get Paid
each were Cause alone or with friends
In the best agency. No money needed,
tickets sent Free TV, free room-board.
Send name-address-phone of reference.
ABCO Agcy 351 W 42 NYC. Dent. 5-12
MAIDS
$35460 WEEK
Makts 835 to SOO per week in New
Tel k. New Jersey. and Hartford, Cots
nectIcut. Free room and board; tick-
ets sent Will, LUCKY STAR EM-
PLOYMENT AGENCY. P.0 ROY 2203.
Birmingham. Alabama. A SOUTHER)!
AGENCY SERVING SOUTHERN PEG.
PLE.
JOB OPEN IN
BEAUTY PARLOR
Hyde Park
Hollywood Vicinity
II a.m. until 2 p.m.
Call BR 2-1866
W0311-.N nr-go EASY READY-CUT
Wrap-A-Round Aprons Home. Ears
$2616 Dorcn-Spare Time Write -
ACCURATE 11E01111
REEPORT NEW YORK
esi.rs PER/SON/ems. - NEAT IN Ap-
pearance Over 18 years of age. No
Experience needed Earn from $60 to
WEEKLY Great Opportunities for ad-
vancern ent call for appointment.
JA 6-3144 - 6:30 a. in $ v. to.
MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS
SALARIES TO 550 WEEKLY
Customieed jobs, best working condi-
liens Frio room, beard. uniforms, TV.
Tickets sent A-1 Agency 100A Mate
St Hempstead, Long Island, N. 'f.
HELP WANTED. Male. Female
Men, Women, 18--55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
No est:.t iii.' od.cssary i itre117111a
school education usually sufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs abort
nours hien Pay advancements Send
name. tddress, phone number and
time home Tri-State Defend P 0
Box 311
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $ 5 5
For Refined Women • Presenting Beauty
Counselor A nationally known product
for care of Milady's Skin.
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY'
Write Mitchell. P 0. Box 311, Memptilei
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
565 TO 500 WEEKLY
Clesetfleci lobs in Cincinnati, Nortoirs
El Male or Female Clasalfled lie.
$1 10. Other term. clties on request 32.1.
WOMEN 5415.00 WEEKLY AND UP
Must bave telephone Pleasant voice.
Detail 10c full information $1.10
CANDY JAMISON AGENCY
585 Armory - Cincinnati 14. Ohio
NEED EXTRA MONEY
Men Of Women Age 21-10 - Sell Family
Group Hospital Insurance Make Oise gg
Your :enlarge
W A Adkins-District
Continental Casualty Company
JA. 4-53113
TIRE SERVICE CO
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118
Apts For Rent
FOR RENT
1586 Sunset-Douglas Sub-division On•
aide of Duplex 3 rms. k bath-hot-co/d
water Gas heater in front room. Priest
$35 month
Phsn• PA. 4-0675
15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mall out drocishlp catalog Keep SO g:
cent from orders Proven sellers,
tatle. sample catalog $1 00 Pallnkas. 1535
TSD E 33rd Lorain, Ohio.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
' WHERE FOLKS 110(F YOU
OEI PRIffRihifiAL
SERVICI
6 Correspondence Club
BIGGEST MAILS son ever got Litt year
name I sear 25e World', Mail Trail*
74 W 4510 Radio City It N iEL
Dept CS
- --
ART LOVERS. NOR IS YOUR CRA NCI
TO COLLgt'u UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, II
FOR 111.00 START TOUIR COLLITCTION
NOW SING! I CARD UV CENTS. P. 0.
BOX .83 a Ntliosst• STATION el If IS
M. V
ir YOU WANT TO SE BEA UTITUL
visA FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 13•1
Mmes. Addle Grant Moir - Olashe
Laster Operate,
NOW AVAILABLE FOR
THE FIRST TIME!
AL AND KNE811 IN
SURANCE FOR PEOPLE Wit.
HAVE HAD CANCER, D'ABETES
NEAR, DISEASE AND OTHER
SRIOUS ILLNESS
FOR MORE DEMI/ CALL
ADKINS INSURANCE AGENCY
GENE AGENT DISARM
IT'! 019 - CONTINENTAL CAS
Ilet"..TY CO 134 V ASCE AVE
maatriiIii TERN
PHONE - JA 0-33115
1.1
1 01
,wes.
teb
roiXt
-nerri
.1....111•••••••
16 DEFENDER
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WMCT
Channel 5
fliqrghts
Wf D., SEPT. 12
9:30 p.m., although her fiance
saw the girl abducted, she den-
is kidnapping when the police
plays Lt.. Finucane.
10:30 p.m., Jack Paar, color
THURS., Sept. 22
7 a.m., Today.
1:30 p.m., Loretta Young, Lor-
etta Young portrays a social
worker on Chicago's South Side,
who helps reform a juvenile de-
linquent (played by Peter Rey-
nolds) in "Nobody's Boy."
3:30 p.m., Adventure Time,
A criminal poses as Yancy Der-
ringer, then commits robbery
and murder in his name. Jock
Mahoney plays Derringer in
"Two of a Kind."
4 p.m., Big Beat, Students
from Fairview high school are
guests.
6:30 p.m., Law of the Plains-
man, Michael Ansara (as De-
puty marshal Sam Buckhart)
serves a bodyguard for a young
man who later becomes Presi-
dent of the U. S., when as a
young man, Teddy "Dude"
Roosevelt tries to regain a ring
taken by a gang of toughs. In
a very short time. Buckhart is
convinced that Roosevelt can
defend himself and doesn't need
the bodyguard in "The Dude."
Robert Vaughn plays Roosevelt.
7:30 p.m., Producers' Choice,
Janet Gaynor stars as an en-
ergetic wife who upsets her
family's calm routine by taking
some flying lessons. There are
some surprising results, both in
the air and on the ground, for
"The Flying Wife."
8 p.m., Bachelor Father,
"Kelly Learns to Drive," in
spite of her uncle's nervousness
while he teaches her. She de-
cides to get an instructor of her
own. John Forsythe and Noreen
Dunbar. The Mafia strikes again
in "Brothers of the Knife."
9 p.m., Moment of Fear, color
"Fire by Night" stars Fay
Spain and Mark Richman. An
insurance investigator keeps
looking for a pyromaniac a
search which ends on his own
doorstep with his lonely wife,
whose need for attention had led
her to commit the crimes.
10:30 - 11 p m. Jackpot Bowling
11 - 12 Midnight, Jack Paar.
Milton Berle returns to full-
time television as master of
ceremonies of the new bowling
show. He will be interviewing
the three nationally famous
bowlers in action each week.
locate her. Lt. Finucane, sus- In the bowling acCon, Harry
pecting blackmail is behind her Smith (Florisant, Mu.) meets
statement, starts checking into Ray Bluth (St. Louis) in a pro.
her story, and comes up with liminary match. They are two
unusual facts before the end of of the nation's best young bowl-
"The Quarrel" Victor Jory ers and national champions. The
winner meets Frank Clause in
the finale, or "King of the Hill"
game. Games are played at
Hollywood, Cal. Legion Lanes,
with Chick Hearn doing the
play-by-play.
A $25,000 jackpot is at stake
for the six consecutive strikes.
12:25 p.m., Major Baseball,
As the season's baseball nears
the World Series today's game
has added importance when the
Pittsburgh Pirates p 1 a y the
Milwaukee Braves in Milwau-
kee • Lindsey Nelson and Fred
Haney describe the action.
4 p.m., Wrestling, In the pre-
liminary match, Ray Gunkel
faces The Great Scott in a one-
fall contest. The main event is
Dizzy Davis against Duke Keo-
muka for the best two out of
three falls, or 90-min. time lim-
it.
12:25 p. m., Major League
Baseball, as the season's base-
ball nears the World Series, to-
day's game has added impor-
tance, when the Pittsburgh Pir-
ates play the Milwaukee Braves
in Milwaukee. Lindsey Nelson
and Fred Haney describes the
action.
4 p. m., Wrestling. In the pre
liminary match, Ray Gunkel
faces The Great Scott in a one-
fall contest. The main event is
Dizzy Davis against Duke Keo-
muka for the best out of three
falls, or 90-mmn. time limit.
5:30 p. m., Flight, NEW TIME
for the program of True Stories
about the Air Force in action.
Maj. Gen. George Kenney nar-
rates "Mine Field." It con-
cerns a crippled bomber which
I 
Corcoran are the east. 
makes an emergency landing on
830 p.m., Tenn. Ernie 
Ford,I an abandoned enemy strip, but
'heavily minded. A radio call
color, Tennessee Ernie Ford
YEAR, with the same type of
balanced entertainment that has
made his show so popular
George Gobel visits his show
tonight.
9 p.m., Groucho Show, The
new name heralds a new look
vchen Groucho Marx opens the
11th year on channel 5. In-
cluding the originalradio series.
ttlis is Groucho's 14th year with
the show. A "Black Boz myste-
ry" and a nationwide search
for "Mrs. Housing Develop-
ment" are included thig year, series' stars of 
Lorne Greene,
as Grouch() quips with the con- Parnell Roberts, Dan Blo
cker
testants. and Michael Landon 
as the
9:30 p.m.. Rescue Eight, After Cartwrights
.
staging a bank robbery, a gang. 7:30 p. m., Tall Man, Deputy.
ster and his girl catch the bus Pat Garrett and Billy the Kid I
to Bakersfield. At a police road- find themselves at the mercy
block, Hanson takes over the of a grieving man whose son
vehicle and unwittingly drives had been killed by Pat during
into a danger area where dyna- a holdup. The father faces them
RETURNS FOR THE FIFTH
for help starts a chain of ac-
tion for rescue with only see-
conds to spare against approa-
ching enemy infantry.
6:30 p• m., Bonanza, color,
Dan Duryea plays a deputy
marshall who comes to Virgin-
ia City to escort an important
prosecution witness back to
California. His story seems
plausible to the Cartwrights un-
til they learn that he doesn't
plan to deliver his prisoner
alive to the authorities. "Badge
Without Honor" includes the
miting is in proeress. A blast
buries the bus and its passeng-
ers under tons of rock and de-
bris, which the squad must res-
cue. "102 to Bakersfield"
10:30 p.m.. Jack Paar.
Fri., Sept. 23
7 a.m., Today.
1:30 p.m., Loretta Young The
Don De Fore, Bethel Leslie and whose arrival in Silver City
Denise Alexander make up the
east of "Plain, Unmarked En-
velope," the story of a teen-
ager who sends off for so-called
both as he forces a showdown
in "Bad Company." Barry Sul-
liven and Clu Gulager are ser-
ies stars.
830 p. m.. Deputy. FALL
SEASON STARTS, Susan Ol-
iver and Lyle Bettger are
special guests in "The Deadly
Breed." Both are swindlers
arouse the interest of Marshal
Simon Fry (Henry Fonda). His
deputy Clay McCord (played by
Allen Case) wonders at Fry's
"informative" pamphlets be. interest until he learns that
both played an unforgetable
role in Fry's past.
8:30 p. m. "Campaign and
the Candidates" The second in
the series of eight special pro-
grams on the Presidential el-
ection is telecast tonight, with
Frank McGee as "anchor man."
Correspondents Herb Kaplow
(with Nixon) Robert Abernathy
(with Johnson), Sander Van-
ocur (with Kennedy) and Bill
Ryan (with Lodge) brings view-
ers up-to-date on the four men.
9:30 p. m., Bold Venture.
When a Hoosier tourist goes to
Trinidad on a vacation, thieves
take both his life and his bank-
roll. Their next move is against
Slate Shannon and his
"Bold Venture." until he
their dare-devil action.
Clark nlays Shannon.
10:05 n. m. Gold award The-
atre, The backstage comedy
"Two gals and a euy," stars
Rnbert Aida. Janis Page. James
Gleason. Arnold Stand and
Lionel S'ender. The soonsor of
a television show wants te sign
two sineere (husband and wife)
to a five-yesr contract. She re-
fuses to go alone. wanting to
eettie down and raise a family,
and in the end leaves him. To
keen the show eoing.
the husband lonl-R for
^hi ginger, and finds Silvia La-
Tnnr (also nlayed by Janis
Raine) who is none too hriffht
The wife forsees the trouble and
*cent in 1 n save the day before
it's too late.
cause her parents don't explain
the facts of life.
3 p.m , Comedy Playhouse,
While collecting for charity,
Nora Charles gets a counterfeit
$100 bill. The donors try to get
It back, at gunpoint. "Hamilton
Hollered for Help."
4 p.m., Big Beat, The 10th,
11th and 12th grade students
from East high school are guests
of Bill Anthony and Tina Santi.
.5:30 p.m., Jim Bowie, Jim
Bowie resorts to high-powered
diplomacy in his attempts to
find a home for an infant sur-
vivor of an Indian raid. An
unsympathetic sheriff, a retired
riverboat captain and a travel.
Mg trouper say "no" for "Bow-
ie's Baby."
6:30 p.m., Dan Raven. PRE-
MIERE episode of a full-hour
mystery series set on Holly-
wood's Strip with Skip Homeier
In the title role as Dan Raven,
lieutenant of detectives- Singer
Bobby Darin plays himself as
$ special guest star in tonight's
story, which involves a murder
in a Sunset Strip motel. Sus-
picion points to Darin. who has
only a slim alibi to refute the
charge.
7:30 p.m.. Wichita Town,
When the Mafia invades Wichi-
ta. a Sicilian is ordered to col-
810 from each family. The
urges his father to reveal
extortion to Marshal Mike
bar (played by Joel Mc-
) and when his father re-
in fear, the son contacts
THE CREW of the Ethiopian
DC-6B which was flown on
the survey is shown above.
They are Cap a'r,
and Alemayehu Abebe, Flieht
Engineer John Hann, first
officer Berhe Makonnen and
Hostesses Atsede Bekele,
Margaret Mahrt Fantaye.
The survey party included
Captain Hills who Is the air-
line's chief pilot, Customer
WREC
Highlights
WEDNESDAY, Sept. 21
4:00 to 5:30 p. m. — EARLY
MOVIE with KITTY KELLY,
"Sail into Danger" with Dennis
O'Keefe. The skipper of a motor
launch defeats a plot to steal a
priceless madonna and avenges
the death of his cabin boy.
3:30 to 7:30 — AQUANAUTS—
Starring Keith Larsen and Pere-
my Slate. A professional skin-
diver recovers a course record-
er from a steamship to prove
that justice reigns — even if
justice is involved with a beau-
tiful blonde.
7:30 to 8:00—WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE. Starring Steve Mc-
Queen. PREMIERE! ! ! SHIFT
TO NEW WEDNESDAY TIME
PERIOD. The verdict of the
court is death in front of a fir-
ing squad when Josh Randall
rescues his prisnor from a
Kangaroo court martial.
8:00 to 8:30 — THE MILLION-
AIRE. A gypsy fortune tell's
knowledge of the occult fails to
provide a prediction of her own
future when she meets a %Tale
thy Virginian. Fiscal complica-
tions enter the romantic picture
as she finds that she, too, is
wealthy,
9:00 to 10:00 — U. S. STEEL
HOUR. "The Man Who Knew
Tomorrow" starring Jeanne
Crain and Cliff Robertson. This
is an unusual spy-thriller con-
cerning a writer of mystery and
spy stories who begins to notice
that completely fictitious details
in his books have a disturbing
way of coming true. When he Is
at work on a plot about a wom-
an who seeks refuge in a strang-
er's apartment and is interrupt-
ed by the intrusion of a desper-
ate girl who begs him to hide
her from a group of spies, he
becomes entangled in as insid-
ious a web as was ever con-
cococted for his stories.
10:10 to 11:45 — LATE MOV-
IE. "Surgeon's Knife" with Don-
ald Houston, Lyndon Brook and
Adrienne Corn, This is concern-
ed with the intense drama to be
found in a hospital in the life
of a surgeon.
THURSDAY, Sept. 22
4:00 to 5:30 — EARLY MOV-
IE with KITTY KELLY. "Tug-
boat Annie Sails Again" with
Jane Wyman and Ronald Rea-
gan. Annie comes close to losing
her job because the owners are
leery of women tugboat skip.
pers.
6:30 to 7:00 — WHIRLYBIRDS
Starring Kenneth Tobey and
Craig Hill. P. T. gets a myster-
ious package containing seven
bruised orchids and half of s
five hundred dollar bill making
a mystery too intriguing for the
boy to pass up.
7:00 to 7:30 — PLAYHOUSE
OF STARS. "The Bankmouse,"
starring Joan Caulfield, who
tries to prove there is nothing
boat.
stops
Dane
service Director Charles Sy-
kes, General Sales Manager
Roger E. Chase, jr., and
Communications Superintend-
ent Nicholas Condonis.
as formidable as a determined
Scotswoman who gets a job in
a small town bank and makes
up her mind to marry the presi-
dent's son.
7:30 to 8:00 — JOHNNY
RINGO. Starring Don Durant
and featuring Mark Goddard.
Sheriff Ringo is stalked by a
revenge-bent, gunslinging broth-
er of an outlaw, after Sheriff
Ringo has been wounded during
the slaying.
8:00 to 8:30 — ZANE GREY
THEATRE, with Dick Powell,
host. "Shadows" starring Frank
Lovejoy. Some people in a small
town find life a little unbear-
able when a "big man" in town
holds the ropes on politics and
the people.
8:30 to 9:00 — MARKHAM,
starring Ray Milland. An old
man's hopes rise when he
thinks that his daughter has re-
turned home after fifteen years,
but Markham finds that story a
little complicated when he tries
to help the old man and bright-
en his remaining days.
9:00 to 9:30 — ADVENTURE
THEATRE. "Midnight Kill," co-
starring Phyllis Avery and
James Whitmore. A society girl
and an ex-policeman turned
lawyer and politician find that
the capture of a criminal some-
times has a definite bearing on
their parent's objection to a
marriage.
10:10 to 11:45 — LATE MOV-
IE. "The Holly and the Ivy,"
with Ralph Richardson and Cel-
ia Johnson. A country parson
makes his family very unhappy
because of the demands he puts
on them at his Christmas when
he gets them together.
FRIDAY, Sept. 23
4:00 to 5:30 — EARLY MOVIE
with KITTY KELLY. "Valley
of the Giants," with Wayne
Morris, Claire Trevor and
Charles Bickford. A lumberman
fights a lumber pirate in order
to preserve his beloved redwood
trees and finds love and victory
6:30 to 7:30—RAWHIDE, star-
ring Eric Fleming and Clint
Eastwood. "Incident at Spanish
Rock." After a woman has been
thrown from a horse and has
been treated for it, she finds
that she is well enough to set
a trap for a man in the camp,
where she has been recuperat-
ing.
7:30 to 8.00 — HOTEL DE
PAREE, starring Earl Holliman
'Sundance and the Barren Soil.'
When Sundance tries to develop
a piece of land he won in a
poker game and has trouble
with water rights, he begins to
think he may have played the
wrong card
8:00 to 8:30 — EYE WITNESS
TO HISTORY. "Khrushchev at
the U. N." Crack CBS reporters
take you to the scenes where
history is made. SPECIAL
SHOW! I !
8:30 to 9:00 — DECEMBER
BRIDE, starring Spring Bying-
ton. Matt explodes at Ruth for
mussing up the morning paper
and Ruth retaliates by going
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Radio 148, Its Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
GIRL 11 A.M.-1:30 P.M. BOB
HUNKY
DORY
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. — 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6.00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
, 3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.
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home to mother — in the apart-
ment over the garage where
Lily is working on a book
9:00 to 8:30 — TWILIGHT
ZONE. "Excution," starring
Albert Salmi. A time machine
rescues an outlaw of the Old
West from an 1880 "necktie par-
ty" but puts him in peril of an
even worse fate in the complex
society of 1960.
9:30 to 10:00 — PERSON TO
PERSON. Guests: Elaine May
and Mike Nichols, comedy team
with Miss May will be her moth-
er Ida Berlin and her ten-year-
old daughter Jeanie. The inter-
view will take place in Mike
Nichol's penthouse apartment
on Manhattan's east side Rod-
dy McDowell, actor, in his
bachelor apartment on New
York's west side.
10:10 to 11:45 — LATE MOV-
IE. "Tarzan's Triumph," with
Johnny Weissmuller. Another
story of the indestructible Tar-
zan.
SATURDAY, Sept. 24
11:00 to 11:30 — SKY KING,
starring Kirby Grant Enemy
agents threaten to wreck a sec-
ret government project in the
desert until Sky decides to find
out about some mysterious ex-
plosions.
11:55 to 4:00 — GAME OF
THE WEEK. Chicago White
Sox vs. Cleveland Indians. Diz-
zy Dean will describe the play-
by-play, assisted by Pee Wee
Reese from Municipal Stadium,
Cleveland. Ohio
4:00 to 6:00 — EARLY MOV-
IE. "Tarzan's Triumph," with
Johnny Weissmuller. Another
story of the indestructible Tar-
zan.
6:00 to 6:30 — COURT OF
LAST RESORT. "George Zac-
cho Case" The incongruity be-
tween a method of killing and
the character of the accused
killer prompts a closer investi-
--
"CANE"
COLE
Humboldt, Tenn.
By CAIIRELLE C. THOMAS
Many churches in this area
are observing their Annual Wo-
man Day Programs. Sunday
Sept, 11., Mrs. Williams was
guest speker for the Woman
Day Program of Lane Taoe.na
dc CME Church, Jackson Tenn.
Mrs. Williams used the theme
of the program which was,
"Strengthening Our Chords As
Christian Women." She deliver
ed her address with charm and
dignity. She was intorduced by
Mrs. Addie Roe. Your scribe
accompanied Mrs. Williams and
Mrs. Roe to Jackson for the oc-
casion.
Misses Charlie Frances Fish-
er, Berbera Bonds, Marshall
Ridley and Ronald McKelvy ac-
tive young people of Lane Cha-
pel CME Church were present-
ing "Going To College Gifts,"
Sunday morning at the Eleven
o'clock hour from the Junior
Church. They left this week for
college. Misses Fisher and
Barbara Bond and Ronald to
Lane College and Marshall to
Fisk University.
Other young people who left
are Miss Yvonne Sims to Tuske-
gee Institute, Misses Johnnie
Ruth Bonds, Myrtle Bryson,
kack Lacey to Lane College.
Mesdames Lucy Lee, Georgia
Anderson, Rebecca Newhouse
and Miss Doris Marian (-oom
returned to I ant' for their So-
phomore and Junior years
gation of the situation.
6:30 to 7:30 — PERRY MA-I
SON, sarring Raymond Bum ,
Barbara Hale. "The Case of the
Credulous Quarry." A man be-
comes involved with a murder,
over a sense of obligation to a
friend from whom he borrowed
$15,000 and would do anything to
repay the loan. — He does ! ! !
8:30 to 9:00 — HAVE GUN
WILL TRAVEL, starring Rich-
ard Boone. An Indian Scout.
tries to deprive Paladin of his
hair in an ambush so that he
might return to the Sioux
9:00 to 9:30 — GUNSMOKE,
starring James Arness and Den-
nis Weaver. Matt and Chester
face a sniping, Indian-like at-
tack by four vengeful brothers
as they take their father into
Dodge to face a trial on a
charge of murder.
9:30 to 10:00 — SHOTGUN
SLADE, starring Scott Brady.
"Mesa of Missing Men." In
tracking down a man, Slade
finds himself in the midst of a
10-acre sanctuary for all of the
outlaws of the southwest.
10:00 to 12:30 — MILLION
DOLLAR PLAYHOUSE "Knute
Rockney" with Pat O'Brien.
Biography of Notre Dame's
famous football coach; his life,
victories and defeats.
Their may be others who have
reurned or entered College but
I was not informed of their
leaving. I will be glad to receive
the news if this is the case.
The book Lovers Ciub s..ared
their annual picnic on the lawn
of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Tho-
mas Friday night, Sept. 9. The
rain ran the picnickers inside
after being out for about 30
minutes. The guests and mem-
bers were served buffet style
from the dining room table,
barbecue chicken, I aked ham,
Toss salad, potato chips, pick-
les, olives, stuffed eggs, home-
made ice cream and cake.
Bingo and a variety of apes
were enjoyed, each guest re-
ceiving a lovely gift from the
Club. Guest present were Mes-
dames ‘'elva Pulliam, Martha
I Lacey, Ora Gentry, Anna B.
Bryson, Jennie Vance, Dorothy
Booth and from Trenton, Tenn.,
Mesdames Josephine Barnett
and Naiomi Crisp. The members
of the Club are Mesdames Mat-
tie Davis, Pres. Louise Cooper,
Nelda Williams, Dorothy Mc-
Kinney, Drucilla Tuggle, your
scribe, Johnella Bryaot, Carrie
Seat, Esther Johnson and La-
vernR adford.
The Thursday Evening Club
'met in the home of Mrs James
Thomas, Sept. 9. Everyone was
In a good mood rejoicing over
the pleasant weather. The meet-
ing opened with each member
saying a quotation. The high-
lights of the meeting was the
planning for the Fall Festival.
Members present were Mes-
dames Addie Roe, Freddie Tho-
mas, Eva Moody, Lerlia Cun-
ningham, Estela Burnett. Lou-
ella Thmpson Sula Ellison
Elizabeth Ballard. Addie Rawls.
Enid Sims, Mossie Floyd. A
delicious menu was enjoyed by
all.
The City Federation of Color-
ed Women's Clubs held its reg-
ular meeting in the home of
Miss Lilac Northcross Monday
night. The Pres. Mrs. Lerlia
Cunningham presided over the
business. The first business was
clearing 111) reports from the
State meeting. The members
then discussed several protects
for the year. They decided to
help the Gillesnie 'Kindergarten
as a nroiect. The Gloxinia Art
and Garden Club was hostess
to the meeting. A drive was
started to attract more mem-
bers to the meetine. T)eliciore
neneh and rookies was served.
The Stigall Hornets lost their
first game to the Rulldnes of
Bruce High. Dyershere Tenn..
last Thursday night. The For
nets nla, cl a gond 'same but
enoldn't 5ton the Relldors.
The 5th R noes of Stivalt cave
their teacher, Mrs. Jewell Rid-
ley a surprise birthday party in
their room today Celaureday
lte 40 youngsters had bidoen
their Lifts, cookies, potato chips
and other refreshments in Mee-
dames Anna B. Bryson and
Louise Cooper's room. They
made their punch in the Home
Economics Dept.. with Mrs.
Nelda Williams assistance.
When their play period came
they surprised 'Mrs. Ridley af-
ter getting her out of the room
so they could get everythie
readsy. She received sever.,
gifts.
The Stigall Chapter NHA'ers
traveled to Mt. Pisagh High
School, Cardova, Tenn., for the
First District meeting of the
year, Saturday, Sept. 10,
1960.
Registration was from 9:00-
9:30. We enjoyed a very fine
devotion by the Mt. Pisgab
NHA'ers. Presiding for the
morning session was President,
Beverly Williams of Memphis.
Complementary remarks were
given by Miss Mable Yates,
State Supervisor, of Nashville,
1TeG:
n
discussions were from
0nn.
13 12:00. The theme, "Home-
The-Hub of Good Citizenship"
The groups were numbered
through 12. Representatives O.
Stigall were Miss Lenett Lam
ers, Recorder of Group 6: "Ho-
Are Good Homes Of Today Cat
able Of Producing Good Citli
zen Of Tomorrow ?", and Mi s
Louise Campbell, Leader 4t
Group 212: "How Can We Bc
come Better Citizens Throug
Our NHA Experiences?"
The afternoon session begri
at 1:15 with Vice-President /-ka
C. Smith of Dyersburg, Tent,
presiding. Remarks were given
by Miss Christine Alexander,
State NHA Advisor, Nashville,
Tenn.
Fifty-two members of the Sti-
gall NHA Chaper who traveled
to Mt. Pisgah were chaperoned
by the advisors, Mrs. N. F.
Williams and Mrs. C. C. Thomas
along with a chapter mother,
Mrs. Blanche Simmons Nays
Yvonne Sims a former
President, who is now attending
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee,
Alabama.
Space Package
WASHINGTON — The U. S.
launched an 83.6 pound instru-
ment package high into space
over the Pacific Ocean Mon-
day to get information on ra-
diation zones which may im-
peril manned space flight.
The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
(NASA) said a four-stage solid
fuel sounding rocket was
Launched at 11:35 a. in. EDT
from the Pacific missile range
facility at Point Arguell
Calif.
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